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I FOREWORD

5 This report addresses the collection and analysis of technical, market, and policy

information related to the North American battery industry sector. The report includes information
gathered from a wide variety of sources.

The report was prepared by BDM Federal, Inc. (BDM), 1501 BDM Way, McLean,

Virginia 22102 for the U.S. Army Industrial Engineering Activity (lEA); the Productivity Branch,

Industrial Base Analysis Division, Manufacturing Technology Directorate, Wright Laboratory,5 Wright Patterson Air Force Base, U.S. Air Force; and the Directorate of North American Material

Cooperation of the Canadian Department of National Defence on behalf of the North American
Defense Industrial Base Organization (NADIBO) under contract number DAAA08-91-D-0 . Ed

Dorchak managed the Battery Sector Study. Donald Higgins, Jr. was the technical lead. Principal
authors were Mel Hafer, Ellen Solos, and Stephen Milley.
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I

I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I Introduction

This study, sponsored by the North American Defense Industrial Base Organization
(NADIBO), assesses the long term health of the North American military battery production base.
The objective of the report is to discuss the following areas:

- Batteries and battery chemistries that military systems use today
* U.S. and Canadian production capabilities relative to these chemistries
- Battery technology trends and research and development programs regarding

current and future military battery systems

- The curent and projected business climate for producers of military batteries
* Marketplace issues and concerns.

This horizontal assessment identifies batteries that have commercial applications, dual use
Sbatteries meeting DoD needs, and batteries that meet unique military rqiements. It also identifies

battery chemistries where the capability to manufacture that particular line may disappear and
discusses the impact of this loss and the potential of new or next generation battery chemistries to

fill the void.

I The study identifies current problems, the outlook for the industry, areas of compatibility,
and areas of potential joint Service and Canadian cooperation. From this, the study provides
recommendations for managing batteries within the military and overcoming identified problems.
The report outlines concrete initiatives for improving the battery industry sector, employing dual

I use batteries to the maximum extent, and enhancing joint activity.

In the course of this study, government and industry representatives were interviewed and

site visits to battery producers and research laboratories were conducted. An extensive database of
battery information was compiled.

The following sections provide a snapshot view of the battery industrial base by chemistry.
Following the discussion of the chemistry families is a discussion of general management issues

and concerns of the battery industrial base as a whole. This includes recommendations to handle
these issues.

I
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Thermal Batteries I

The term thermal battery does not refer to any one type of battery chemistry but to a group
of electrochemical systems using different chemistries. The most common configurations are

lithium based systems. These types of batteries are for one time use and provide power for mines, 3
missiles, guided artillery, fuses, countermeasure devices, and guidance systems. Activated

pyrotechnically, the electrochemical reaction cannot be stopped and has a duration of a few seconds

to a few hours. Thermal batteries are used exclusively by the military, though R&D is underway
to address commercial applications.

Eagle-Picher's Joplin, Missouri facility is the only remaining North American producer of
thermal batteries. SAFT America in Cockeysville, Maryland ceased thermal battery production in I
December of 1993 and became a R&D facility. Two other companies, Martin Marietta and
Westinghouse, recently have shown thermal battery production capabilities for R&D and prototype 3

Thermal battery demands are significantly lower than in the past due to cancellation of
developmental weapons programs and other defense cutbacks with no foreseeable growth in the

near future. However, thermal batteries are being assessed for additional military applications in 3
sonobuoys and BAT smart missiles and for a commercial application as emergency power on More

Electric Aircraft. (MEA) A new serie, of sonobuoys may replace lithium sulfur dioxide batteries

with a thermal battery system. This application is in the development phase but if successful,
could significantly increase military demand for thermal batteries. The development of the MEA

will establish a commercial demand for thermal batteries if the emergency backup systems using 3
these batteries prove successful.

The thermal battery base has a projected business climate that is stable and fizt. One solid I
producer is currently supplying thermal batteries, and other potential producers are considering

entry into the market.

Lithium Batteries 3
Lithium batteries are used primarily in military applications, though there is some spin-off

into the commercial market. Lithium primary batteries offer performance advantages well above

the capabilities of conventional aqueous electrolyte battery systems. They have the highest

V i
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gravimenic energy (want hours/kilogram), highest volumetric energy (watt hours/liter), and one of

the best storage lives of any electrochemical battery system.

The lithium chemistries used by the military include primary lithium sulfur dioxide, lithium

thionyl chloride, and lithium manganese dioxide. At present, the most widely used of these

chemistries is lithium sulfur dioxide. Defense applications include global positioning systems, silo

batteries, SINCGARS radios, sonobuoys, and torpedoes. The commercial market uses lithium

batteries in a small number of applications. Commercial applications of primary lithium thionyl

chloride batteries include animal tracking devices, oil drilling electronics, timing devices, and life
support systems. Primary lithium manganese dioxide batteries are used commercially in watches,

calculators, laptop computers, cellular telephones, and cameras, and lithium sulfur dioxide batteries

in medical devices, animal tracking devices, and lighting on mining helmets.

There are four major North American lithium battery producers - Ballard Battery Systems,
Battery Engineering Inc. (BEI), Power Conversion Inc., and SAFT America Inc. (Valdese). A

fifth company, Yardney Technical Products, is a potential supplier of lithium systems to the
military but, to date, has not produced any batteries. The present market for lithium batteries

represents a small fraction of the overall battery market. The lithium marketplace has been driven

by military sales, with commercial sales accounting for only a small portion of the overall demand.

Due to the large number of lithium sulfur dioxide batteries procured by CECOM during

Operation Desert Storm and the completion of existing contracts, sufficient supplies exist to

preclude any further major procurements until the 1997/1998 time frame. During this time period,

the military is examining the cost effectiveness of alternative lithium battery systems. In particular,

CECOM is examining the lithium manganese dioxide (pouch) battery as a potential candidate to

replace the lithium sulfur dioxide battery. CECOM is concerned about the tradeoffs between the

current performance level of the lithium sulfur dioxide battery versus new lithium batteries and the
costs associated with these different systems. If the next generation of lithium batteries does not

prove as cost effective as the current lithium sulfur dioxide system, this concern is that lithium

sulfur dioxide battery producers may not be available when CECOM needs to procure more
batteries. CECOM is postured to accept this risk and believe if they continue to procure the lithium

sulfur dioxide battery, a supplier will either still have the production capability or the ability to

resurrect it.

A large part of the military's primary battery budget is for lithium batteries. The major

focus of military R&D activities is toward improved safety and performance of existing primary

vii



systems and development of secondary lithium systems. The secondary systems being addressed 1
are lithium ion and lithium polymer batteries. Sony has recently introduced a lithium ion battery in

the commercial market for its canmorders. 3
Of the major lithium battery manufacturers, only BEI has an established commercial 3

market, primarily for the oil drilling industry, and does not rely on government sales. The other

producers rely heavily on government sales for their survival. The possible transition away from

-the lithium sulfur dioxide chemistry, previously the military's mainstay chemistry, has left the I
lithium producers concerned about their future prospects. Product diversification based on

increased commercial demand is essential for developing a healthy lithium battery industrial base. 3
The military demand in support of present and future systems will be limited. Manufacturers are

investigating commercial marketplace applications for their products. Much attention is being

centered on development of the lithium ion and lithium polymer technologies, which lend

themselves to both comme i1 and military uses. Most lithium battery manufacturers do not have

dedicated lines to produce military batteries and are postured to treat their commercial and military I
customers equally. The companies will add additional shifts to meet extra military demand, but

will not make capital investments to support military prod 2-tion alone. In a crisis situation, they 3
will be well positioned to use their full capacity to support military production.

There are several Technology Reinvestment Program contracts that recently have been
awarded, and many are under negotiation, to assist military based lithium battery producers to

make the transition to commercial products. This will help provide financial stability and at the I
same time maintain military battery production capabilities.

The demand for lithium batteries is projected to increase for both primary and secondary

(rechargeable) batteries. This growth is expected largely as a result of increased demand and sales

of portable electronic devices using lithium ion and lithium polymer batteries. Military demand
may no longer dictate the climate of the lithium marketplace in the future.

Mercury Batteries

Mercury batteries are not a high demand battery chemistry. The market is almost totally

driven by the military. The military uses this chemistry in legacy systems, namely mines,

munitions, and communications devices dating from the 1960s and early 1970s, naval mines, and

surveillance systems. Commercial applications are limited to portable electronics and portable

medical devices.

viii I
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"The Do is transitioning away from mercury batteries and into other chemistries, primarily5 due to enviromental concerns. Due to safety issues involving mercury, 13 states have banned the
commercial sale of mercury batteries, and it is likely that more will follow.

Alexander Batteries is the only North American producer of mercury cells and only world
producer of cylindrical mercury cells. As DoD replaces these legacy systems and phases out

Smercury batteries, Alexander Batteries will probably discontinue mercury battery manufacturing.

The commercial market will not provide the company with enough business to sustain production.I
Silver Zinc/Silver Cadmium Batteries

i The silver battery market is small and serves niche markets. One of the main reasons that
this market has not expanded is the high cost of the battery. The most widely used silver batteries

are silver zinc and silver cadmium; the silver zinc system exists in primary, primary reserve, and

secondary configurations. Defense uses of the silver cadmium battery are for powering torpedoes3 and satellites. Commerial silver cadmium battery applications ar limited to portable power tools.
Military applications of secondary silver zinc systems are for guidance and telemetry for missiles

and torpedoes and propulsion for underwater vehicles and torpedoes. NASA uses this chemistry

in all their space missions. Commercial applications of secondary silver zinc batteries are

electromc news gathering equipment and television cameras. The major commercial silver battery
is the silver zinc primary chemistry, which is used in electronic devices such as calculators and

wristwatches. The silver zinc batteries used by the military are quite different from the small,3 single pimary cell batteries used in commercial electoic devices.

Yardney Technical Products, Inc. and BST Systems are the North Americ-m producers of
silver cadmium batteries. For military applications of primary and secondary silver zinc batteries,

there are four main North American suppliers - Yardney, BST, Whittaker Power Storage Systems,

and Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. (Joplin, Missouri facility). For military applications of primary

reserve silver zinc batteries, there are three main suppliers - Yardney, Whittaker, and Eagle-Picher.
Commercial primary silver zinc cells are manufactured by Duracell, Eveready, and Rayovac.

Silver cadmium is an expensive battery chemistry with limited applications and an
environmentally unfriendly component, cadmium. Environmental concerns over cadmium,

decreasing defense dollars, and near term potential replacement chemistries will likely cause the

military to discontinue use of silver cadmium batteries over hnmc.
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The commercial base for silver zinc batteries is quite distinct from the military, mainly due

to the battery type used in each market. Commercial and military silver batteries cannot be 3
manufactured on the same line and there appears no chance for dual use production in the near

Silver zinc battery usage within the military will grow in the near future with improved
silver zinc batteries. Research is ongoing to improve the properties and lifecycle of silver zinc I
batt~esi

The projected business climate overall for silver zinc batteries is stable with a slight

downturn in demand. NASA and the Navy should continue to be a major customers of silver zinc 5
batteries. The base is considered healthy, though the decrease in demand could result in the loss of

one supplier. In particular, of the three primary reserve silver zinc suppliers of Navy batteries,

only Eagle-Picher shows strong presence; Yardney's most recent production contract ended in I
FY93, and Whittaker's production does not have a strong foothold.

Lead Acid Batteries

Lead acid battery technology has been in use for over 100 years. Lead acid batteries are the

most widely used secondary (rechargeable) batteries in the world. Applications span the range

from small portable electronics to large military systems. The popularity of lead acid batteries is I
attributed to the maturity of the technology, the low maintenance (O&S) costs, the low cost of
materials, the widespread recycling of lead, and a relatively wide temperature range for cycling and 3
non-cycling applications.

The military uses lead acid batteries primarily for vehicle starting, lighting and ignition,

aircraft engine starting, motive power on submarines, and standby power systems in missile silos.

The commercial lead acid battery market is almost totally driven by automotive and standby power I
applications, although they are also used in portable computers and communications devices. The

largest market for lead acid batteries is in the automotive aftermarket (replacement batteries). Theto

commercial demand has kept the lead acid market stable and growing slowly.

Lead acid batteries are one of the most probable candidates for use in electric vehicles in the 1
near term. Newer lead acid batteries, the valve-regulated, low maintenance types, are replacing

many of the older lead acid batteries in many aviation systems.
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Four major North American lead acid battery producers are Concorde Battery Corporation,

C&D Charter Power Systems, GNB Battery Technologies, and Johnson Controls Battery Group.

There are other lead acid battery suppliers to commercial markets, but this report only discusses

these four suppliers and their presence in the military/government environment. Johnson Controls

is the only producer of these that does not supply batteries directly to military organizations. The

lead acid market is dominated by commercial demand. The only military application of lead acid

batteries that has no commercial counterpart is submarine propulsion, due primarily to the large
size of the battery system. Lead acid battery companies that supply the military have strong3 commercial markets, and the loss of military sales would not damage the market presence of these

companies.

I With an established commercial base and market, the lead acid battery industry is expected

to continue strong growth. The base is considered healthy and the technology truly dual use,3 offering full convertibility of commercial and defense manufacturing lines.

3 Nickel Cadmium Batteries

Nickel cadmium is the most widely used nickel chemistry in the military. Nickel cadmium

batteries have a rugged construction and proven reliability. Characteristics like high power

capabilities, a wide operating temperature range, and long cycle life make them suitable for many

applications. The military uses nickel cadmium batteries for aircraft and aerospace equipment. The

commercial market for nickel cadmium batteries is driven primarily by portable electronics and
commercial aviation sales. Military and commercial batteries are manufactured on the same

production lines.

I Presently, North America has three major military nickel cadmium battery suppliers, Eagle-

Picher (Colorado Springs), Marathon Power Technologies, and SAFT America (Valdosta). These5 producers all serve a larger commercial market than their military market.

I The replacement of vented nickel cadmium batteries with sealed nickel cadmium batteries

in commercial and general aviation aircraft will increase sales in the near to mid term for the nickel

cadmium market. The Air Force is working to retrofit vented nickel cadmium batteries with sealed

nickel cadmium batteries in the B-52, F16, and E8 AWACS aircraft. The Fl8 will use sealed lead
acid batteries.
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As defense dollars and programs decrease and the life of nickel cadmium batteries is3
improved, there will be decreased demand in the long term for these batteries. These sealed nickel

cadmium batteries are stored easily (in a discharged state), have a long shelf life, and a long service

life. Therefore, the services will require fewer sealed nickel cadmium batteries due to these

advances.3

Though military demnand will decrease, commrricial demand will remain relatively stable.

The projected business climate is good, with three healthy suppliers and full dual use capabilities.

Nickel metal hydride batteries are being studied as a potential replacement for some nickel 3
cadmium batteries. Nickel metal hydride batteries have not yet reached maturity but are considered

to offer increased performance and decreased manufacturing cost compared to nickel cadmium

batteries. The absence of cadmium also is a significant environmental advantage. Primary use of

these batteries currently is for powering personal notebook computers. These batteries are not yet

available except in small sizes at high cost I
Magnesium BatteriesI

Magnesium manganese dioxide batteries are an old chemistry with limited applications and
no strong foothold in either the military or commercial marketplace. The Navy uses magnesium

batteries for mines and the Army uses them as a lower cost alternative to lithium batteries for

portable electronics during training exercises. Commercially, these batteries are used for 3
emergency locator beacon applications and other portable electronic applications. The commercial

demand for these batteries dominates the market.

There are two North American suppliers of magnesium batteries to the military. ACR

Electronics is the single manufacturer of magnesium batteries in support of the Navy's Captor

mine. Rayovac sell its commercial line batteries to CECOM for the Army's portable electronics

equipment

Presently, the markcer for the magnesium batteries is stable. This chemistry will continue to

be used in limited fashion and will eventually be replaced with new, longer lasting primary
chemistries. I

I
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3 ~Figure 1EX-1 summarizes dhe butery marketplace by chemistry.
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Battery Industrial Base Management Conclusions

The design of military systems often does not consider power sources or battery systems
-- early in the process. This leads to the specification of military-unique, system-unique battery

sources that can be costly for manufacture and support. This design process and battery selection
should be an integral part of the system design process enabling designers to capitalize on dual use3 chemistries, standardize the selection of batteries, and decrease the proliferation of military-unique,

system-unique bateries.

The National/NATO Stock Number (NSN) assignment system is not efficient or well-
maintained. Currently, the U.S. has an estimated 3,500 battery NSNs, and Canada has over 600.

In addition identical batteries from the same suppliers often have different NSNs among military
Services or between the U.S. and Canada. The process of cataloguing, tracking, and assigning3 NSNs needs serious attention to improve its effectiveness.

Related to the NSN issue is the lack of a complete, well-utilized, accurate database of
batteries throughout the military. Such a tracking tool could drastically aid in reducing the
proliferation of unique batteries, reducing the duplication of NSNs, and serving as a designers'

tool for standardizing families of batteries for particular families of systems. Currently several
databases include information like battery chemistry, configuration, power specifications, and3 physical specifications, but these databases are not fully populated, not completely accurate, and
not fully utilized by the targeted audience.

The procurement processes and strategies of the U.S. military and Canadian DND can be
more cost effective than they are today. There currently are no joint purchasing programs between

the Services or with the DND. Each organization handles procurements individually with little or
no coordination. In a number of instances, the same batteries are being procured from the same

I manufacturer. The Services and the DND can likely decrease unit costs by purchasing larger
quantities in a joint procurement program.

U The battery maintenance procedures within the military organizaions could be updated. and
i training of personnel could reduce maintenance costs. Many battery chemistries require standard,

periodic maintenance that perpetuate the life of the battery. If these maintenance procedures or time
intervals are not followed, battery life decreases, resulting in unnecessary maintenance or

I
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replacement costs. Several military organizations expressed concern that these procedures are not I
always accurate and that recommended time intervals for maintenance are not always followed.

The battery sector does not regard compliance with environmental regulations as a

competitive concern. Battery manufacturers accept environmental safety procedures as standard 3
operating practices. Some more environmentally unfriendly batteries are experiencing pressure to

terminate their use, and some batteries, namely mercury and those including a cadmium

component, will be phased out in the future.

Battery Industrial Base Management Short Term Recommendations 3
The U.S. and Canadian governments currently do not have a procurement program that

encourages joint battery purchases among the U.S. Services or between the U.S. and Canadian

military. Since this joint procurement process could decrease the unit cost of batteries, the two

governments should institute such a procurement program.

Defense cutbacks have drastically decreased the production demand for many battery types, 3
and not all suppliers are positioned to maintain manufacturing lines for stop-and-go production.

The military organizations should attempt to spread the demand requirements over longer periods 3
of time when it appears future demand will be reduced. This low rate production allows suppliers

to maintain the particular manufacturing capability during periods when that particular production

need is doubtful.

The lack of commication between military organizations and battery suppliers concerning 3
battery procurement plans and requirements is a problem. The U.S. and Canadian governments

should improve these communication efforts to allow suppliers to plan more effectively and

maintain production stability. Advances in electronic commerce, such as the use of electronic
bulletin boards, can facilitate communication of future battery procurements.

An effective way to reduce lifecycle costs of batteries is to reduce the costs of standard

maintenance operations. Currently, the maintenance procedures for weapon systems' batteries are 3
not completely up-to-date or accurate; the military Services and DND should update, improve, or

renew these standard maintenance procedures and training procedures of the personnel responsible

for preventative maintenance.

I
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I lBattery Industrial Base Management Long Term Recommendations

Since the battery NSNs across the military services and the Canadian DND are nol.
standardized and much duplication exists for similar battery configurations, the two government,
should institute a thorough parsing of these NSNs and determine the corrections and sreamlinhig

that are required. During this process, the accurate, efficient NSN assignments should be collected

into a joint database that includes categories of NSNs and information concerning the battery

specifications.

3 Using the NSN database or a similar database as its basis, a designers' tool should be
created that facilitates battery selection using parameters such as configuration, power
specifications, physical specifications, manufacturers, contacts, and applications. This database

will allow the targeted users - system designers, Project/Program Managers, and procurement
personnel - to access a complete database of existing batteries in order to select a power source that3 will meet new system requirements.

I A step beyond the designers' tool is the creation of families of batteries that are chemistries
and configurations specific to particular application types. These families will help to control the
proliferation of chemistries and configurations used on particular systems and will allow new

batteries in the families to be designed with similar parameters and specifications. These families
could be incorporated within the designers' tool described above.

Military specifications and standards that govern the design and manufacturing processes of

i different batteries are often out-of-date and not followed strictly. A joint revision of Mil-Specs and
the relaxation of unnecessary, over-burdensome specifications will allow manufacturers to increase
their dual use production capability and thus increase their stability.

Multiple-year contracting allows suppliers to maintain particular manufacturing capabilities3 with the assurance that future periods of production are likely. Since this type of working
relationship would prove cost effective to both the military organizations and the suppliers, the3 military should attempt to create these multiple-year contracts wherever necessary to ensure the

production base.

I Finally, since the above recommendations cover a variety of issues and a variety of areas,
the U.S. and Canadian governments should create a joint function to oversee the planning,3. implementation, and progress of the efforts made to improve the battery industrial base.
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NORTH AMERICAN DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE ORGANIZATION

JOINT BATTERY SECTOR STUDY

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to conduct an industrial base assessment of the North

American battery industry sector and to recommend a cost effective strategy for meeting future

military battery needs. This reor addresses the ability of the sector to remain viable and advance

in the current and projected economic environment. It also investigates how the different

r gaizations involved in this study can work together to enhance the level of joint effort to sustain

the health of the marketplace.

2.0 OBJECTIVES AND REPORT STRUCTURE

2.1 Objectives

This study assesses the long term health of the North American military battery production

base. The objective of the report is to discuss the following issues:

"* Batteries and battery chemistries that military systems use today,

"* U.S. and Canadian production capabilities relative to these chemistries;

"* Battery technology trends and research and development programs regarding current and

future military battery systems;

" The current and projected business climate for producers of military batteries;

"* Marketplace issues and concens.

This horizontal assessment identifies batteries that have commercial applications,

commercial batteries meeting DoD needs, and batteries that meet unique military requir-mtz= it

also identifies battery chemistries that may cease production and discusses the impact of this loss

and the potential of new or next gener-tion battery chemistries to fill the void.

The study identifies current problems, the outlook for the industry, areas of joint Service

and Canadian cooperation, areas of compatibility, duplicative efforts, and potential bottlenecks.

From this, the study provides recommendaiions for managing batteries within the military,

investing in battery technology, and overcoming itientified problems. The report outlines concrete



U

initiatives for improving the battery industry sector, employing commercial batteries to the
uaxinam extent, and enhancing joint activity.

2.2 Report Structure

Section 3.0 of the report defines the scope of the study. Section 4.0 highlights the
backgrond of the formation of the NADIBO Joint Sector Study Working Group and the selection

of batteries as the first study to be undertaken by this group. Section 5.0 then describes the U
methdoogy that was used to conduct the study.

Section 6.0 provides a technical description of the battery sector. It gives a generic
definition of cell and battery, discusses the various components that make up a battery, breaks out
the classifcation of batteries by primary (non-rechargeable) and secondary (rechargeable), and
describes each battery family by chemistry. This section also explains the basics of how cell

configurations are manufactured and repackaged and describes the battery chemistries and their I
rspective properdes.

Section 7.0 outlines current battery production across North American industry and
describes the production and demand trends in the military and commercial battery arena. This I
includes a description of battery manu g companies across North America and their current
and future business expectations. This section also describes production changes in which

paricu baty producers may be involved.

Section 8.0 addresses the research and development initiatives underway in the industrial n
battay marketplace. It discusses, by chemistry, vends or changeovers of certain technologies and
chemistries and describes the latest research and development programs attempting to define the 3
future battery marketace.

Section 9.0 provides an assessment of the battery marketplace. It discusses the overall
health of the North American battery arena and the individual health of each chemistry. This

section cites single source battery dependencies and discusses viabilities and vulnerabilities of the
battery marketplace as compared to expected future demands and trends.

Section 10.0 summarizes the information gathered in the previous sections and presents
general conclusions about the different battery chemistries' health and market presence. It also 5
provides, for each battery chemistry, recommendations to create a successful, long range, cost

2
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I effective strategy for meeting future military battery needs and enhancing joint activity. The
strategy includes dual use considerations between military and commercial batteries andI manufacti.ng facilities and battery chemistry changeovers into the next century.

I 3.0 SCOPE

I This study entails the collection and analysis of technical, business, and policy information
related to battery capabilities and trends within the U.S. and Canada. It provides a representative
view of military battery chemistries and batt manufacturers.

3 The report presents battery manufacturers that produce military batteries or both military
and commercial batteries, but it discusses the production scenarios of these companies as they

I affect the military battery industrial base. It does not address the commci battery market except
where military manufactrs also have commercial product lines. The study is not concerned with
off-the-shelf batteries in the retail market such as alkalines, button cells for applications such as
wristwatches and calculators, or other common commercial batteries.

3 The report covers seven battery chemistry groups: thermal, lithium, mercury, silver, lead
acid, nickel cadmium, and magnesium.

I
U
I
I
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4.0 BACKGROUND I

The North American Defense Industrial Base Organization (NADIBO) is chartered to foster

cooperative planning and defense industrial base program development between the U.S. and

Canada. With this mission, the NADIBO has completed successfully several sector studies. In 3
March, a group of technical representatives from the U.S. Military Services and their Canadian

counterparts met to identify and puioritize cooperative sector study opportunities, culminating in the

development of a list of sectors feasible for joint study. By examining together a sector of mutual

interest, these organizations determined that they could cost effectively capture the critical industrial

base information they need to conduct industrial base planning to meet current and future operation 3
requirements. Through this initiative, common areas which could be assessed jointly were

identified, avoiding a duplication of effort and capitalizing on scarce resources. Areas that were of 3
joint interest to the group were batteries, thermo electric coolers, gallium arsenide, radar, and

passive sensors. The battery sector was rated the highest priority since it is prevalent throughout 3
all military systems and there is concern about the future ability of the industry to meet sudden

increases in demands and/or to regenerate inventory.

The NADIBO battery sector study represents a unique initiative to involve all Services, the

Defense Logistics Agency, and the Department of National Defence in a cooperative effort to

investigate an industrial sector as it affects the U.S. and Canadian forces. The NADIBO Joint

Battery Sector Study Working Group was established to conduct this effort.

This group consists of members from the Production Base Directorate of the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense; the U.S. Army Industrial Engineering Activity; the U.S. Army

Missile Command; the U.S. Army Communications and Electronics Command; the Productivity

Branch, Industrial Base Analysis Division, Manufacturing Technology Directorate, Wright 3
Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, U.S. Air Force; the NAVSEA Shipbuilding Support

Office; the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division; the Naval Surface Warfare

CenteriDahlgren Division; the Marine Corps; the Defense Logistics Agency; the Federal Emergency

Management Agency; the Bureau of Mines of the U.S. Department of the Interior, and the 3
Canadian Department of National Defence and the Chief Research and Development (CRAD). The

study was officially kicked off in September of 1993.

I
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5.0 METHODOLOGY

3 To conduct the battery industrial base study, a clear, concise, and well defined

methodology was required to effectively survey the industry and develop an objective view of the
I entire sector, including military, commercial, foreign, political, and academic perspectives. The

data collected and analyzed for this study were drawn from past reports on batteries, conference
proceedings, journal articles, and discussions with U.S. and Canadian representatives from

industry, government, and academia. Appendix A contains a material database noting the
information sources used for this study.I

The study group developed a site selection criteria matrix to identify the most importantE sites to visit. The matrix listed battery producers, their location, the commercial and military
battery types they produce, their unit and sales volume, the percentage of business devoted to

I military work, the percentage of business devoted to commercial work, and their customers. This
matrix is included as Appendix B. The study group first selected sites that would provide coverage
of the battery chemistries and types. Where there were multiple suppliers of the same battery type,U selection was based on volume and business with the individual Services, taking into account
market niche, emerging and evolving battery technologies, battery applications, product technology3 development, research, development, testng and evaluation, and system impact Sites then were
organized geographically so that trips could be scheduled efficiently. Appendix C lists sites visited

I and contacted.

Other facilities in the battery arena, such as testing and academic R&D laboratories, were

identified and selected in conjunction with the Battery Working Group separate from the site
selection process. Decisions were based on level of battery research activity, specific areas of

S concentration, and particular areas of expertise.

3 When it was determined that an industry, university, or government site was not to be
visited, a more extensive phone interview was conducted. The study group prepared data

I collection guidelines to facilitate obtaining data from all points of contact either through telephone
interviews and/or site visits. Two separate packages were prepared - one for manufacturers/
suppliers and one for research and development facilities. These are included in this report as

3 Appendix D and E.

3 Site visits were conducted in five regional trips: Midwest, West Coast, Southeast,

Northeast, and Southeast Canada. Prior to each regional trip, phone interviews were conducted

I5



with identified representatives from the region to collect preliminary background information on I
each site to be visited. A one page program overview and data collection guideline package was
forwarded to each site prior to the visit to provide the organization with an understanding of the

goals of the battery sector study and the type of information being sought.

Site visits began by providing site personnel with an overview of the battery study; 1
information on how and why the NADIBO selected the battery sector to study; the goals,

objectives, and scope of the study; the estimated completion date of the study; and the basic goals
and objectives of the site visit. During each site visit, specific information was collected regarding
the organization's activities within the industry, their financial viability, their current research and
development activities, and their opinions on technology trends, health of the industry, current and
potential problems, impediments to industry advancement, and steps to maintain the sector's 3
continued viability and advancement.

Data collected from relevant documents, site visits, and phone interviews were analyzed U
and incorporated into a report This report functioned as a working document throughout the data
collection phase of this study and served as an information database for the completion of this 3
document. U

I
U
I
I
I
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I 6.0 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BATTERY SECTOR

3 This section provides a technical description of the battery sector. It includes a definition of
a battery and descriptions of selected battery chemistries important to military applications. ForU each battery chemistry, a description of the internal chemical reactions during charge and discharge
is provided along with advantages and disadvantages of the specific battery chemistry. A
description of manufacturing processes, cell configurations, and battery properties is also

3 provided.

S6.1 Battery Definition and Characteristics

A battery is a device that converts chemical energy contained in its active materials directly
into electrical energy by means of an electrochemical oxidation-reduction (redox) reaction. A redoxI reaction involves the transfer of electrons from one material to another.

Oxidation is defined as the removal of electrons from an atom or group of atoms while3 reduction is the addition of electrons to an atom or group of atoms. Oxidation occurs at the anode;
it gives up electrons to the external electrical circuit. Reduction occurs at the cathode; it accepts

Selectrons from the external electrical circuit.

When a battery stands idle after discharge, chemical and physical changes take place which

can result in voltage recovery. Thus the voltage of a battery which has dropped during a heavy
discharge will rise after a rest period.

The temperature at which the battery is discharged has a significant effect on its service and
Svoltage characteristics. This is due to the reduction in chemical activity and to the increase in the

internal resistance of the battery at lower temperatures.

I Power density refers to the amount of power per unit weight or per unit volume. For
batteries, this measurement is expressed in either watts per kilogram (W/kg) or watts per liter

(W/1). These units are an important figure of merit for portable and transportable systems.

5 Batteries are a perishable product and deteriorate as a result of chemical action that occurs
during storage. The shelf life of the battery is a function of the type of battery, design, andI chemical composition, but since self-discharge proceeds at a lower rate at reduced temperatures,

17
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lefigated storage extends the shelf life. However, refrigerated batteries should be warmed I
before discherge to obtain maximnum capacity.

6.2 Battery Components

The basic unit of a battery is the cell. A battery contains one or more cells connected in

series, parallel, or series-parallel, as shown in Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3. Their configuration

determines the output voltage and capacity. Battery discharge rae is usually expressed in terms of
"C" rate. Discharge rate has the units of amperes. C is the battery capacity in units of ampere-

hours (Ah). The discharge rate is expressed as the number of hours required for complete

discharge divided into the measured (or rated) capacity. Figure 6-4 depicts the components and

operation of a battery.

~ I
Figure 6-1. Battery Cells in Series

TTTT

Figure 6-2. Battery Cells in Parallel 3

=__T_ _____ _7__=I

Figure 6-3. Battery Cells in Series-Parallel

I
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Figure 6-4. Battery Components and Operation

I Cells arranged in a parallel configuration provide increased current. Cells arranged in a
series configuration provide a voltage higher than the individual cell voltage. Cells connected in a

I series-parallel configuration are used when the desired voltage/current combination is not available
in individual series or parallel configurations.

The terms battery and cell are often used interchangeably. A cell is the actual composition
I of an anode, cathode, electrolyte, and separator. A battery is the combination of cells or an

individual cell (e.g., alkaline D cell battery).

"There we three major components of a cell:

3 (1) Electrodes. The electrodes are the heart of the cell. A cell has a positive and a
negative electrode. The electrodes are composed of some type of structural member (the grid), a
current collector to conduct the current to and from the electrode, and an active material for the

oxidation-reduction reaction. The electrodes directly determine the capacity and, usually, the life to
I be achieved by the celL

The positive electrode accepts electrons from the external circuit. This is where theU reduction reaction takes place during discharge. The negative electrode gives up electrons to the
external circuit. This is where the oxidation reaction takes place during discharge.

The cell is usually constructed with multiple positive plates connected in parallel and
I multiple negative plates also connected in parallel with adequate separation between interleaved

positive and negative plates. This type of design minimizes cell internal electrical resistance in

I 9I
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order to maximize power capability at good ampere-hour yields and provides for a compact 1
geometric form.

(2) Electrolyte. The function of the electrolyte is to carry electric current between the
sites of the reduction reaction and the oxidation reaction by means of charged particles called ions
when an external electron path is provided between the two reactants.

The electrolyte is the ionic conductor; it is the medium for transfer of electrons, such as I
ions, inside the cell and between the electrodes. The electrolyte is usually in the form of liquid,

solid, or gel.

(3) Separator. The separator is a porous membrane placed between the electrodes to
prevent the electronic contact of the electrods. If plates make contact, electrons flow directly from
the negative to the positive plate; the cell becomes internally short-circuited and cannot produce

outside electrical energy. The separator must have the capability of permitting ionic flow or
electrical current cannot flow. There must be a complete electrical circuit

6.3 Classification of Batteries I
6.3.1 Classification by Storage Capability

There are three battery charge storage classifications: primary, primary reserve, andI

secondary. I

6.3.1.1 Primary Batteries

Primary batteries cannot easily be recharged electrically and are therefore known as non-

rechargeable batteries. They are discharged once and discarded. Primary batteries are 3
characterized by good shelf life, high energy densities, low maintenance, and ease of use. Primary

batteries most often used in military applications include dry cells, thermal, lithium, and some

magnesium.

6.3.1.2 Primary Reserve Batteries I

Primary reserve batteries differ from primary batteries in that a key component is separated 3
from the rest of the battery until it is activated. The key component that is isolated is usually the

0
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electrolyte. This type of battery is capable of long-term storage and can withstand environmentally
severe storage requirements. Reserve batteries are used primarily to deliver high power for5 relatively short time periods after activation and arm often an integral component of an end item and
cannot be replaced.

I Primary reserve batteries are activated by adding the missing component just prior to use.I In a simple design, this is done by either manually pouring the electrolyte into the cell or placing
the battery into the electrolyte. In more sophisticated designs, the electrolyte storage and the
activation mechanism are contained within the same battery structure. Once the activation

i mechanism is engaged, the electrolyte is automatically brought into contact with the active
components.

6.3.1.3 Secondary Batteries

Secondary batteries can be recharged electrically after discharge to their original condition,
thus being termed rechargeable batteries. This is accomplished by passing current from a power
source through the battery in the opposite direction of the discharge current Secondary batteries
are characterized by high power density, high discharge rate, rechargeability, and good low-
temperature performance. Two types of rechargeable batteries most commonly used in military
applications are lead acid and nickel cadmium.

Table 6-1 presents battery characteristics specific to rechargeable and non-rechargeable

battery types.

Characteristic Rechaxgable Non-Rechargeable
Cydig X ________Loný Life X

Low Cost X XU Low Weight X
Low Maintenance X

5 Table 6-1. Battery Characteristics

I
I
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6.3.2 Classifcation by Chemistry U
The following sections discuss the seven common chemistry families as discussed 3

throughout this report: thermal, lithium, mercury, silver, lead acid, nickel cadmium, and
magnesium.

6.3.2.1 lTemal

Thermal batteries are a type of reserve primary battery. They employ a molten salt

electrolyte which is solid at ambient temp tures when the battery is inactive; in this state, the

electrolyte is nonconducting and the battery is inert. The cell is activated by heating it to a

temperature high enough to melt the electrolyte permitting the flow of current. Mw battery can be 3
stated for periods of 10 plus years in an inactive state but the operation life of the thermal battery is

short. The solid electrolyte protects the active cell components from corrosion and self-discharge

during storage. Thermal batteries are classified as reserve batteries for the above reasons.

Figure 6-5 shows the configuration of a lithium-iron disulfide thermal battery cell. It is I
composed of thin, circular wafers arranged in layers:

1. an anode wafer of lithium alloy as the negative electrode
2. an electrolyte/separor wafer of molten salt mixed with an inorganic gelling agent
3. a catholyte wafer of iron disulfide mixed with some electrolyte as the positive electrode

4. a pyrotechnic heat source wafer of iron powder mixed with potassium perchlorate which

collects current on the cathode

H" rm CoMW"

Figure 6-5. Lithium Iron Disulfide Thermal Battery Configuration II



The powdered materials are compressed to form the wafers. The electrolyte is composed
of an eutectic mixture of lithium chloride and potassium chloride salts. The thermal cells are placed
in hermetically sealed, steel battery cases to provide protection from humid air during storage. The

hermeticity of this seal is a critical determinant of the shelf life of thermal batteries, The cells of the
battery are arnged in series and are surrounded by fibrous ceramic insulation.

6.3.2.2 Lithium Family

Lithium batteries use lithium metal as the negative (anode) active material. The type of
lithium battery is determined by the positive electrode (cathode) active material. There are four

main types of lithium primary batteries:

- solid cathode
e liquid cathode
* solid electrolyte
- reserve

Solid cathode cells use a solid positive active material and an organic electrolyte. These
cells are manufactured in the coin and cylindrical configurations. Lithium thionyl chloride and
lithium sulfur dioxide cells use a liquid cathode material. The liquid cathode material serves as the

active cathode material and as the solvent for the electrolyte. They are manufactured mainly in
cylindrical, bobbin, prismatic, and spiral-wrap configurations. Solid electrolyte batteries are

I composed of solid components and a solid ion conducting electrolyte. These types of electrolytes

offer low conductivity compared to most liquid electrolytes.

I Special attention is given to the design and use of the lithium battery because it contains

i materials that are potentially flammable and toxic. Property designed cells are equipped with saftty
vents which release gases when the cells reach high temperatures and pressures-preventing
explosive damage. Vents, however, are used only on high discharge rate cells; low and medium
rate cells do not require vents. Lithium batteries offer several favorable features such as:

* long shelf life
* good high and low temperature performance

- high power density
• high voltage

* light weight

1 13I
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I
TMm re several tpes of primary and secondary lithium batteries used currently in military

applications or used as prototype batteries in other applications: I
" lithium sulfur dioxide

" lithium manganese dioxide

"* lithium thioniyl chloride
"• lithium ion 3

Thes battery types are discussed in the foWowing sections.

6.3.2.2.1 Lithium sulfur dioxide I

The lithium sulfur dioxide (LiSO2) battery is the most common and well-developed lithium
primary cell. The battery is constructed of a lithium (Li) anode, a sulfur dioxide (SO2) cathode,
and aceuonitrile and lithium bromide as the electrolyte. The cell reaction is as follows: 3

2LU + 2S02 -> Li2S2 0 4

The cell is typically fabricated in a cylindrical structure. A "jelly-roll" configuration is
used, made by spirally winding strips of lithium ribbon, a polypropylene separator, and the

cathode electrode. This design provides the high surface area and low cell resistance necessary to
obtain high-current and low-temeratum performance. The roll is inserted in a steel container that

is electrically connected to the anode. The cathode is connected to its terminal and the cell is
hermetically sealed--tightly sealed so that air cannot enter or escape.

The lithium sulfur dioxide battery is a standard Army battery which is characterized by:
". marnM technology 3
" safe

• |d*
* shelf life of 10 plus years
Sperformance in all temperat•

U
U
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6.3 ' .2.2 Lithium manganese dioxide

The lithium manganese dioxide (LiMnO 2 ) battey is constructed of a lithium (Li) anode and

a manganese dioxide (MnO2) cathode. The electrolyte is propylene carbonate/dimethoxyethane.

The cell reaction during discharge for this primary battery is:

U + MnlIO 2 -> MnMO 2(i)

The lithium manganese dioxide battery is characterized by:
* highest safety
* potentially lowest cost

* early development stages

6.3.2.2.3 Lithium thionyl chloride

The lithium thionyl chloride (LSOCI2 ) battery is another of the lithium primary batteries.

This battery is composed of a lithium (i!) anode, a thionyl chloride (SOC12) cathode, and a lithium

tetrachloral in thionyl chloride electrolyte. The chemical reaction during discharge is:

4Li + 2SOCL 2 -> 4LiC1 + SO2 + S

The thionyl chloride is capable of forming a resistant film on the lithium anode. This film,

which forms at particularly high-temperature storage, is not readily penetrated and excessively long

voltage delays occur in a high rate and low temperature discharge environment. The thionyl

chloride cell exhibits good shelf life and has been designed as a low discharge-rate cell using a

bobbin construction.

The lithium thionyl chloride battery is characterized by:

* high power
• performance at all temperatures

* unknown shelf life

6.3.2.2.4 Lithium ion

The lithium ion battery is a secondary battery which provides high energy density, high

cycle life, and safety over other lithium rechargeable batteries. It is a fairly new system -

15



introuced by Sony in 1990. The battery is constructed with a carbon (C) anode, a lithiated cobalt I
oxide (CoO) cathode, and an organic propylene carbonate electrolyte. The chemical reaction
during charge and discharge is as follows: I

LiC6 + Co0 2 <-> Lil.xC6 + LixCO02 I

In 1993, a new type of rechargeable batery was unveiled - known as the "rocking chair"
battery - in which lithium ions shuffle between a lithium manganese oxide electrode and a carbon
electrode. This new, still experimental battery has many advantages over other lithium ion

batteries. The new battery is safer, longer lasting, and potentially cheaper to manufacture. The I
battery is known as the "rocking chair" battery because of the back and forth movement of the
lithium ions during the charge and discharge. The battery is charged when ikhium ions are 3
released from the cathode and flow to the anode.

6.3.2.3 Mercury H
Mercury batteries are composed of a zinc (Zn) anode, a cathode of mercuric oxide (HgO) I

mixed with graphite, and a potassium hydroxide (KOH) electrolyte. The cell reaction for the
mercury bauery during discharge is:

Zn +HgO -> ZnO+Hg 3
In a steel container, the active materials are separated by a porous material which prevents

migration of conducting particles from the mercuric oxide pellet. Mercury batteries are constructed U
in a fiat pellet stnucure, a cylindrical structure, and the wound anode flat su'cture.

The mercury batteries are constructed in a sealed but vented structure; the active materials
are balanced to prevent formation of hydrogen in a discharged battery. The battery has three basic

structures: (1) wound, (2) flat-pressed, and (3) cylindrical

The mercury batteries are characterized by high energy-to-volume ratio and long shelf life. I
They have a high electrochemical efficiency and are mechanically rugged. Mercury batteries are
also well known for their very flat discharge curve. However, mercury batteries tend to be 3
expensive and present disposal problems. They also are plagued by electrolyte seepage after long
storage period. 3

16 I
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3 6.3.2.4 Silver Family

The silver oxide zinc batteries, both primary (non-chargeable) and secondary
(rechargeable), and the silver cadmium batteries, secondary, are used in military applications.

I6.3.2.4.1 Silver oxide zinc

The silver oxide zinc (referred to in this report as silver zinc) battery is composed of a
pressed or pasted zinc (Zn) powder for the anode and silver oxide (AgO/Ag2O) for the cathode.

Aqueous potassium hydroxide (KOH) is the electrolyte for this battery. The cell reaction during
charge and discharge is:

I Zn + Ag2 O + H20 <-> Zn(OH)2 + 2Ag

During charge, the silver is reoxidized and the zinc is plated out on the negative plate. During
discharge, the reverse action occurs.

This cell is normally constructed in a rectangular shape using flat plates. The positive
plates are made by pressing or sintering silver or silver oxide powder onto a silver grid or screen
and then electrochemically converting the silver to silver oxide. The negative plates are made by
pressing zinc or zinc oxide onto a silver or copper grid and then forming or converting the material
to zinc. The plates are intermeshed and the resulting cell is placed in a tightly fitting plastic case.

3 6.3.2.4.2 Silver cadmium

The silver cadmium (AgCd) battery is composed of a cadmium (Cd) anode and a silver
oxide (AgO) cathode. As in the silver oxide/zinc battery, aqueous potassium hydroxide (KOH)
serves as the electrolyte. The cell reaction during charge and discharge is:

Cd + Ag2O + H2 0 <-> Cd(OH)2 + 2Ag

The negative elect••e (anode) becomes oxidized when discharged and is converted to metal when
fully charged. The silver electrode (cathode) is oxidized during charge first to silver monoxide

then to silver dioxide. This is the state of the fully charged cathode.
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Silver cadmium cells have a limited cycle life because there is a slow cadmium penetration
through the separators. However, silver cadmium batteries offer a better cycle life than the silver

zinc cells because of the stability of the cadmium. 3
6.3.2.5 Lead Acid 3
The lead acid battery is the most widely used secondary battery. It is characterized by low

cost, reliability, and good performance characteristics. The lead acid battery is composed of a
sponge lead (Pb) anode, a lead dioxide (PbO2) cathode, and an aqueous sulfuric acid electrolyte.

The cell reaction fbr the lead acid battery fbr charg and discharge is: 3
Pb + PbO2 + 2H2S04 <-> 2PbSO4 + 2H20

During discharge, the active materials of both electrodes are converted into lead sulfate (PbSO4).

The electrolyte takes part in the reaction by producing water. During charge, the lead sulfate in the
positive electrode is converted to lead dioxide (PbO2) and the lead sulfate in the negative electrode

is converted to sponge lead. At the end of the charge, electrolysis of the water also occurs, thus 3
producing hydrogen at the anode and oxygen at the cathode.

The most common construction for the lead acid cell is the pasted-plate design. The active I
material for each electrode is prepared as a paste by mixing finely divided lead oxides and suitable

expander materials with sulfuric acid. The paste is spread onto a lead-alloy grid which provides

the necessary electrical conductivity and structure to hold the active materials. The plates are then

soldered to connecting straps to form positive and negative groups which are interleaved.

Separators ae placed between the electrodes, and the completed assembly is placed in a container.

The container is designed with a sediment space under the stack assembly to safely collect any of

the active material that sheds. Sufficient headroom is provided above the plates to hold excess
electrolyte.

A new lead acid battery technology contains limited amounts of free liquid electrolyte. This

is referred to as an absorbed glass mat lead acid battery. Liquid electrolyte is placed into the battery

and allowed to dry. After time, the dried electrolyte will crack. Ionic flow occurs through cracks

in the dry internal plates between the cathode and anode. The advantage of this type of cell is that

orientation is not a concern. The battery can be placed in different positions without the fear of
electrolyte insufficiently saturating the electrodes.
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6.3.2.6 Nickel Family

Nickel cadmium secondary rechargeable batteries are widely used in military applications.
The nickel cadmium battery features:

• high power capability
* long cycle life

* good low-temperaure performance
I * ruggedness

*reliability3 The nickel cadmium battery is manufactured in many sizes ranging from the small sealed button
and cylindrical cells to larger vented cells.

I 6.3.2.6.1 Nickel cadmium

The nickel cadmium battery is composed of a cadmium (Cd) anode and a trivalent nickel
oxide (NiOOH) cathode. The electrolyte is aqueous potassium hydroxide. The cell reaction is as
follows:

Cd + 2NiOOH + 2H2 0 <-> Cd(OH)2 + 2Ni(OH)2

During discharge, the nickel oxide is reduced and the cadmium is oxidized. Near the end of
charge, hydrogen is formed at the positive electrode and oxygen at the negative as the cell reaches
full charge. Thea is no change in the electrolyte concentration.

The nickel cadmium battery is known for its light weight, good cycle life, high energy
density, and improved performance over nickel iron batteries. Nickel cadmium batteries

experience memory effect, sometimes called the hysteresis effecL Essentially, the battery "forgets"
its full capability if it is not discharged extensively from time to time.

The original construction configuration used for the nickel cadmium cell was the pocket-
plate construction. In this design, the active materials are in powdered form and are contained in
perforated rectangular pockets formed from thin perforated nickel-plate steel ribbon. The
perforated pockets are welded onto steel frames to form electrodes of various sizes and capacities.

The perforations allow access of the electrolyte. The positive and negative plates are bolted
together in an insulated fashion and assembled in a plastic or nickel-plated steel container. The
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pocket-type cells are very rugged and can withstand electrical as well as mechanical abuse. They I
have very long life and require little maintenance beyond occasional fill-up with water.

The sintered-plate cell design has a higher energy density and gives better performance than 1
the pocket type but is more expensive. A sintered plate is fabricated fron three components:

I. a nickel or nickel-plated steel grid I
2. a porous sintered structure surrounding this grid
3. the active material in the porous stucur I

The porous sintered plaque is prepared by sinteing a fine nickel powder onto the grid. The active
U• -s ae impregnated in the pares of the plaque and converted to the active materials. The cell
components are then assembled, alternating positive and negative plates with a separator in
between. The separators consist of sheets of nylon cloth with thin, films such as cellophane or

celgard to Prevent gas diffusion and the recombination of oxygen with the negative electrode.

SThe sealed nickel cadmium is available in several constructions. Rectanglar cells are
constructed in essentially the same fashion as the vented cell, except that the rectangular cell
incorporates specific design features to prevent the pressure buildup caused by outgassing during

charge. Thes features include:
1. Excess negative capacity, by which the positive plate reaches full char before the negative

plate.

2. A separator permeable to oxygen so it can pass through to the anode.
3. A limited or starved electrolyte to facilitaue the transfer of oxygen.

The cylindrical cell is constructed of sintered-type electrodes. The electrodes are
interleaved with the separator, in a "jelly-roll" fashion, and inserted in a nickel-plated steel can.
Small button cells are made from sintered or pressed plates.

6.3.2.7 Magnesium

The magnesium battery is characterized by a long service life and the ability to retain a large
capacity during storage. It is a primary battery.

2
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SThe magnesium cell is constructed of a magnesium (Mg) alloy anode and the cathode is a

combination of manganese dioxide, acetylene black, magnesium perchlorate electrolyte, barium

and lithium chromate, and magnesium hydroxide. The cell reaction is as follows:

Mg + 2MnO2 + H2 0 -> Mn2O3 + Mg(OH)2

The amount of water in the battery is critical as water participates in the anode reaction and is

consumed during the discharge. Sealing of the magnesium cell is critical, as it must be tight to

retain cell moisture during storage but provide a means for escape of hydrogen gas that forms as

the result of a parasitic reaction during the discharge of the battery.

The magnesium battery is constructed of a cylindrical magnesium container as the negative

electrode and manganese dioxide as the positive element. A paste or paper separator separates the

two electrodes. The magnesium cell has a mechanical vent so that hydrogen gas can escape from

the battery during discharge.

6.4 Battery and Cel Manufacturing

6.4.1 Cell Manufacturing

Cell design and manufacture comprises several high level steps. The first step is to design

the electrodes. The size of the positive electrode depends on the desired capacity. The size
(thickness) of the negative electrode depends on the amount of active material needed to

electrochemically balance the active material in the positive electrode. Electrodes are constructed of

an active material and a grid - some type of structural member. The grid is manufactured of

material specific to the type of cell being manufactured. For instance, grids used in lead acid cells

are constructed of lead alloy and grids used in nickel cadmium cells are consmtcted of either nickel

metal or nickel plated steel

Separators have many purposes, depending on the type of battery. Their main purpose is

to prevent the plates from touching and electrically shorting. They also hold electrolyte and allow
passage of ions and gases in sealed cells. In vented cells, the separator prevents the passage of3 gases. They are made of different materials, depending on the type of battery. For example,

separators used in a lead acid battery usually are made from a microporous rubber material or a

microporous polyethylene material. Separators in a sealed nickel cadmium battery are made of
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non-woven (felt) nylon. In vented nickel cadmium cells, the separator is usually woven or non- I
woven nylon or polypropylene.

The electrolyte is an active part in the chemical reactions that produce energy from the cell.
In most cell designs, the electrolyte is available as a free liquid in which the plates are immersed.
In sealed cells, sufficient electrolyte is present to moisten all internal components with little or no
"free" electrolyte. This is known as the starved electrolyte design. It allows oxygen gas generated

at the positive electrode to migrate to the negative electrode. Vented cells contain an excess of

electrolyte-also known as flooded cells. The resealable vents allow the escape of gases generated

on charge, along with a small amount of water.

Batteries such as lead acid or nickel cadmium are typically designed with vents. As a
battery is charged, gas is generated that must be allowed to escape. Venting avoids pressure
buildup that could result in cracking of the container and spillage of electrolyte. Valve-regulated

cells incorporate a pressure relief valve. These batteries do not vent unless internal pressure has
exceeded the design presstre of the valve. When the pressure falls, the valve closes and reseals.

The battery container/case holds the cells in place during use and handling. Containers
range from a simple shrink wrap sleeve for button and cylindrical cells to a machined and
fabricated complex structure for aerospace cells. Depending on the application, the container may
have a removable cover or be a sealed uniL In the case of some vented cells, the cover must be
removable so water can be added periodically. Containers can be made of stainless steel, high-

impact rubber, a variety of plastics, or nylon, among others. The container must be designed to

withstand, without distortion beyond the ricommended dimensions, the internal pressure exerted I
by the elements, the electrolyte, and cell gases during service use or factory processing. Wall
thickness varies depending on the material selected for the container.

6.4.2 Cell Configurations

Cells are configured in different shapes and sizes - cylindrical, button, and prismatic.

Cylindrical cells are available in four different sizes: AAA, AA, C, and D, as shown in figure 6-6.
Table 6-2 lists the minimum and maximum dimensions for the cylindrical cell batteries shown in
the figure.

I
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U Figure 6-6. Cylindrical Cell Configurations

sIZE X DIME SION (mm)

SZE MAX ?#M MAX

D 61.5 59.5 34.2 32.2
so5 48.5 26.2 24.7

50.5 49 14.5 13.5
44.5 42.5 10. 9.5

Table 6-2. Cylindrical Cell Dimensions

I Figure 6-7 depicts a typical cylindrical cell assembly process. In this figure, strips of the

anode material, separator, and cathode material are spirally wound resulting in a "jelly-roll"

configuration. The roll is inserted into a steel container which is electrically connected to the
anode. The cathode is connected to the enrminal and the cell is hermetically sealed. The jelly-roll

I configuration is chamctmized by a high discharge rate (current).

3 POSUIVE TAB

CATHODE
JELLY ROLL

I I ~LnhL5ANODE

I NEGANVE TMB

I ~SEPARATORS

Figure 6-7. Cylindrical Cell Assembly
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Another type of cylindrical configuration is the bobbin configuration, as shown in figure 6-
8. In this process, a cylinder is created from the anode material. The cylindrical anode is rolled
into a separator and then inserted into a tubular cathode. The tube is then inserted into the container
and filled with elecwolyte. The bobbin configuration is characterized by a low discharge rate 3
(current).

TOP H1SU)LATOR I
GL.ASS-T06 •
METAL SEAL COLLECTOR

S| I

Figure 64.. Cylindrical Cell Bobbin Configuration i

A typical button, or coin, configuration is depicted in figure 6-9, and a prismatic U
configuration is depicted in Fi•gure 6-10.

SEPCOTOR E COTHATT

"AEXPANDED METAL

CCAN

SSI

Figu re 6-9. Button Cell Configuration
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CENM~TRAL. lLOCOMO INE1E
i BETWEEN THE TOP OF

THE STACK AND THE COVER

I
THE TERMINAL BLOCK
GROUPS• OF ELECTRODE TABS
INETDIN THE SLOTS OF

I Figure 6-10. Prismatic Cell Configuration

I
6.4.3 Cell Repackaging

As mentioned earlier, a battery is actually a collection of cells even though the terms often

are used interchangeably. When two or more cells are placed into a container or case, they must be

properly connected to ensure both performance and reliability of the finished battery. The choice
of connection depends on the performance requirements and cost. There are several types of

connections: bolted, soldered, welded, and pressure.

Bolted connections are used for heavy-current applications. The connections are made with

bolts and lockwashers on threaded terminals with controlled tightening torque. Materials such as

lead alloy, lead-plated copper, stainless steel, or nickel-plated steel are recommended for this type

of connection.

I Soldering is performed on the leads of the cells. Soldering is not performed directly on the

cell since this will cause local overheating of the cell. A wire lead is not soldered directly onto a

1
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cell because the heat may damage inienal components. Usually a metal intorcell connection (tab) is I
spot-welded to the cell; this connectieon may have a wire lead soldered to it.

Spot welding is another form of intercell connection. Spot welding is preferred to
soldering because it reduces the amount of heat that the battery is exposed to. 3

Pressure connections usually employ a spring or some other device to compress one or

more cells. This method is used in small sealed cells. The springs are fabricated of spring brass,
beryllium copper, steel plated with nickel or silver, or other material Pressure connections may be
less reliable than soldering or welding. n

After the cells are connected with one of the methods mentioned above, they are either n
shrink wrapped (for protection) or placed in some type of container/case. Section 6.4.1 discusses
the different materials that can be used for the containers.

6.5 Battery Properties and Characteristics

6.S.1 Battery Properties

Table 6-3 depicts several existing and research and development (R&D) battery chemistriesn

and their associated properties. Open circ," voltage refers to the cell voltage when no current is

flowing, the closed circuit voltage is tLa voltage when current is flowing.

lead • OVIA) M .0 2.7 40 piw 0.03 O
Mdo MM U M- -__W_-T-3_____---=__- 0.03 400

Mmp [1iiia GAW -T - -W- --J- -- r- I1 050 - !uu
1.86 1."1 r-' -- sco 0.05 "40.1i0

_"_"-" ----- -
1.33~rn 1 

-2

Table 6-3. Properties of Common Batteries U
Lithium primary batteries offer high voltage ranges, typically 2.5 to 3.5 volts; high energy n

density, high power density; flat discharge characteristics; and one of the best storage lives. This
translates into power systems that are lighter weight, lower cost per unit of energy, and have
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I higher and more stable voltages. Some lithium cells are designed for low-rate applications, using
the bobbin configuraion. These cells offer high energy outputs.

Nickel cadmium batteries have a comparable power output to the lithium primary batteries3 but lower voltage ranges. The silver cadmium battery has voltage ranges similar to the nickel
cadmium battery but higher power output Primary and secondary silver zinc cells have moderate
voltage ranges and a short shelf life of only two years. However, primary reserve silver zinc cells
can have shelf lives up to twenty years.

3- The type of battery used for a particular system depends on the system requirements. The
following chac eristics are conskkied when selecting a battery for a particular application:

_ function *hfe

* operating environment • life cycle cost
o electricalrequirements maintainability
* • weight •reliability
* volume * safety

6.5.2 Battery Characteristics

I Different manufacturing processes for batteries provide differing characteristics. For

example, a lead acid battery can be flooded, valve-regulated, or sealed. A flooded, orI conventional, battery loses water and hydrogen during charge. This dictates periodic waterI. replenishment However, in valve-regulated and sealed lead acid batteries, there is no water loss
during charging and no water replenishment is necessary.

3 As mentioned in Section 6.3.2.6.1, nickel cadmium (NiCd) batteries ar c in
vented pocket-plate, vented sintered-plate, or sealed configurations. Each of these configurationsI offers different cha'acte-istics. A vented pocket-plate Ni/Cd battery has a long shelf life; is rugged;
can withstand electrical (overcharging, shorting) and mechanical abuse; has good charge retention;
and can be stored filled or unfilled (with electrolyte) for long periods of time without deteriorating.
Several of the characteristics also are inherent to the vented sintered-plate Ni/Cd battery; however,
the vented sintered-plate has a higher energy density than the vented pocket-plate and has lower3 internal resistance. Both batteries require little maintenance, aside from the necessary wate
replenishment.

I
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Tr a daduiti on or electolytanewt and canI

operate in any position. This is advantageu due to the restricted areas in which batteri must be

used in military applications. However, its performance is inferior compared to that of the vented 3
sintered-plase cniuain
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I 7.0 MARKETPLACE DESCRIPTION AND TRENDS

i This section desc-ibes the North American battery production industrial base and presents

trends that provide an indication of its future evolution. It is presented in two parts: the firstI presents battery marketplace concerns; the second discusses the manufacturing companies that

supply batteries to the U.S. and Canadian governments. Battery manufacturers that strictly

produce products for the commercial market are not discussed. These commercial, mass-produced

batteries include commonly recognized single or button cell batteries or the common alkaline

batteries used for commercial products like children's toys, watches, clocks, and audio equipment.
These batteries have chemistries similar to those discussed in this study, but military and

government batteries have different configurations and specifications.

7.1 Battery Marketplace Concerns

I In discussions with battery manufacturers, researchers, and military users, several
marketplace concerns were commonly raised. These included the approach to battery

selection/design in new sy,,ms, common battery logistics systems in the U.S. and Canada,

tracking and accessing battery performance and configuration characteristics, battery procurement

procedures, battery maintenance procedures, and environmental concerns. Each of these is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

7.1.1 Planning for Power Requirements

Power source requirements for a system are among the last considerations of system
designers. Because of this, batteries often are designed to fit in the remaining space within the

system envelope, resulting in the widespread proliferation of military-unique, system-unique

batteries. If the design process were constrained to use batteries from a fixed set of options

suitable to the application, with deviations subject to waiver requests, system planners could

capitalize on dual use chemistries, standardize the selection of batteries used to families or
configurations within each chemistry, and reduce the number of military-unique, system-unique

I batteries.

1 7.1.2 Military Specifications and Standards

Supporting military specifications and standards may impact ancillary manufacturing
processes involved in battery manufacturing These sperifications ensure that procedures such as
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shipping and packaging of the batteries will meet certain requirements. However, some of these I
supporting specifications ame outdated and in need of revision. Packaging and shipping of batteries

are a prime example. One battery producer indicated they were required to ship their batteries in 3
wooden crates. This was an expensive undertaking that added to the overall battery cost and did

not allow the producer to take advantage of newer, mor cost effective materials. 3
7.1.3 Assignment of Battery NSNs (NATO/National Stock Numbers)

When a new battery is designed, it generally is assigned a National Stock Number (NSN).

Currently, the U.S. has an estimated 3,500 battery NSNs and Canada over 600 NATO Stock 3
Numbers. In the over 4,000 battery NSNs in North America, duplication exists between the two

countries and among the U.S. military Services. There are two reasons for this problem. First, if

the U.S. adopts a NSN for a specific battery that has a common application with Canada, the

Canadian DND adopts the same number, but if the DND adopts a NSN first, the U.S. does not

always adopt the same number. Second, there is incomplete cataloguing and tracking of batteries

between the Services; an aviation battery used by the Navy may have one NSN while the same

battery from the same manufacturer for the Army may have a different NSN. 3
In addition, sometimes the battery involved in a major component, e.g., an electronic ]

component, is not given its own NSN. The entire electronic component is assigned an NSN rather

than the individual pieces. Tracking the batteries used in such items, such as the battery in the

"Tndent missile, is difficult to accomplish.

7.1.4 Documentation and Tracking of Batteries I

The successful documentation and tracking of batteries would help in reduce the 3
proliferation of new batteries within the military. If battery designers access a database that can

inform them of existing batteries that can fulfill their power needs, the development of new,

military-unique, system-unique batteries can be curtailed.

Currently several databases contain information on batteries. In particular, a battery 3
database the Naval Surface Warfare Center at Crane, Indiana includes information on existing cells

and batteries. This database is designed to allow the user to choose from a variety of battery 3
attributes as well as combinations of those attributes to identify an existing battery. The database

includes information such as battery type (primary, secondary, reserve), battery chemistry, battery

specifications (e.g., size, weight, volume), and battery manufacturer. However, this system is not
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I yet fully populated and is not readily available to battery designers, Project/Program Managers, and

procurement personnel. In addition, not all of the targeted users know of its existence or how it
3 can aid them.

3 Another database is run by the Defense Electronics Supply Center as part of the DoD Parts
Control Program. Basically, this system allows for the input and inquiry of information and is
available for use by military acquisition activities, equipment contractors. and parts suppliers. It

I contains a list of all parts approved for design selection in a specific contract. Designers provide
the center with their battery requirements; the center, in turn, searches the database to find batteries3 that meet the requirements. This system contains all the battery NSNs.

1 7.1.5 Procurement of Batteries

iThere currently are no joint purchasing programs between the Services or with the

Canadian DND. Each organization handles the procurement of batteries individually with little or
no coordination. In a number of instances, the same batteries are being procured from the same3 manufacturer. With better procurement planning, the Services and Canadian DND can likely

decrease unit costs by purchasing in larger quantities and eliminating distributor premiums.

1 7.1.6 Battery Maintenance

I Certain secondary batteries, such as nickel cadmium and lead acid, require periodic
maintenance to perpetuate battery life. Although newer sealed or low maintenance versions of3 these same batteries require little or no maintenance, a large number of batteries in use by the

military mainly for aviation still require maintenance. This maintenance, if properly performed,

ensures maximum battery service life and fewer failures. Procedures involved in battery

maintenance include adding electrolyte when necessary, deep discharging and recharging of the
battery, and replacing (when/where appropriate) damaged or degraded cells.

During the course of this study feedback obtained concerning the maintenance of batteries3 indicated that battery maintenance is not as frequent or procedurally correct as it should be, thereby
costing the military large dollar amounts in shortened battery service life. Reasons for this lack of3 proper maintenance include inadequate maintenance procedures, inadequate training/education of
personnel, over-maintenance (which can be just as detrimental, if not worse, to the battery than

under-maintenance), and personnel turnover. This problem could be rectified if proper procedures

were in place and enforced.
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7.1.7 Environmental Issues

No significant environmental issues affecting the viability of the battery sector were
uncovered. Although certain chemistries such as mercury and, in the future, cadmium, may be

phased out of production because of toxic components, presently there is an understood cost of

compliance with environmental codes that are met by all companies and suppliers. Other, less

environmentally unfriendly batteries also have standard procedures and specifications that
manufacturers comply with, and these too are accepted as standard operating costs. No
o ons cited these as significant concerns or issues

7.2 Battery Producers by Chemistry 3
The following sections present, by chemistry, battery manufacturers, their specific

product(s), their customers, and the systems their products support. The chemistries follow a U
sequence from military dominated batteries to those batteries which have only a small military

market. For example, the first chemisty presented is the thermal chemistry; this battery chemistry m
is used only for military or government applications. Other chemistries in the sequence are used

for both military and commercial applications, and the chemistries towards the end of this section
are those which have a larger commercial than military market. For each chemistry a chart
illustrates the companies, their parent ownership, their product, and their business breakdown

between military and commercial markets. Following each chart is a brief overview of each I
company listed, describing the company, its products, capabilities, customers, and future outlook.

At the end of each chemistry subsection there is an end user market review and a

marketplace trends review. This review presents a chart which shows military and commercial

applications for each chemistry and discusses the present state of the market for each chemistry.

This includes market demands, primary customers and suppliers, and trends concerning military

and commemial markets.

7.2.1 Thermal Batteries 3
The term thermal battery does not refer to a specific battery chemistry but to a group of 3

electrochemical systems using different chemistries. The most common thermal battery systems

are lithium based. The thermal battery is a primary, 'one-shot' battery that is activated 5
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U pyrotechnically and lasts from just a few seconds up to a few hours. Thermal batteries are almost
completely unique to Military applications.

7.2.1.1 Thermal Battery Marketplace Supply

I Eagle-Picher's Joplin, Missouri facility is the only remaining North American producer of
thermal batteries. SAFT America in Cockeysville, Maryland ceased thermal battery production in
December of 1993 and became a R&D facility.

3 Eagle-Picher Industries Inc. (EPI) is a diversified, multi-national company founded in

1843. They are a worldwide leader in specialty materials and chemicals for the infrared optics,
fiber optics, laser, semiconductor, medical equipment, battery, and plastics industries. The

Electronics Division was formed in 1964. The Couples Department, which produces batteries,
was started originally in 1948 as a derivative of EPrs battery research laboratory, which was
started in 1920. The Couples Department was placed under the Electronics Division in 1964. The

name Couples derives from the electrochemical couple which, along with the electrolyte, is the3basic working system of any battery. The Couples Department has two plants, one in Joplin,

Missouri and a second in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

I Eagle-Pichers Joplin, Missouri facility is the sole North American manufacturing plant for
I thermal batteries. In September of 1991 EPI's Joplin facility suffered a major fire that virtually

destroyed their thermal b manufacturing capability. Prior to the fire, EPI supplied 36 DoD
programs with thermal batteries utilizing 50% of their capacity. After the thermal facility wasIrebuilt, capacity utilization increased to 75% in support of a minimum of 33 DoD programs.

Presently EPI produces 400,000 cells per month during one eight hour shift, five days per week.
I Depending on battery complexity and configuration, this equates to approximately 2,000 batteries

per month.

3 7.2.1.2 Thermal Battery Mzar lace Demand

3 Figure 7-1 illustrates typical military applications for thermal batteries. No commercial

applications were identified.

3
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Typical Thermal Battery Applications

Military 3
aftcraft ejCon seat

countermeasure devices

gude artillery

missiles

Figure 7-1. Thermal Battery Applications I
Thermal batteries are used for applications requiring physical ruggedness, high power,

long storage life without maintenance, and one time use. The thermal battery market is almost

completely limited to military applications. Thermal batteries are used in missiles, torpedoes,
aircraft emergency systems, guided bombs, and land and underwater mines. 3

7.2.1.3 Thermal Battey Marketplace Trends 3
Thermal battery demands are significantly lower than in the past. Programs utilizing

thermal batteries and deliveries supporting these programs have been reduced. Many programs I
have been canceled and there are few new program starts anticipated. Two years ago there were

two thermal battery producers in the U.S., but this decreased demand forced one to terminate its n

thermal battery production operations. Government agencies have studied and reviewed the sole
source production situation and reviewed foreign thermal battery production capabilities, but in 3
accordance with DOD's present acquisition policies, the U.S. military will continue to maintain the
North American industrial base. 3

Two other companies, Martin Marietta and Westinghouse, recently have shown interest in

thermal battery production operations, but the results of this interest are yet to be determined. To

date, these ,;ompanies have conducted R&D and demonstrated prototype production. Martin

Marietta Specialty Components division has secured the Department of Energy's Pinellas Plant in 3
Largo, Florida, intending to expand their thermal battery R&D and limited production efforts. This

facility has seen limited thermal battery production in the past; therefore, Martin Marietta is not

beginning these new operations with a large production capability. The Westinghouse Naval
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I Systems Group in Cleveland, Ohio also has recently demonstrated prototype thermal battery
mg capability. The company designed and produced a successful thermal R&D battery
for the next generation of sonobuoys. Sandia National Laboratories ao has limited thermal

battery manu g capability.

These companies have not necessarily changed the immediate single-source supplier
situation for military thermal batteries; rather, they have increased the R&D presence and limited

• production capabilities for prototype and commercial thermal batteries. The market is not expected
to see any large growth in the near or far term, but the U.S. government has plans in place to

maintain a North American capability. The market will remain static until additional military or

new commercial applications arise that require increased manufacturing capability. At that point,5 these other companies may attempt to enter the regular production base for thermal batteries.

3 7.2.2 Lithium Batteries

Lithium primary batteries offer performance advantages well above the capabilities of
conventional aqueous electrolyte battery systems. These batteries have the highest gravimetric
energy (watt hours/kilogram), highest volumetric energy (watt hours/liter), and one of the best3 storage lives of any electrochemical battery system. These advantages are the main reason the

military chooses lithium batteries for a variety of applications.

I The lithium chemistries used by the military include primary lithium sulfur dioxide, lithium
thionyl chloride, and lithium manganese dioxide. At present, the most widely used of these
chemistries is lithium sulfur dioxide. North America currently has four major military lithium

battery suppliers and a fifth with military production capability but no production demand.

7.2. Lithium Battery Marketplace Supply

I Figure 7-2 lists the lithium battery companies and their products. The chart shows military

battery sales for 1993 and military battery trends for 1994; and overall company sales for 1993 and
trends for 1994. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect the sum of
battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic devices). The3 sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products. Following the
chart is a brief overview of each company describing the company, its products, capabilities, and

I customers.
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Ballard Battery Systems Corporation (BBSC) was established in North Vancouver, British

Columbia in 1976 and is a subsidiary of Ballard Power Systems, Inc. Ballard was originally a

rsah lab that Performed developmental work on lithium 3eries. In 1985 BBSC incorpomted
as BTC Engineering, Ltd. to commercaize primary lithium sulfur dioxide batey technology.
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I

very limited production.

Revenues were approximately $2.5 million in 1990, $7.5 million in 1991, $13 million inI
1992 (due primarily to the Gulf War), and $4.5 to $5 million in 1993. Revenues in 1994 should

remain the same as 1993. BBSC stated they require $4.5 to $5 million in yearly revenues to break3
even and that 1992 was the first year of real profits. BBSChhas had over $20 million in salesoof

lithium sulfur dioxide military batteries since 1989.
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In 1993,90% of BBSC's revenue came from the U.S. government and 10% from Canada.

Ir. previous years this split was closer to 95% U.S. and 5% Canada. In 1994 the U.S. and Canada

S will combine for only 25% of BBSCs revenues; the remaining 75% will be from commercial and

foreign customers.

7.2.2.1.2 Battery Engineering Inc.

U Battery Engineering Inc. (BED, located in Hyde Park, Massachusetts, is a small wholly

owned subsidiary of Hitachi (Maxell), a Japanese company. BEI has been in existence

approximately 17 years and was purchased by Hitachi on February 1, 1990. BEI is traded

publicly on the New York Stock Exchange.

BEI manufactures low and moderate rate primary lithium thionyl chloride cells, in

cylindrical, coin, prismatic, and other shapes; and batteries in a variety of configurations. In 1993

BEI claimed to have produced the smallest lithium thionyl chloride battery ever manufacturd The

battery measured 0.397 inches long by 0.275 inches in diameter.

BEFs primary market is in the oil drilling industry. Sales in this industry accounted for

85% of BEI's $4 million in 1993. These batteries are used in the electronics of drill bits that

perform geographic and chemical analyseL.

I BEI's military business constitutes 5% to 10% of total sales. Government customers

include GSA and OEMs Hughes Aircat Teledyne (for the F16), and AMETEK (subcontractedU through Yardney - engine monitoring computer backup battery). BE! also has some sales to the

United Kingdom Ministry of Defense.

7.2.2.1.3 Power Conversion Inc.

I Power Conversion, Inc. (PCI), located in Saddlebrook, New Jersey, is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of British Tie and Rubber (BTR) of Great Britain. The company was started in 19705 solely to develop and apply lithium technology. PCI was purchased in 1986 by Hawker Siddeley

and became part of the BTR conglomerate when BTR acquired Hawker Siddeley in 1991. BTR is3 a $15 billion diversified conglomerate which employs 180,000 people and has business interests in

a wide range of industries.

I
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PC makes four lithium battery systems in both standard and custom sim and shapes for I
industrial and defense applications. These systems are !ithiumn sulfur dioxide, lithium thionyl

chloride, lithium manganese dioxide, and lithium carbor ir-inoflouride. Its annual sales in the

battery market are approximately $12 million. I
Seventy percent of PCI's business base is military-related. PCI has sold batteries to the

military for the lowing lcations:

test equipment night vision equipment global positioning systems
gas masks data terminals digital mssag devices

satellite radios antennas chemical agent monitors
memnxy back-up navigation equipmet rescue radioweacons

scramblers radar two-way radios (SINCGARS)

UHF radios loudspeakers 3
The U.S. Army has been PCFs main customer. When Operation Desert Shield/Storm was

in full swing, there was a large demand for PCIs lithium batteries. However, when this operation 3
ended, the need for these batteries greatly diminished, and the government either canceled contracts
or tried to sftet them out PCI was forced to close its Puerto Rico plant, which was dedicated to

Army operations, in January 1993 due to lack of production orders.

PCI currently supplies the Navy with two types of batteries for the PRC 69 and the PRC I
112 radios. PCI has supplied the Navy with lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for sonobuoys, but

the Navy has not bought these particular sonobuoy batteries in five years due to the decreased
defense posture. The company also supplies a lithium manganese dioxide battery for the
CATSEYE night vision goggle system. PCI envisions they will no longer maintain large scale 3
production capabilities for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries.

7.2.2.1.4 SAFT America Inc. (Valdese, NC) I

SAFT (Societe des Accumulateurs Fixes et de Traction) America, Inc. is a leading 3
manufactmu of primary (non-rechargeable) batteries such as lithium and secondary (rechargeable)

batteries such as nickel cadmium. This company also manufactured thermal batteries for military 3
customers but ceased these operations in 1993. SAFT America's direct parent, SAFT, is based in

France and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Alcatel Alsthom, the fourth largest company in

France. Alcatel is a French government owned conglomerte with world wide operations.
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The original company was formed in the United States in 1959 by the Gulton Battery

Company. They were the original inventor of rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries. Alcatel

acquired SAFr in 1973 from Gulton. Alcatel maintains the standard of being number one or3 number two in the world in every venture they enter. SAFT claims it is number one worldwide in
aviation batteries, industrial nickel cadmium batteries, torpedo batteries, and lithium batteries for
defense applications. A sister company, with operations in the United States and Canada, is SAFT

Nife, a wholly owned Swedish subsidiary of the parent SAFT company. Recently Gates Energy
Products, located in Gainesville, Florida, sold their aerospace business to SAFT America. SAFT
America also acquired the aerospace battery business of Johnson Controls.

3 SAFT America-Valdese manufactures lithium sulfur dioxide primary batters. They are in
the process of developing lithium ion secondary batteries. SAF1~s military and commercial

batteries are manufacune on the same production lines.

Of SAFTs lithium sulfur dioxide business, 64% is with the U.S. military, 31% is in3 export sales, and 5% is for the commercial market. The defense original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) portion of SAFTs business is largely sonobuoy applications. Most of the export sales are3 for foreign military applications in the following countries: Israel, Germany, France, India, United
Kingdom, Pakistan, Canada, Japan, and Scandinavian countries. Some of this business is
through Foreign Military Sales (FMS). Last year Canada purchased nearly $1 million worth of

BA-5590 batteries directly from SAFT. The commercial market uses SAFT's batteries for medical
equipment (e.g. - defibrillators), animal tracking devices, and lighting equipment for the mining

3 industry.

3 7.2.2.1.5 Yardney Technical Products Inc.

Yardney Technical Products is located in Pawcatuck, Connecticut The company was
founded in New York City in 1944 as Yardney Electric Corporation, and production moved to
Pawcatuck, Connecticut in 1964. In 1969 a major interest was purchased by Whittaker3 Corporation, and the entire operation moved to Pawcatuck in 1970. Between 1971 and 1985, the
Yardney Battery Division in Pawcatuck, Connecticut and the Power Sources Division in Denver,3 Colorado merged to create the Yardney Corporation. In 1990 Yardney Technical Products, Inc.

was formed through a management buyout of Whittaker-Yardney Power Systems.

3
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Yardney has a lithium battery manufacturing line for production of lithium sulfur dioxide
BA5590 batteies for the Army, but its production facility has been sitting idle since its installation.

The Gulf War promulgated emergency procurements for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries, and large I
orders were placed with SAFT and PCI. Yartney had signed a $70 million contract with the Army

to produce the BA5590 battery for the Gulf War, but they failed to pass First Article and did not 3
produce any military batteries. Yardney has yet to qualify for military lithium battery production,

and the decreased demand for the BA5590 battery has not sparked urgent action by the military to

qualify Yardney for this production.

Originally, Yardney was to produce the lithium sulfur dioxide batteries at the Whittaker- I
Yardney facility in Denver, Colorado. Yardney claims it took the Army two years to agree to move

the production from Denver to Pawcatuck. To prepare the Pawcatuck site, Yardney obtained a 3
loan from the state of Connecticut, made equipment purchases, and ramped up for full-scale

production. At the end of the Gulf War, Yardney received some termination costs from the

government but lost approximately $1 million of their own.

Yardney also manufactures primary lithium thionyl chloride batteries for the commercial I
market. These batteries are used in oil drilling electronics and computer menmry backup devices.

These commercial lithium sales constituted $3 million worth of sales in 1993 and accounted for 3
approxmately 20% of Yardney's 1993 business.

Yardney also produces primary and secondary silver zinc batteries, primary silver chloride I
magnesium batteries, and secondary silver cadmium batteries. Yardney has the capability to

produce secondary nickel hydrogen cells and batteries but has not produced any in over a year. I
They have maintained this capability hoping for revived business but will soon start selling their

idle equipment. 3
7.2.2.2 Lithium Battery Marketplace Demand 3
Figure 7-3 illustrates some typical military and commercial applications for lithium based

batteries. All applications shown use either primary lithium sulfur dioxide, lithium thionyl

chloride, or lithium manganese dioxide batteries, and in some instances, applications may use more

than one form of lithium chemistry. Secondary (rechargeable) lithium manganese dioxide and 3
lithium ion batteries are available in limited supply for portable computer and cellular telephone

applications. 3
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Typical Lithium Sulfur Dioxide Battery Applications

Military Commercial

global positioning systems animal ucdking devices

portable electronics medical devices

sonobouys portable computers

portable lighting equispent

Typical Lithium Manganese Dioxide BatteryApplications

Military Commercial

portable electronics calculators
SINCOARS radio cameras

portable computers3 _ cellular telephones

3 Typical Lithium Thionyl Chloride Battery Applications

Military Commercial5 mines animal tracking devices

portable electronics computer memory backup3 life support systems

oil drilling electronics

3 Figure 7-3. Lithium Battery Applications

I 7.2.2.2.1 Military customers

3 The lithium marketplace has been driven primarily by military sales with some

commercial/retail sales of lithium sulfur dioxide and lithium thionyl chloride batteries. The most

I common military lithium primary battery is lithium sulfur dioxide. The main military customer is

the U.S. Army Communications and Electronics Command (CECOM). CECOM purchases
I lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for the Army and Marines in support of manportable (in the field)

electronics. These electronics include night vision devices, global positioning systems, chemical

agent detection and monitoring devices, walkie talkies, and portable computers.
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After completion of three contracts (one each with Ballard Battery Systems, PCI, and I
SAFT America), cECOM will not purchase any more lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. These three

contracts and surplus from the Gulf War will satisfy CECOM's requirements for the next three to

five years. At that time, CECOM intends to purchase batteries utilizing the next generation of

lithium chemisty or some other replacement chemistry. 3
The contract signed in 1990 with Ballard Battery Systems was designed to be a five year

contract. CECOM, primarily due to the Gulf War, accelerated delivery under the contract, and

Ballard plans to supply CECOM with lithium sulfur dioxide BA5600 batteries only through the end
of 1994.3

In the beginning of 1994 two one year contracts were signed with PCI and SAF' America 3
for six different configurations of lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. Four of these batteries were

contracted as contingency batteries (for the possibility of newly developed/implemented systems)

but probably will never be produced. The main battery supplied by both manufacturers is the 3
lithium sulfur dioxide BA5586 batteries for the PRC126 radio. U

If CECOM finds that another lithium chemistry is man cost effective than the lithium sulfu

dioxide battery and supplies the required performance characteristics, the lithium sulfur dioxide

system may disappear from the battery market. Manufacturers are aware of this situation and

realize that when present contracts end, there will likely be no major military demand for lithium

sulfur dioxide batteries. This downsizing has already left three nanufacturers with excess I
manufacturing capacity, and a fourth manufacturer has a complete lithium sulfur dioxide

production line for military batteries that never produced a single production run for the military.3

The Navy has been satisfied with the lithium manganese dioxide battery systems for their 3
applications and will continue using them because of their increased safety over lithium sulfur

dioxide batteries. The Navy also will consider the lithium thionyl chloride chemistry for use in

mines; they will introduce these new mines in the 1995 am frame.

7.2.2.2.2 Comnncial customers 3
The commercial market uses lithium thionyl chloride, lithium sulfur dioxide, and lithium 3

manganese dioxide batteries in a small number of applications. Commercial applications of

primary lithium thionyl chloride batteries include animal tracking devices, oil drilling electronics,

timing devices, and life support systems. Commerial applications of primary lithium manganese
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- dioxide batteries include watches, calculators, and cameras. Commercial applications of lithium
sulfur dioxide batteries include medical devices, animal tracking devices, and lighting on mining

helmets.

3 Figure 7-4 depicts North American military, foreign military, and commercial lithium
batery sales figures from the five military lithium battery suppliers. Other commercial suppliers of
lithium batteries inclue Duracell, Eveready, and other foreign companies. Commercial sales of

U •lithium batteries are small in comparison to military sales. Of the four military lithium battery
producers, total military sales in 1993 were approximately $26.3 million. All five manufactwers3 combined for $38.4 million in total lithium battery sales in 1993 with approximately $6 million in
foreign military lithium sales and $6.1 million in commecial lithium battery sales.

.2orth American Military Foretip Military Commercial Total
-- Dollars in 26.3 6 6.1 38.4

millions
Pecnto 68.5 15.6 15.9 100

Total SalesIII

I Figure 7-4. Lithium Battery Sales

I7.2.2.3 1 ithium Battry Mbluarl zae Trends

3 The present market for lithium batteries represents a small fraction of the overall battery
market, and they are not as popular in the commercial marketplace as alkaline or nickel cadmium' batteries. However, in today's market, primary lithium batteries are available, and secondary
lithium ion and lithium manganese dioxide batteries are available commercially for laptop

I computers and cellular telephones. Lithium battery technology has had a greater demand in
military applications. A large part of the military's primary battery budget was for lithium

batteries, mainly lithium sulfur dioxide batteries.

The domestic demand for lithium batteries will grow steadily a a expected to reach $10
I million for lithium rechargeable batteries and $120 million for lithium primary batteries by the year

2000. This increase will be driven by the development and consumer demand for portable, battery
I operated electronics and devices. Today much of this demand is filled by nickel cadmium batteries;

in the future it may be filled by nickel metal hydride batteries due to their higher energy density
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than nickel cadmium batteries. The consumer demand for longer service time presents an I
oppOrtunity for secondary lithium batteries. The large scale introduction of these batteries into the
commercial market will be slow until the cycle life, rate capability, reliability, safety, and 3
competitive cost (to other chemistries) have been demonstrated.

Commercially, Duracell has limited the available configurations of their lithium manganese

dioxide batteries for cameras. This has prompted these electronics manufacturers to design their

products around the Duracell batteries. This standardization should soon find its place in the

portable computer battery market as well and should affect the future of lithium batteries.

"The decision by CECOM to suspend lithium sulfur dioxide procurements has dramatically

changed the face of the marketplace. The cost of lithium sulfur dioxide batteries has prompted 3
CECOM to complete its present contracts and study the cost effet.iveness of other battery systems

until the need for more batteries arises. CECOM will consider lithium ion or lithium manganese

dioxide batteries as a potential replacement for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. If these other I
chemistries mature into successful products and satisfy the performance specifications, CECOM

will likely procure lithium battery configurations other than the lithium sulfur dioxide system. i
CECOM cannot be sure if any lithium sulfur dioxide manufacturers will remain, but feels that

someone may retain, or be willing to resurrect, the capability. SAFT America-Valdese almost 3
closed their lithium facility after the Gulf War but are now maintaining limited production for the

militmy and are attempting to transition into the commercial lithium marketplace. Ballard depends
solely on sales to the U.S. and Canadian governments and is also attempting to transition into

r prduct. Yardney has no military lithium battery sales. PCI will continue to rely on
government sales. PCI hopes for future increased military lithium sales through their lithium i
manganese dioxide pouch battery.

Safety has had and will continue to have a large impact on the lithium battery marketplace.

Lithium is a highly reactive metal with air or water, and the electrolytes, sulfur dioxide and thionyl

chloride, are toxic gases. Unfavorable conditions or mishandling of these batteries can incur

undesirable chemical reactions, causing the battery to rupture and allowing toxic materials and toxic

gases to escape. These safety concerns have caused the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to 3
prohibit certain lithium sulfur dioxide and lithium thionyl chloride batteries within the confines of

the breathing space on airplanes. 3
The lack of military demand has prompted some manufacturers to pursue other lithium

chemistries and enter deeper into the commercial market. The transition into the commercial I
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I marketplace for these military manufacturers will not be immediate or easy; moreover, the

commercial demand for lithium batteries must increase in order to present a viable commercial

|base.

7.2.3 Mercury Batteries

Mercury batteries are not a high demand battery chemistry and very few companies offerI production of this chemical system. This section discusses the only North American company;

Gold Peak, located in China, is the only other manufacurer.

7.2.3.1 Mercury Battery Marketlace Supply

Figure 7-5 illustrates the only domestic producer of mercury batteries. The chart shows

military battery sales for 1993 and military battery trends for 1994; and overall company sales for

1993 and trends for 1994. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect the

sum of battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic devices).

5 The sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products. Following

the chart is a brief overview describing the company, its products, capabilities, and customers.I
IMutfacturer Parent/Owmer Battery Mil BteyTotal Sakes

Name nine Chemistry MS Trn $ Trend
UP for 1994

I Figure 7-S. Companies in the Mercury Battery Market

I7.2.3.1.1 Alexander Batteries

S~Alexander Batteries, located in Mason City, Iowa, is a family owned business with

approximately 400 employees. Alexander Batteries is the only domestic producer of mercury cells
I and only world producer of cylindrical mercur cells. Ile company produces batteries for medical

equipment, cellular telephones, and portable electronic devices& The medical equipment is mostly

I portable monitor equipmnent, and the company supplies replacement batteries for different types of
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electronic devices. Approximately 10% of Alexander Batteries' total business is with theI
governen (including GSA).

The company primarily repackages pre-purchased cells but also manufactures mercury

cells. Alexander Batteries began manufacturing mercury cells in 1983. Prior to 1983, the
company purchased mercury cells from Duracell and packaged the final product, but increasing cell

costs prompted Alexander to manufacture the cells in house. The mercury cells are available in
.limited izes

The company stated that 80% of their mercury battery production is for the U.S. military.

Most of the commercial market is supplied with olt cells; these are used for portable

medical monitors in hospitals. Alexander Batteries did not provide any other specific sales 3
information.

7.2.3.2 Mercury Battey Marketplace Demand

Figure 7-6 illustrates some typical military and commercial applications for mercury5
primary banere

Typical Mercury Battery Applications I
Military Commercial 5

communicatons devices poable ctnics
mines portable medical devices

munitions

portable elecronsics

surveillance systems 3
Figure 7-6. Mercury Battery Applications

7.2.3.2.1 Military customers3

The mercury market is driven almost totally by the military. There is only one North
American manufacturer of mercury batteries, and 80% of the company's mercury battery

production is for military systems. The military uses the mercury batteries primarily to support

legacy systems from the 1960's and early 1970's. As these legacy systems are replaced, new
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I systems will utilize other chemistries. The Navy uses mercury batteries in mines and, because they
have long shelf lives, they will be around for a while. However, when the Navy replaces these
systems, the demand for mercury batteries will decrease. Demand in early 1994 from all four

Service branches has increased from 1993 in support of legacy radio systems and Navy mines, but

3 this is an anomaly; future demand will decrease.

1 7.2.3.2.2 Commcial customers

Primary commercial use of mercury batteries is for medical portable electronics such as
heart monitors. Due to the safety concerns of mercury, thirteen states have banned the commercial

sale of mercury batteries, and it is likely that more will follow. Some states, such as New Jersey3 and Minnesota, presently offer exemptions to the mercury battery ban only for batteries supporting

medical equipment.

1 7.2.3.3 Mercury Battery Marketplace Trends

5 CECOM and others are trying to move away from mercury batteries, primarily due to

environmental concerns. Presently, CECOM is purchasing mercury batteries to support legacy

3 systems, but as these systems are replaced, the military will discontinue procurements of the

mercury battery chemistry.

I The military has provided Alexander Batteries with 80% of its business. With the military
phase out of mercury batteries, this company will probably discontinue mercury battery

3 manufacturing. The military, considering the environmental impact of mercury and the advances in

other battery chemistries, does not see the loss of the mercury battery chemistry as a major

5 concern.

5 7.2.4 Silver Zinc / Silver Cadmium Batteries

Silver zinc batteries can be either primary, primary reserve, or secondary while silver

cadmium batteries are a secondary battery. The military uses these batteries primarily on missiles,
torpedoes, and underwater vehicles. The commercial market for both chemistries is small;3 however, primary silver zinc batteries are commonly used for small portable electronics.

4
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7.2.4.1 Silver Battery Marketplace Supply I

Figure 7-7 illustrates various companies and their products. The chart shows military U
battery sales for 1993 and military battery trends for 1994; and overall company sales for 1993 and

trends for 1994. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect the sum of 5
battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic devices). The

sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products. Following the

chart is a brief overview of each company describing the company, its products, capabilities, and

customers.

Manufaturer Parent/eOmer CBatetryr Militr Bater Total Sales

simle r S nc, save• Not DOWN Not DOWN IBSTSytem livael owed cadmium Disclond Disclosed

Eagle-Picher. Joplin, Eale-Pikce" silverm zinc, silver Not EVEN Not EVEN
Missori Nn~~is n. cdit icoe icoed E

Whiuala" Power Whittaker silver zinc 8 DOWN 8 DOWN

Storag SystemsI
YdneyrosTed l self silver zinc, silver 9.6 DOWN 14 EV3

Figure 7-7. Companies in the Silver Battery Market

7.2.4.1.1 BST Systems, Inc. I
BST Systems is located in Plainfield, Connecticut and has been in business for 3

approximately eleven years. The company manufactures battery cells and assembles the final

battery products on a three shift rotation. BST batteries are sold mostly to military and government

customers, but the company also has sales to some commercial customers. During the last eleven

years, BST has expanded their assembly facility and installed and updated automated equipment to

meet the production demands of their customers. 5
BST manufactures a variety of primary and secondary silver zinc batteries and has the

capability to manufacture silver cadmium batteries. In 1993 military sales accounted for
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I approximately 80% of BSTs total sales with 20% commercial sales. The Navy uses these

batteries on many different training equipment systems and armament systems such as deep sea
rescue vehicles, deep submergence vehicles, submarines, target drones, and missiles. Aerospace

companies use BST batteries in the Space Shuttle and the Delta rocket system. The most common
commercial silver battery which BST manufactures is used in electronic news gathering equipment

devices.

3 BST currently does not have any demand for their silver cadmium batteries, but they
continue to offer the capability to interested customers. The company does not sell any of their3 products to the Canadian government or military, but they have sold products to countries

overseas.

1 7.2.4.1.2 Eagle-Picher Industries (EPI)

I See section 7.2.1.1 for additional information.

3 The Eagle-Picher facility in Joplin, Missouri manufactures thermal, silver zinc, and silver

cadmium batteries for mostly military customers. EPI supplies silver batteries to Navy customers3 for various applications including missiles, torpedoes, and underwater vehicle propulsion systems.

Eagle-Picher is a major supplier of primary and primary reserve silver zinc batteries to the

military. Their batteries are used in many different missile systems. Yardney, Whittaker, and
Eagle-Picher all have been suppliers of the primary reserve silver zino batteries to the Navy, but3 with the military downsizing, Eagle-Picher may become the sole supplier for naval applications.

Yardney's production contracts for these batteries ended in FY93, and Whittaker does not have a3 strong foothold with the Navy. In particular, both Yardney and Eagle-Picher build the D5 battery

for Navy systems, but beginning in FY94 all contracts for these batteries will be with EPI.

1 7.2.4.1.3 Whittaker Power Storage Systems

3 Whittaker Power Storage Systems (-*PSS) is located in Denver, Colorado and is a division
of publicly held parent company Whittaker. The parent Whittaker facility is located in the Los3 Angeles, California area. Whittaker has two other divisions in California: Electronic Systems

located in Simi Valley, and the Controls Division also located in the Los Angeles area.

4
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WPSS handles all battery cell manufacturing, battery assembly, and testing operations in I
their own facility and employs approximately 50 people for these operations. The company sells
their batteries almost exclusively to military and government customers and has supplied foreign I
customers in the past WPSS manufactures and assembles primary and primary reserve silver zinc
battery systems. The batteries are used mostly in missile systems. 3

In 1993 WPSS had approximately $8 million dollars in sales. Recent military cutbacks
have affected Whittaker. WPSS currently has production capacity of approximately 3000 units per

year but is not running at full capacity in 1994.

7.2.4.1.4 Yardney Technical Products Inc.

See section 7.2.2.1.5 for additional information.

Yardney produces primary, primary reserve, and secondary silver zinc batteries and 3
secondary silver cadmium batteries. The U.S. military is Yardney's main customer. Total sales of
silver zinc and silver cadmium batteries were $12 million in 1993 of which military sales accounted 3
for approximately $9.6 million. Yardney has the capability to produce secondary nickel hydrogen
cells and batteries but has not produced any in over a year. They have maintained this capability
hoping for revived business but will soon start selling their equipment if they continue to not
receive steady orders for the battery. 3

The silver cadmium batteries produced by Yardney support only one U.S. military
application, the MK 48 torpedo. These silver cadmium battery sales in 1993 were approximately I
$250,000. Yardney will complete their existing silver cadmium contract at the end of 1994. Since
the Navy uses the MK 48 torpedo for training exercises, there vill most likely be continued, 3
although limited, demand for the silver cadmium battery. Yarc.:ey also manufactures non-
magnetic silver cadmium batteries used in satellites for an Italian Aerospace company. This

equates to approximately $100,000 worth of yearly business. Silver cadmium batteries are
manufactured essentially on the same production line as the silver zinc batteries except for separate
handling of the cadmium. U

Yardney does have a dedicated Battery Control Line (BCL) for production of the Navy D5
silver zinc battery that is used for the Trident II missile system. Previously, Yardney manufactured

the C3 Poseidon and C4 Trident silver zinc missile system batteries on their regular production

lines, but Lockheed (the prime contractor) wanted a dedicated line for the D4 and D5 Trident
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I battery. Yardney does not have additional orders for this D5 silver zinc banery, and the poduction
line is idle. The Navy owns all of the equipment for this production line, and Yardney is waiting
for Lockheed to instruct them what to do with the equipmenL Lockheed will either remove it or
use it f c other production within the Yardney facility.

U 7.2.4.2 Silver Battery Marketplace Demand

I Figure 7-8 illustrates some typical military and commercial applications for primary and
secondary silver zinc batteries and semondary silver cadmium batteries.

Typical Primary Silver Zinc Battery Applications
Military I Commercial

missiles (primary reserve) watches

I edoesI caluans
unmanned undersea vehicles hearing aids

5 Typical Secondary Silver Zinc Battery Applications

Military Commercial3 SEALS delivery vehicle electronic news gathering

missiles televison cameras

[ Typical Silver Cadmium Battery Applications

3 Military Commercial
torpedoes portable power tools

*IsatelitesI
Figure 7-8. Silver Battery ApplicationsI

3 7.2.4.2.1 Military customers

The most widely used batteries in the silver chemistry are silver zinc primary, primary

reserve, and secondary batteries. The military uses primary reserve silver zinc batteries mostly on
missiles and secondary silver zinc batteries on torpedoes and underwater propulsion. The silver

I zinc batteries used by the military are quite different from the small, single cell batteries used in
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omm electronic devices. The market fosilver zinc battries has two general facets: the I
single cell batteries for small electronic devic and the multi-cell batteries for military applications.

7.2.4.2.2 Cogmumeial customers

The commercial market for the silver chemistry cs is Small. Primary silver zinc
batteries are commonly used for small portable electronics such as calculators, watches, and

hearing aids; secondary silver zinc batteries are used in news gathering equipment. The multi-cell
industrial silver zinc batteries used in the news gathering equipment constitute only a few percent

of the overall silver zinc battery usage. Secondary silver zinc batteries offer a lot of power but me 3
not truly practical in the commercial market. They am somewhat expensive and usually only give

60 to 100 cycles. I

7.2.4.3 Silver Battery Marketplace Trends

Silver zinc primary batteries likely will continue to serve niche markets where the cost of

the battery is acceptable relative to the application. In particular, primary reserve silver zinc

batteries will continue to be used in missiles for the military, and silver zinc primary batteries will

continue to be used in advuacd medical devices. The small, single cell batteries used for

calculators and wristwatches will remain a stable market These batteries offer good power, long

cycle life and acceptable cost. They are mass poduced for the commercial market, but the military

market has yet to implemnt them into their applications.

Silver inc secondary batteries, even though they offer good power, have relatively short

cycle life. They am used in a small number of commercial applications and most likely will renin

a military battery.

The future of the silver battery industry will be dictated primarily by the military and

aerospace markets. For silver zinc primary batteries, annual U.S. sales arm expected to grow from

$15 million in 1992 to approximately $18 to $20 million in 2000. Secondary silver zinc battery

annual U.S. sales are expected to grow from $32 million in 1992 to approximately $60 to $80

million in 2000. Silver zinc battery usage within the military may increase in the near future with

o silver zinc batteries, research is ongoing to improve the properties and cycle life of these w

batteries. NASA should continue to be a large customer of silver zinc batteries; Eagle-Rcher

Industries claims that every manned space flight from Mercury through Gemini, Apollo and now 3
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I the Space Shuttle have used their silver zinc batteries. One of the major drawbacks of silver zinc
battares is their cost.

Silver cadmium batteries are very expensive but satisfy a niche market. With3 environmental concerns over cadmium, limited applications, decreasing defense dollars, and
improvements in other chemistries, the silver cadmium electrochemical system faces an unclear3 future market demand.

Silver cadmium secondary batteries are used in military torpedoes and commercially for
portable power tools and satellites. All of these markets are very small. Silver cadmium is an
expensive system with limited applications and an environmentally unfriendly component5 (cadmium). This battery system will experience little future growth and will continue to satisfy
small niche applications. Growth for silver cadmium batteries is projected to increase slightly from
S992sales of $1.5 million to $2 to $2.5 million in 2000.

7.2.5 Lead Add Batteries

Lad acid baty technology has been in use for over 100 year Lead acid batteries ae the3 most widely used secondary (rechargeable) batteries in the world. Applications span the range
from small portable electronics to large military systems. The popularity of lead acid batteries is
attributed to the maturity of the technology, the low cost of materials, the widespread recycling of
lead, and a relatively wide temperature range for cycling and non-cycling applications.

3 This section deals only with lead acid systems since they are the most common in the
family, but another niche lead battery chemistry is the lead lead dioxide primary reserve system.3 This battery is used by the Army and Navy for projectile fuses and is produced by a sole
manufacture, Acudyne.

1 7.2.5.1 Lead Acid Battery Markelace Supply

3 Figure 7-9 illustrates lead acid battery manufacturers and their products. These four
suppliers are not the only lead acid battery suppliers throughout North America; rather, they are
the suppliers that were identified for this report as dealing within the military/government
environment. Other suppliers exist that satisfy commercial demand. The chart shows military
battery sales for 1993, military battery trends for 1994, and overall company sales for 1993 and

trends for 1994. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect the sum of
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battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic devices). The I
sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products. Following the

chart is a brief overview describing each company, its products, capabilities, and customers. 3

Maaufacturer Pareat/Owuer Battery Military Battery Total Sales
Name Name Chemistry M $ Trend M $ Tread

Con.crde B Privately owned LWd Acid 2.352 EVEN 12 UP

C&D Charm Power Chanar lower LeadAcid 2 UP 163 UP 3
Systems Inc. Systems Inc.

GNB Ban Pacific Dunlop LtAd.ole Inc. -Melbourne, WdAci 10 UP 779 UPTectuioogie In. Utnu
Johnso conols Johnson Controls Lead Acid 0 NONE 700 UP 3

Batr Group

Figure 7.9. Companies in the Lead Acid Battery Market 3

7.2.5.1.1 Concorde Battery Cororation I

Concorde is a small, privately held company which started in 1977 making plates for 3
batteries. In 1980 Concorde made their first lead acid batteries for aircraft applications. The

owners of Concorde own another company named Interspace Battery, Inc.; it is located in the 3
same facility as Concorde. Interspace makes plates for batteries which are sold in and outside of

the United States, one identified customer being Mexico. 3
Concorde has an equal split in sales between military and commercial markets, with 75% of

all sealed lead acid battery sales to the military. Concorde produces lead acid batteries for 3
wheelchairs, commercial marine, commercial general aviation aircraft (corporate and private

airplanes - not commercial jetliners), and military aircraft

Concorde's primary military customers are the Navy and Air Force. Concorde is working

with the Air Force on a retrofit program for the KC1 35 aircraft; this will include the replacement of

nickel cadmium batteries with sealed lead acid batteries. Concorde also has qualified batteries for

the Air Force and the Navy to use on the C130 and P-3 aircraft. Canada and the U.S. Navy use 3
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I Concorde batteries on their F18 aircraft. This battery also is used in the H-46 helicopter, F- 117

Stealth, and the AV-8B.

7.2.5.1.2 C & D Charter Power Systems, Inc.

UCM) Charter Power Systems, Inc. (CM)) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Charer Power5 Systems, Inc. Charter Power Systems is a publicly traded corporation on the American Stock
Exchange. In 1992, C&D was reorganized into three business units: the Standby Power unit, the
Motive Power unit, and the Power Electronics unit. In that same year, C&D completed the
acquisition of Ratelco, Inc., a Seattle, Washington-based producer of direct-current power
equipment for the commuica•ons industry. This acquisition expanded their industrial battery3 market

C&D makes lead acid batteries and battery power systems for comnmerial, industrial, and
W gov nsttand-by power systems (including uninterruptible power supplies) and automotive

Imarket

C&D's 1993 annual sales were $163 million, of which $2 million were from sales to the3 government. Of that $2 million, $1.8 million were for batteries for the Trident submarine and
approximately $200K were for the Minuteman missile system. The Trident contract is scheduled
to end in the summer of 1994, but C&D will maintain this production capability. The only other

manufacturer of the Trident submarine battery is GNB Battery Technologies.

C&D is the single source producer of the Minuteman Missile silo batteries and has a
contract scheduled to end in June of 1994. However, this contract has been extended, and the
volume has been increased twelve fold. C&D considers these batteries easy to make and similar to

their motive power battery.

I 7.2.5.1.3 GNB Battery Technologies Inc.

3 GNB (Gould National Battery ) Battery Technologies Inc. is owned by Pacific Dunlop
GNB Holdings Inc. in Chicago, Illinois, which in turn is owned by Pacific Dunlop Limited in
Melbourne, Australia. GNB markets automotive and industrial batteries in over 50 countries and
has 24 manufacturing plants (20 in North America).

I
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GNB is the third largest battery manufacturer in the world, the second largest lead acid I
battery recycler in the world, and the largest battery manufacturer in North America. GNB
manufactures flooded and valve regulated (sealed) lead acid batteries. GNB had $779 million in
sales in 1993 and does $6 to $10 million of business annually in submarine batteries. I

GNB's main military customer is the U.S. Navy. GNB batteries are Gn 27 Navy Spnzance
ships and in Sea Wolf submarines. GNB also supplies batteries to the U.S. Air Force for missile

silo backup and has appoximately $6.5 million worth of batteries in missile silos.

7.2.5.1.4 Johnson Controls 3
Johnson Controls (JC) is composed of four business groups: Control Group, Auto 3

Seating Group (ASG), Plastics Group, and Battery Group (BG). The Control Group has 330
branches worldwide and is involved in facilities management (e.g. - Cape Canaveral and Indiana

Hoosier Dome). The ASG manufactures automotive seats for a variety of auto manufacturers; the

Plastics Group produces a variety of plastic containers; and the Battery Group produces automotive
batteries.

The JC-BG manufactures lead acid batteries, and their specialty batteries division, Globe
Union, manufactue gel, wet, and absorbed glass mat (AGM) lead acid batteries and nickel metal
hydride batteries. JC has a program with W.R. Grace in Maryland to produce lithium polymer

batteries. JC-BG has battery manufacturing facilities throughout the United States. The specialty
batteries division employs 300 people and has a production capacity of one million batteries per

year. 3
The JC-BG produces one out of every three automotive batteries sold in the United States 3

under the brand names of Sears Die Hard, Interstate, Ford Motor, Wal Mart, Energizer, and

Eveready. Last year the battery group had $700 million in sales. Globe Union was bought by JC-

BG in 1978, and accounted for $50 million of the $700 million battery revenues. JC sells 85% of
its batteries to the automotive aftermarket. The battery shipments increased 4.5% for JC in 1993,

but sales revenues decreased slightly due to lower battery selling prices. These lower selling prices 3
were caused in part by decreased cost of raw materials. I

JC-BG supplies these aftermarket, replacement batteries to almost all of the major
automotive makers in North America, Asia, Europe, and Australia. JC-BG is not aware of any

battery sales to the government or military, but it is likely that the government and military
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I purchase some number of JC batteries through distributors or retailers not associated with JC. JC-

BG has sold batteries to the Canadian Department of Defense and Canadian nuclear power plants

for backup power supply systems. The specialty division has sold custom batteries to both

Lockheed and Motorola which cost upwards of $500,000 each.

7.2.5.2 Lead Acid Battery Marketplace Demand

U Figure 7-10 illustrates some typical military and commercial applications for lead acid

batteies. All lead acid batteries discussed here are secondary batteries

Typical Lead Acid Battery Applications

3 Military Commercial

aircraft engine starting aircraft engine starting
i silo backup automotive

submarine propulsion camcorders

utility vehicles portable computers

Figure 7.10. Lead Acid Battery Applications

U
7.2.5.2.1 Military customersI
The military uses lead acid batteries primarily for vehicle starting, lighting and ignition,

3 aircraft engine starting, aircraft ground equipment, motive power on submarines, and standby

power systems in missile silos. The manufactue of lead acid batteries does not vary greatly except

for configuration. Submarine lead acid batteries are much larger than an automotive lead acid

battery.

3 7.2.5.2.2 Commercial customers

3 Although there are lead acid batteries for such things as portable computers and

communications devices, the lead acid market is almost totally driven by automotive and standby
power applications. This has kept the l•ead acid market stable and growing slowly. The largest

market for lead acid batteries is in the automotive aftermarket (replacement batteries).
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7.2.5.3 Lead Acid Battery Marketplace Trends U
Lead acid batteries are one of the most probable candidates for use in electric vehicles in the

near term. Their biggest impediment is their weight.

For certain aviation systems, sealed lead acid batteries are replacing vented nickel cadmium
batteries, but mor commonly, only the older, vented lead acid batteries are being replaced with
valve-regulated, sealed lead acid batteries. The sealed batteries require little or no maintenance. In
particular, the KC-135 will be retrofitted with the valve-regulated, sealed lead acid battery in 1995
to replace the vented nickel cadmium battery. The sealed lead acid battery is expected to have a 3
service life from 2 to 3 years.

The major problem that the aviation market faces with the lead acid batteries is their limited i
operating temperature mnge, but recently the batteries have been installed with heaters to maintain a

satisfactory operating temperature

With an established commercial base and market, the lead acid battery industry is expected
to continue strong growth into the year 2000. U.S. sales of lead acid motive power batteries are
expected to increase from $310 million n 1992 to $400 million in 2000;, standby power system
batteries from $280 million in 1992 to $415 million in 2000; consumer lead acid batteries from
$160 million in 1992 to $300 million in 2000; and automotive lead acid battery sales from $2,350

million in 1992 to $3,000 million in 2000.

Increased use of lead acid batteries in aircraft, the emergence of the electric vehicle, the
proven manufacturing processes, the use of recycled lead, and the continued demand in the
automotive aftermarket will keep the lead acid battery market strong for many years. 3

7.2.6 Nickel Cadmium Batteries 3
Nickel cadmium is the most widely used nickel chemistry by the military. Nickel cadmium

batteries have a rugged construction and proven reliability. Characteristics like high power 3
capabilities, a wide operating temperatmue range, and long cycle life make them suitable for many
applications. In smaller sizes they may be sealed, eliminating water addition maintenance.
Presently North America has three major military nickel cadmium battery suppliers. These

manufacturers produce military and conmercial aviation batteries which ar quite different from the
commercial cells sold in the retail market to support portable consumer electronics.
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7.2.6.1 Nickel Cadmium Marketplace Supply

Figure 7-11 illustrates various companies and their products. The chart shows military

battery sales for 1993 and military battery trends for 1994; and overall company sales for 1993 and

trends for 1994. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect the sum of

battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic devices). The

I sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products. Following the

chart is a brief overview of each company describing the company, its products, capabilities, and

3 customers.

I
Manuactuerer Parent/Owner Battery Military Banttry Total Sales

SName Name Ckemistry M $ Trend M $ Trend

Eagle-Pichea, Eagle-Picher nicke Not EVEN Not EVEN
Colorado Springs, Co Industris, Inc. cadmium Disclosed scwI Maratho Power .... nickel

Penn Central 2.6 EVEN 17 EVENTeahmologie cadmium

SAFT America Alcatel Alstlom - nickel
(Vaoitma) EI c I cadmium 6 UP 19 DOWN

3 Figure 7-11. Companies in the Nickel Cadmium Battery Market

7.2.6.1.1 Eagle-Picher Industries Inc.

i See sections 7.2.1.1 and 7.2.4.1.2 for additional information.

3 EPI's Colorado Springs facility produces nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen (a cross

between a battery and a fuel cell) batteries. Sales of these batteries have been historically stable

with an equal split of sales between aerospace vehicles and aircraft. Of EPI's total dollar revenue,

10% has come from the production of specialty batteries.

I Aerospace batteries, both nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen, are sold to NASA and

Hughes for use in satellites. Aircraft battery sales are all nickel cadmium. Of the 50% sales for
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aircraf 40% to 45% are for civilian aircraft (primarily helicopters) and 5% to 10% are for military I
aircrfL

7.1.6.1.2 Mamthan Power Technologies

Marathon Power Technologies is located in Waco, Texas. The company began operations
in 1970 and is owned by Penn Central; however, the company may be sold in the near future, and

the buyer will not be disclosed until after the sale. Marathon manufactures and repackages nickel I
cadmium sealed and vented cells, primarily for aviation.

Approximately 17% of Marathon's business is with the U.S. government. Total sales for
Marathon are approximately $17 to $18 million per year. Marathon has the capability for much 3
higher government sales as evidenced in 1988 when SAFT had been disbarred by the government

for seven months, and Marathon's government sales rose to 50% of total sales. 3
7.2.6.1.3 SAFT America Inc. (Valdoa, GA)

See section 7.2.2.1.4 for additional information.

SAFT's Industrial Battery Division is located in Valdosta, Georgia. The company

produces nickel cadmium batteries at the Valdosta plant for aviation, industrial use, and electric 3
vehicles. The aviation batteries are used mostly for civil and military fixed and rotary wing
aircraft, and the industrial batteries are used mostly for rail transit systems and standby power. All
of SAFI's military nickel cadmium batteries are built in Valdosta. Some of the individual cells i
may be produced outside the U.S. (Mexico and France), but over 51% of the total cost of the
battery occurs in the U.S. SAFT produces military and commercial batteries on the same assembly
line. The company does not produce any nickel cadmium batteries in the U.S. for portable
electronic devices. 3

SAFT America-Valdosta had $19 million in sales in 1993. Six million dollars of that
revenue was from military customers, which accounted for 50% of SAFTs production volume. i
In 1993 Army sales totaled $2.3 to $2.4 million, Navy sales totaled $500,000, Air Force sales
totaled $2 million, and foreign military sales through brokerage totaled $500,000 ($68,000 sold 3
directly to foreign embassies).
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I 7.2.6.2 Nickel Cadmik uattay Marketplace Demand

3 Figure 7-12 illustrates some typical military and commercial applications for nickel
cadmium batteries. The demand discussed in this section deals primarily with nickel cadmium
batteries for aviation and aerospace.

Typical Nickel Cadmium Battery Applications

Military Commercial

elecutoic devices moaenial aircraft
military aircraft porable electronics

orbitting spacecraft small A/C engine starting

utility vehicles sola energy storage

I ____ Istandby power

Figure 7-12. Nickel Cadmium Battery Applications

7.2.6.2.1 Military customs

I The military uses nickel cadmium batteries mostly for aircraft and aerospace equipment
These batteries are capable of providing high power levels at cold temperatures. McDonnell
Douglas uses sealed nickel cadmium batteries on its MD-80 and DC-9 aircraft, and Boeing expects
to use them on the 777 aircft

The advantages of sealed nickel cadmium batteries are lower maintenance costs and easier
storage. These advantages make worldwide deployment easier, and the batteries require
maintenance only once every 4 years. Vented nickel cadmium batteries require mantemance every
28 to 180 days. The Air Force is expected to retrofit some B-52 aircraft with sealed nickel3 cadmium batteries during FY 94.

Some battery manufacturers are working with the Navy to field a series of very low
maintenance, vented nickel cadmium batteries that may require maintenance only once per year.
The advantage of the ultra-low maintenance battery over the sealed nickel cadmium batteries is that

current applications that use nickel cadmium systems do not need to be altered in order to install the
new, low maintenance system. Therefore, significant savings in maintenance operations will be3 realized without a significant initial implementation cost
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7.1.6.2.2 Commercial customers

The commercial market for nickel cadmium batteries is driven primarily by portable
electronics and commercial aviation sales. The small single cell batteries that populate the

commercial portable electronics marketplace have not found their way into military use; these

nickel cadmium batteries do not last as long as other batteries, require additional logistics support
for charging, and in some cases cost more than other batteries already being used. Lithium sulfur I
dioxide batteries are commonly used for commercial applications that require longer cycle lives
than the nickel cadmium batteries.

7.2.6.3 Nickel Cadmium Battery Marketplace Trends I

For general aviation and consumer electronics the nickel cadmium market is fairly stable.
Some manufacturers have stated that general/commercial aviation nickel cadmium batteries are I
better quality (mostly in components, but also in some manufacturing processes) than the batteries
purchased by some branches of the military. 3

The military nickel cadmium market is also stable. Presently the Air Force is pursuing
increased use of maintenance-free sealed nickel cadmium batteries to replace the vented nickel
cadmium batteries and some vented lead acid systems. Although the nickel cadmium batteries cost

more than lead acid batteries, the Air Force can save approximately $3000 in annual battery i
maintenance costs per aircraft when compared to existing vented nickel cadmium system. The
Navy is also attempting to implement an ultra-low maintenance, vented nickel cadmium system that

can decrease maintenance costs and does not require modifications to the applications. For the
longer term future, the Air Force is working with one nickel cadmium battery manufacturer to

develop a battery that will last twenty years of active service.

Future demand of sealed nickel cadmium batteries is projected to increase from $440 I
million in 1992 to $520 million by the year 2000. Growth in nickel cadmium industrial batteries is
projected to increase from $25 million in 1992 to $30 million by 2000. Growth for vented aviation 3
nickel cadmium batteries is projected to increase from $33 million in 1992 to $35 million by 2000;
this small amount of growth is caused by the increasing demand for sealed nickel cadmium 3
batteries rather than the vented type.
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I Nickel metal hydride batteries are just entering the commercial market Primary use of

these batteries has been in support of personal notebook computers. Nickel metal hydride batteries

are projected to reach a $100 million market by the year 2000.

7.2.7 Magnesium Manganese Dioxide Batteries

Magnesium manganese dioxide batteries are an old chemistry with limited applications and

tnosng foothold in either the military or commercial marketplace.

7.2.7.1 Magnesium Battery Marketplace Supply

Figure 7-13 illustrates two identified North American producers of military magnesium

manganese dioxide batteries. The total sales data may reflect only battery sales, or it may reflect

the sum of battery and other products sales (e.g. - electronic chargers/analyzers, electronic

devices). The sales data from suppliers did not delineate between revenues for different products.

Following the chart is a brief overview describing the company, its products, capabilities, and

I
Manufacturer PaetOnrMltrBatrTolSls

N ame Namse Cbemistr• M $ Trend M $ Trend

Nr Am magneium Not NtACR E Fcdn ms Funde Disclosed DOWN Disclosd UP

Rrw self nlM89Me 17 DOWN Dbickoed UP

Figure 7-13. Companies in the Magnesium Battery Market

I
7.2.7.1.1 ACR Electronics Inc.U
ACR was founded in 1956 by David H. Rush and now has two facilities in the Ft.

Lauderdale area employing approximately 180 employees. ACR is owned by North American

Fund U, which is a privately owned venture capital company consisting of a $50 million equity

capital partnership of major institutional investors (University of Texas endowment funds,

MacArthur Foundation, Ameritech Pension Trust, American Family Insurance).
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ACR produces water-activated magnesium cuprous iodide batteries and magnesium

manganese dioxide primary dry cell batteries. The Navy uses the magnesium manganese dioxide

batteries for their Captor mines. ACR manufactures the magnesium manganese dioxide cell

batteries at one facility and assembles the batteries at their second facility. Cbmmercial and military 3
magnesium manganese dioxide cells are manufactured on the same production line, but the

production equipment is not automated and very antiquated.

ACR is the single source supplier of the magnesium manganese dioxide Navy Captor Mine

(MK 125, 126, 127) battery. ACR has sold over 550,000 of these batteries to the Navy over the i
past 10 years. Twenty percent of ACR's sales are to the government and 80% to the commercial

market. The Navy, Army, Marines, and Kelly Air Force Base each account for an equal portion of

the total government sales.

7.2.7.1.2 Rayovac I

Rayovac's primary demand is from commercial customers, but they also manufacture I
magnesium manganese dioxide batteries for the Army. The Army uses these batteries as a low cost

alternative to lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for portable electronic devices used during training 3
exercises. CECOM procures between 12,000 and 24,000 magnesium batteries per month under a

multiple year contract. These batteries are manufactured on Rayovac's commercial production line.

Rayovac also manufactures the MK 117 underwater mine battery for the Naval Mine Warfare
Engineering Activity (NMWEA).

Government agencies such as the DLA and GSA purchase common, commercial round cell

batteries for various applications. Of the $17 million in military/government sales, Rayovac sold 3
approximately one million dollars worth of batteries to commissaries and exchanges. Rayovac also

received between four and five million dollars of R&D funding from the government in 1993 for

several battery development projects.

7.2.7.2 Magnesium Battery Marketplace Demand I

The magnesium chemistry has a limited customer market and only a few specialized 3
applications that exist from older technologies. Figure 7-14 highlights some of these applications.
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I Typical Magnesium Battery Applications

Military Commercial

mines locator beacons

portable electronics portable electronics

I Figure 7-14. Magnesium Battery Applications

I
7.2.7.2.1 Military cusbomers

The military marketplace demand for magnesium maganese dioxide batteries is very small.
I This old chemistry supports Navy CAPTOR mines, although lithium thionyl chloride batteries

have been safety certified for use in the next generation of CAPTOR mines. However, this retrofit
program was canceled because there are not enough old CAPTOR mines in existence today to

I make this transition economical.

The Army uses commercial magnesium batteries for training exercises in portable

electronics for non-tactical applications. These batteries can be used for tactical applications if the

temperature is above 40- F. The significantly lower cost of the magnesium batteries compared to

lithium sulfur dioxide primary batteries is the driving factor for continued use of these batteries in
training equipment. As legacy equipment is replaced so too will this battery chemistry. For

example, the Army presently uses magnesium batteries in the PRC 77 radio, but its replacement,

the SINCGARS radio, will utilize lithium based batteries. The Army has worked with Rayovac to

develop a better magnesium battery but has had little success.

7.2.7.2.2 Commercial customers

The commercial marketplace for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries is also very small.

The batteries are used for emergency locator beacon applications and other portable electronics

applications, but as these older technologies are replaced, it is likely the battery chemistry will

disappear.

7.2.7.3 Magnesium Battery Marketplace Trends

The market for this chemistry is small and is not experiencing any type of resurgence.

Most of the military demand is limited to cells from Rayovac and mine batteries from ACR
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Electrzics. This chemistzy will continue to be used in limited fashion and may eventually be I
replaced with new chemismies.

7.3 Overall Marketplace Summary

Thermal batteries an presently exclusively military. They satisfy unique reqirements of
long shelf life, no maintemance requiremN ts, and high power for short duration. Thermal batteries

are "one shot" batteries typically installed as permanent components of a system or device. Such I
systems include missile torpedoes, aircraft emergency systems (e.g., ejection seats), and mines.

Presently North Amerca has only one thermal battery manufactur (agle-Picher), but
Martin Marietta and Westinghouse Naval Systems Group are attempting to increase their thermal
battery poduction capability in conjunction with their R&D effots. SAFr America ceased thermal
battery manufacturing at their Cockeysville, Maryland facility in December of 1993 for economic
reasons. There are no present commercial applications for thermal batteries. Research is being
performed to utilize thermal batteries for emergency power applications (e.g., in aircraft and
automobiles), but present costs hinder these applications.

The emergence of lithium batteries in the market has taken longer than other battery
technologies due mostly to thermodynamic limitations and environmental and safety concerns.
Currently, the market for lithium batteries is small in comparison to the total battery market. 3

Lithium battery technology has played a larger role in military applications than commercial

applications. A large portion of the military's plimary battery budget has been for lithium batteries, I
mainly lithium sulfur dioxide. Lithium sulfur dioxide batteries supported a large number of

portable electronics during the Gulf War. The war, along with subsequent contracts, have
supplied the military with enough lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for the next three to five years.

At that time the Army may look to replace the primary lithium sulfur dioxide battery with primary

lithium manganese dioxide, and the Navy will look at lithium thionyl chloride as a replacement
chemistry. This lack of demand for lithium sulfur dioxide batterms has left some manufacturers in

a quandary. Some are attempting to transition to other lithium chemistries (secondary) while others
are uncertain about their future. I

The domestic consumer market for primary lithium batteries (lithium manganese dioxide

and lithium thionyl chloride) is expected to increase over 50* by the year 2000. This increase will
be due to increased applications in photographic devices, memory backup devices, and other
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I portable electronics. The domestic consumer market for secondary liduum batteries is expected to

grow to $10 million by the year 2000, driven by the increased demand for consumer portable3 electronics and devices. Much of this demand is satisfied today by nickel cadmium batteries and

soon by nickel metal hydride (because of its higher energy density). The consumer demand for

longer service time presents an excellent opportunity for secondary lithium batteries.

The mercury battery family serves few military applications. These batteries support legacy

systems, mines, and munitions and are being replaced with new systems with different battery
chemistries. This chemistry will eventually disappear from the military arena. The commercial

market also is phasing out mercury batteries due to their environmental

Silver cadmium batteries are expensive and environmentally unfriendly. No research or
programs on silver cadmium batteries were identified. This system will probably not exist in the
future since there is very little demand for the chemistry. Silver zinc primary batteries probably

will remain in existence to support specialized applications such as calculators, watches, medical

devices, and some military applications. Silver zinc primary reserve batteries will remain as

components to military missil systems.

Lead acid is the most widely used battery chemistry in the world. The military's primary
uses for lead acid batteries are in vehicles, aircraft, submarines, surface ships, and standby power

systems. The batteries are used for starting, lighting, and ignition systems; backup power for

operating instruments; landing gear mechanisms; propulsion; and backup electrical power for
missile silos. These military uses, coupled with the autumotive and standby power commercial

uses, have given the lead acid baery market overall stability. Manufacturers of military lead acid

batteries realize that the defense dollar is shrinking but are confident in the well established

commercial market.

Nickel cadmium batteries enjoy a stable market; they are very common in the portable

consumer electronics and the aviation market. The nickel cadmium system has been around almost

100 years and is a proven high power, reliable, long life system.I
The military uses or plans to implement sealed and ultra-low maintenance vented nickel

cadmium batteries into aircraft applications for engine starting, emergency power, and utility power

(i.e., electric power while the aircraft engine is shut down). The military is retrofitting some

aircraft that contain vented nickel cadmium batteries with sealed nickel cadmium batteries; the

sealed system eliminates the maintenance procedure of adding liquid cectrolyte. The military plans
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continued use of nickel cadmium batteries until the nickel metal hydride chemistry reaches

maturity.

The nickel cadmium commercial market is fairly stable supporting commercial aircraft,
portable consumer electronics, and other applications such as standby power. Batteries used in the

consume portable electronics market are distinctly different in configuration than aviation batteries,

and the identified manufacturers of nickel cadmium aviation batteries do not manufacture nickel

cadmium batteries for the consumer portable electronics market.

The largest impact on the future of nickel cadmium batteries most likely will stem from
environmental concerns. Cadmium is environmentally unfriendly and necessitates specialized
handling and recycling procedures. The cost associated in dealing with cadmium and its

environmental concerns may lead to the replacement of the system with one that is improved and

environmentally friendly.

Magnesium manganese dioxide is a very outdated chemistry with a very small commercial

and military market. The only identified military use of these batteries is in the Navy's CAPTOR

mines and by the Army for support of portable electronics during training exercises. The use of

these batteries for training is dictated by their significantly lower cost compared to lithium primary
batteries. Lithium thionyl chloride batteries were identified as a potential replacement for the next
generation of CAPTOR mines but that program was never completed; the small number of existing
mines and the cost of the lithium thionyl chloride battery did not make this retrofit economically I
feasible.

Commercially, magnesium manganese dioxide batteries are used in emergency locator

beacons. The one identified manufacturer, who is the sole supplier of the CAPTOR mine battery,

has stated that if military demand for magnesium manganese dioxide batteries were nonexistent
there would not be enough commercial market to sustain this capability.

I
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I Figure 7-15 provides a summrnay of the . aery chemistry marketplace.
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8.0 BATTERY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY U
This section provides an overview of battery research and development activities. It

highlights the major battery focus areas of the departments and agencies and outlines, by
chemistry, the ongoing R&D efforts. A list of the companies, universiti'ts, and laboratories
currently involved in battery R&D is also provided by chemistry.

8.1 Overview of R&D Areas of Concentration U

This section provides an overview of current areas of battery R&D activity of the I
military services, government agencies, Canadian Department of National Defence, and
commercial enterprises. As highlighted in this section, many organizations are pursuing R&D
efforts involving similar battery chemistries, though each is pursuing research to fulfill unique,
specific objectives to further a particular mission.

8.1.1 Army

The Army procures and uses over 700,000 batteries per year for tactical, contingency,
training missions, and exercises at a cost of over $94,000,000. These batteries are primary, 3
rechargeable, or reserve types and utilize over one dozen chemistries. The Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) is responsible for research, development, and battery assignment of most
battery types within the Army Materiel Command. The Communications Electronics Command
(CECOM) procures approximately 150 primary battery types and 80 rechargeable battery types,

mostly for C4I equipment and aviation applications. CECOM also procures lithium batteries for I
the Marine Corps for use in equipment designed by the Army. These batteries support over 1000
pieces of equipment and systems. The Tank Automotive Command (TACOM) procures 10 1
rechargeable batteries for vehicles and generators.

The Army's research and development budget for batteries and battery technologies (but I
not conclusive) is as follows:

* 6.1 Funding: High Energy Storage Technology I
1993- $ 440,000 1994 - $1.044 million 1995 - $1.114 million

* 6.2 Funding: High Energy Batteries and Alternative Energy Sources 3
1993 - $1.7 million 1994 - $1.795 million 1995 - $2.243 million
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S61. Funding: High Energy Batteries and Capacitors
1993 - $775,000 1994 - $785,000 1995 - $643,0003 6.2 Funding: Battery Technology

1993 - $3.65 million 1994 - $3 million
1995 - $0.00 (No Congressional funding has been assigned to this category at this
time, though it is anticipated).

I The Electronic and Power Sources Directorate of Army Research Laboratories (ARL)
conducts the Army's battery research and development and testing activities. Primary and3 rechargeable battery research is handled at ARL's Fort Monmouth location; thermal and reserve
battery work is handled at Harry Diamond Labotrtes.

Facing the reality of Army downsizing, reduced demands, and increased focus on costs,

the Army's goal in the battery arena is to move away from military unique technologies which
require a dedicated production base. Key objectives are to lower O&S costs, strive towards dual
use technologies, use more automated production, standardize batteries, and make batteries safer3 by eliminating hazardous materials. Improvements are sought in the areas of:

- increased energy and power densities,

* increased cycle life,
- increased shelf life,
i increased low and high temperature operation,
* increased reliability,
* increased state-of-charge capability,

I - reduced test needs, and

* increased commercial availability.

In the short term, this probably will entail fielding interim rechargeable batteries, replacing

mercury and zinc-carbcoi batteries, fielding improved battery chargers and power supplies,

reducing hazardous waste streams, reducing disposal costs, and replacing nickel cadmium aircraft
batteries. CECOM has begun to identify old equipment "hat can be phased out along with its3 unique batteries. CECOM is investigating the use of alternative batteries for old equipment that is
worth modifying. CECOM also is in the process of identifying candidate mercury batteries for3 replacement by other chemistries. The Army's long range goals ae to:

- drive designs to use less power, emphasizing battery selection and power management

in initial end item design efforts and enabling designers to use standard batteries

- base next generation of power sources on dual use technologies
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* smndardime chemistries and configurations to field a family of I
Sprmary batteries

• rechargeable batteries
• aircraft batteries

•capital on standard consumer configurations
• field a universal battery charger

* minimize proliferation of new batteries (CECOM purged its inventory from 473 non-

rechargeable battery types to 202 in 1987)

* continue development of a universal battery

eliminate hazardous waste 3
* make state of charge internal to end item. I
The Army would like to satisfy its training battery requirements by using a very low cost,

high energy density primary battery; a low cost, improved energy density, lightweight

rechargeable battery; or a higher capacity per cycle rechargeable battery. The National Training

Center ultimately would like to have a battery that offers 120 hours of continuous operation, is non
hazardous, is economical, and weighs no more than seven pounds. They also would like to 1
provide the soldier with the ability to charge the battery in the field. At present, the Center spends

$2 million a month for primary batteries for its training exercises.

Rechargeable batteries the Army is considering for future production are lithium ion

chemistries, nickel-zinc chemistries, alkaline manganese chemistries, and metallic lithium

chemistries.

8.1.2 Air Force U
Sites conducting battery electrochemistry R&D within the Air Force are Wright Laboratory,

Phillips Laboratory, and Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory. Wright Laboratory's primary focus

is on power for aviation systems, such as aircraft, aircraft ground support equipment, aircraft
tactical weapons systems, life support/survival equipment, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Wright Patterson's long term objectives are to focus on development of a lithium based polymer 1
battery, a high voltage thermal cell, and a bipolar battery for More Electic Aircraft, weapons, and

tanks.

I
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I Phillips Laboratory's work revolves around power for space and strategic systems such as
satellites, space based weapons, on-board strategic missiles, and strategic missile ground power.

1 Their main area of emphasis is lithium polymer rechargeable batteries.

3 Frank 3. Seiler Research Laboratory concentrates on nore basic research, such as electrode

processes, electrochemical materials, and electrocatalysts. An important major thrust of the Air3 Force is to develop environmentally friendly batteries and focus on pollution prevention and clean-
up.

3 8.1.3 Navy

I The Navy spends between $20 to $30 million annually on battery research and

development. This includes basic research, exploratory research, advanced research, prototypes,

and technical and operational evaluation. The Navy believes that because of new equipment

designs and increased demands on existing systems, lithium-based power sources are required.
Major areas of Navy battery technology interest me:

I * Secondary batteries (lithium, lithium ion, ZnAgO, NiCd, lead acid)

* High energy density batteries (lithium/oxyhalides)3 # High power density batteries- (ZAgO, thermals, lithium, sea water systems)
* Advanced materials for power sources.

I The Naval Surface Warfare Centers (NSWC) conduct a full spectrum of RDT&E in power

sources and corrosion and are responsible for basic R&D efforts for shipboard power sources.3 The NSWCs have attempted to apply low-cost, commercially available technologies to military

systems for several decades in order to decrease military systems' costs.

Present and future Navy battery thrusts entail advanced non-lithium rechargeable batteries,

II polymer electrolytes, fuel cells, sea water batteries, lithium thermal batteries, rechargeable lithium

batteries, high pulse power lithiun/oxyhalide batteries, and continuous improvement of field

technologies.

The Navy currently operates the Standard Hardware Acquisition and Reliability Program
(SHARP), a Navy-wide logistics technology development effort aimed at reducing acquisition

costs, support costs, and implementation risks of military electronic systems while increasing the
performance, capability, reliability, maintainability, and readiness of these systems. To lower

lifecycle costs of electronic hardware, the program aims at technology transition, standardization,
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and reliability enhancements. In particular, the SHARP program focuses on developing,

standardizing, and documenting military specifications, standardizing the family of mine batteries,

standardizing battery chargers, and enhancing nickel metal hydride, lithium ion, composite nickel I
cadmium, and lead acid battery technologies.

8.1.4 Department of Energy I

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is a major player in DOE's weapons battery program.

Their main thrusts involve thermal batteries, lithium/sulfur dioxide batteries, lithium/thionyl

chloride batteries, and double layer capacitors. SNL's battery activities center on research, I
advanced development, design, prototype fabrication, testing, production support, stockpile

surveillance, dismantlement, and disposal. I

DOE's Office of Basic Energy Sciences is involved in the Advanced Battery Technology

Research and Development Program, a relatively new program with a mandate to develop new 3
generic battery technology for a wide range of applications. Their main areas of emphasis are on

improvements in battery size, weight, and recharge cycles for non-automotive applications. I
Current research on advanced battery technologies entails new battery components, concepts, and

systems and characterization of methodologies in the areas of electrochemical systems and

batteries; computational chemistry, modeling, and simulation; and materials characterization. The

FY 1993 and 1994 funding for the Basic Energy Sciences program is approximately $3.5 million

and is expected to remain stable or increase slightly in FY 1995.

Lawnce Berkeley Laboratory is responsible for the Exploratory Research Program.

DOE's exploratory technology research program is organized into the following program thrusts:

" exploratory cell research U
JIM new elecochemical couples

high performance systems for consideration by the USABC

"* applied science and research

Wchon of cell components and phenomena

development of corrosion-resistant materials

- mathematical modeling of cells and processes

"* air systems research

- eectcatalysis of oxygen reduction and methanol oxidation

- development of novel electrode stuctures
PEM fuel cell R&D. 5
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The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors the Energy Electric and Hybrid Vehicles

I Program. -vogram has three ovain objectives: promote basic and applied research on electric

and hybrid Je batteries, controls, and motors; determine optimum overall electric and hybrid

j vehicle design; and design vehicles that emphasize durability, length of practical lifetime, ease of

repair, and interchangeability of parts.

I DOE hopes that its transportation technologies program aids in reducing transportation

energy demand by improving vehicle and system fuel use efficiency, reducing oil vulnerability by3 providing alternative transportation fuels and utilization technologies, and producing tangible

marketable results (vehicles and fuels) by the year 2000. The major barrier to comerialization of

electric vehicles is the lack of a low-cnst, high-performance battery. Much of the ongoing research

regarding electric vehicles is fo -. ' -, improving battery performance. The key is to develop a

battery which has an acceptable cii- .ange on a single battery charge and to have the capability

for rapid battery recharging.

1--3 The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium (UA3C) is very active in electric vehicle R&D.

The USABC was formed in 1991 between Chrysler, Ford, Gencral Motors, DOE, and the Electric
Power Research Institute to develop advanced electric vehicle baucnes through the sharing of

technology and costs. Its program objectives are to accelerate market potential of electric vehicles

by jointly researching the most promising advanced battery altematives, to establish a capability for

a U.S. advanced battery manufacturing industry, and to demonstrate design feasibility of an

advanced battery to meet long-term criteria in 1994.

DOE's exploratory technology research in support of advanced battery development is

directed at the following four objectives:

- conduct applied research to address problems encountered in the development of

advanced rechargeable batteries

* develop improved material and components for use in advanced batteries, fuel cells, and

ultracapacitors5 explore promising long-term battery, fuel cell, and ultracapacitor technologies in order to

provide alternatives to the USABC3 * Conduct research into electrochemical phenomena that limit the performance and life of

electrochemical energy storage and conversion systems.

1
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Research is geared toward aqueous and non-aqueous battery systems, fuel cells, ultracapacitors, I
and explatory, cross-cutting initiatives.

8.1.3 Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

ARPA's main areas of interest in batteries are developing lithium ion and lithium solid I
polymer batteries. ARPA also oversees the Technology Reinvestment Program (TRP). Ile I

mission of the TRP is to stimulate the transition to a growing, integrated, national industrial
capability that provides the most advanced, affordable, military systems and the most competitive
c m c products through the development of dual-use product and process technologies. One
of the key dual use technology areas of the TRP Technology Development Activity Area is

advanced battery technology. This initiative is focused on developing battery technologies that 3
offer greater energy densities for man-portable applications. Among those initiatives are

continuous thin-film manufacturing techniques for lithium/polymer batteries that are safe,

rechargeable, and less expensive than batteries currently available for military or commercial use.

The TRP also has identified vehicle technology as a technology focus area. In FY 1993, 3
the Natural Gas program had $6.4 million for military vehicle technology and demonstration and
$2.8 million for a next generation auxiliary power unit for electric vehicle range extension. The FYI
1994 program has $46.2 million for further technology developments.

8.1.6 NASA 1
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL) deals with advanced rechargeable batteries for I

LEO, GEO, and planetary applications. Ongoing programs at JPL are:
"* lithium titanium disulfide (I..T1S2) rechargeable cells
" lithium ion rechargeable cells
"* lithium polymer electrolyte rechargeable cells
"• nickel metal hydride rechargeable cell technology development
"• moderate temperature sodium metal chloride rechargeable cells
" nickel cadmium celljbanery flight simulation and suress testing 3
" nicmel cadmium battery performanceprediction model
"* Topex battery operations 3
"* Mor Pathfinder batteries.
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I Specific areas of improvement NASA would like to achieve regarding their current battery

systems include reducing weight and volume, increasing operational life, increasing specific power

and power density, increasing active storage and charge retention, and extending operation to

extreme environments. Several advanced battery systems are under development, including

I lithium titanium disulfide, lithium ion, nickel metal hydride, and sodium metal chloride. At

present, small to medium capacity cells of these advanced battery technologies are available, but

they are usually handmade or batch processed and the cycle life generally is limited to 1,000

cycles. Advances in charge control are needed to balance these cells in the battery. In addition,

safety and abuse effects need to be thoroughly examined.

NASA has established an Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program to enhance the safety,

reliability, and performance of their aerospace primary and secondary batteries, as well as battery

power systems. Part of this effort centers on bringing forth advanced technology for flight use and

ensuring that safe, reliable batteries are available for NASA's future missions. Their approach is

t increase the fundamental understnding of primary and secondary cells

j • provide for improved celbattery manufacturing process control, specifically in the area

of secondary nickel-cadmium and nickel-hydrogen batteries

I * open and maintain communication lines within NASA and the aerospace community

* provide for qualification of new technologies as they become available

• implement checks and balances for the verification of various cell technologies.

8.1.7 Department of National Defence (DND), CanadaI
For 1993/1994, DND will spend approximately $10 to $13 million for batteries. DND

I currently funds $1.18M annually for battery R&D. Their emphasis is on primary batteries (35% of

current funding), advanced rechargeable batteries (45% ), and solid polymer fuel cells (20%). In

developing power sources for specific applications, DND is aiming to improve shelf life, energy

density, safety, reliability, and low temperature performance. DND R&D efforts in the battery
arena are focused on fulfilling the need for.

"" high mobility and no maintenance

"• increased power demand and pulse power

e Arctic operational capability

"* person portable, 500W low cost power supply

I
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" reduced detectability of generator sets U
"* reduced cost
"* state-of-health battery monitoring devices 3
"* environmental acceptability.

Battery issues the Canadians consider critical and need to be resolved are state-of-chargeU

batteries, deficient low temperature operation, and fast and front line smart chargers. I

Conducting this R&D for the Canadian government are Canadian universities (53%),

Canadian non-profit institutions (29%), Canadian firms (10%), and the Royal Military College I
(8%). Pfimary battery R&D work is underway at the University of Ottawa, INRS-Energie, and
Farrington Lockwood. Advanced rechargeable battery work is going on at the National Research

Council, IREQ, and the University of Ottawa. Solid polymer fuel cell R&D is being conducted at
RMC, Ecole Polytechnique, and Ballard. 3

DND is interested in Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC). They consider

PEMFCs to have the greatest potential for miniaturization and Collaborative Research Into Small 3
Arms Technology (CRISAT) applications. The PEMFCs produce high power density at

tempeat below 100 degrees Celsius, allowing fast start-up and immediate response to changes 1

in the demand for power. One of the key issues associated with PEMFC is the supply of hydrogen

in a safe, cheap, and lightweight package. To this end, Canada has proposed to NATO that they

initiate R&D projects on hydrogen storage/production means, including pressurized gas, liquid I
hydrogen, disposable and rechargeable hydrides, and miiniaturized reformers. I

DND foresees its future battery activities centering on lithium primary systems, lithium

rechargeable systems, and solid polymer fuel cells. DND also is tracking emerging technologies 3
such as the supercapacitor, zinc manganese dioxide rechargeable, and nickel hydride rechargeable,

and they are funding a major project at Alupower to continue the development of an aluminum air

battery.

8.1.8 Other Electric Vehicle Battery Research Efforts 3
The Advanced Lead Acid Battery Consortium is active in electric vehicle battery research. 3

They consider lead acid batteries an inexpensive, safe, recyclable, currently a-vailable, and proven
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technology for powering near-t'm electric vehicles. Other U.S. oazos in place to address

Nary technology include the following:

"* the U.S. Council for Automotive Research

"* the Electric Power Institute

"* the Electric Vehicle Association of the Americas

". the Electric Transportation Coalition

* the Showcase EV Program

* the Infrastructr Program
* the Electric Bus/Mass Transit Program

* the Neighborhood EV Program

* the University and Federal Lab Research Program

d the Discretionary R&D Program

"* the Chesapeake Consortium
"* TeYMrt

". the National Station Car Consortium

"* the Electric Transit Vehicle Institute.

On the international front, the following are involved in electric vehicle battery R&D

efforts:

". The Chinese Electric Vehicle Institution

". The European Electric Road Vehicle Association
"* The Germa Federal Ministry for Research and Technology

"- Italy's Electrochemical Energy Storage Program - This program is broken down into

current battery technology (lead acid, nickel cadmium, and nickel iron) and advanced

battery technology (sodium sulfur, advanced alkaline, and lithium)
"* The Japan Electric Vehicle Association

", The Japanese Electric Vehicle Council

"* Sweden's National Board for Industrial and Technical Development

"* Canada, The Electrochemical Science and Technology Center (ESTCO), University of
Ottawa

8.2 Thermal Chemistries

The military services are the only customer for thermal batteries; there are no commercial

requirements for thermal batteries at this time. These types of batteries are for one time use only
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and provide power for electronics, heaters, pyrotechnic squibs, guidance systems, capacitor U
charging, and motors. The services use these batteries primarily for missile applications such as

the TOMAHAWK, SIDEWINDER, AMRAAM, PATRIOT, SPARROW, and TOW. I

However, thermal batteries are being looked at for applications outside of ordnance

support. Two identified applications are emergency power on aircraft and emergency power for

automobiles. The development of More Electric Aircraft (MEA) should increase the demand for

thermal batteries. At present, the activation of the landing gear is done hydraulically, with some

sort of backup system. In a lot of cases, this backup system is manual. In an MEA, the activation

of the landing gear will occur via electric actuators. Aircraft employing this new technology will I
require improved back-up power systems. Recent advances in thermal battery performance, such

as longer operating life, may provide the answer as a long shelf life, high energy emergency

backup system for these applications. The same is true for automobiles. The use of electric brakes

and control actuators could provide further uses for thermal batteries as backup systems.

However, R&D activities for automobile applications are not being actively pursued at this time

because the cost of the battery is considered too prohibitive to justify its use.

8.2.1 Army

The Army is concentrating its efforts in the thermal battery arena on:

" Increasing the energy density and reducing the weight and volume of thermal batteries

by better thermal management

"• Developing a spin-stable thermal battery, thereby extending these high power batteries to

artilley and mortar applicationsI
"* Identifying lower thermal conductivity materials of construction

"* Creating novel electrolyte systems that would extend useful service life

"• Improving and modernizing a demonstrated concept for a thermal battery heated by

sterno cans. 3
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8.2.2 Air Force

Prmary Air Force thermal battery programs are listed in Table 8-1.

onboanr thermal batteries for AMRAAM
Eagle-Picher, Joplin, MO and small intercontinental missile (offers

potential to replace L/SOC12 reserve

demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing the
Molten Salt Technology, Inc., Knoxville, S9(IV) cathode of the Na/S(IV)

TN rechargeable cell for a thermal cathode on a

thermal battery for onboard weapons power
and aircraft emergency power

Table 8-1. Air Force Thermal Battery Programs

The Air Force is interested in further lithium based battery development for hydrazine EPU
replacement for aircraft emergency power and reserve AgO-Zn replacement for glide bombs.
Future Air Force projects will focus on possible thermal batteries for the AGM- 130 missile and for
A/C emergency power.

8.2.3 Navy

The Navy is funding thermal battery R&D efforts to improve operating life to over one
hour on a single heating, provide power up to 7,000 watts from a battery package about the size of
two D cells, and provide more energy for the thermal systems.

Eagle Picher, together with Spartan, is pursuing thermal batteries that offer a high energy
density and a moderate discharge rate to improve vehicle propulsion and countermeasure for
underwater mines. SAFT is studying special purpose batteries (the 7,000 watt pulse battery) for
low frequency sonobuoys. Westinghouse is working in conjunction with Magnavox to develop a
thermal battery for sonobuoys.
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8.2.4 NASA I

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory is addressing the potential of a thermal battery to

supplement pulse loads of the Mars Pathfinder during entry, descent, and landing.

8.2. 5 Department of Energy U
Weapon applications of DOE's thermal batteries are radar, programmers, timers, fuire sets, I

spin rocket motors, parachute deployment, reefing line cutters, telemetry, command disable

functions, DOE/DoD joint test assemblies, and safelarm systems. Sandia National Laboratory is

DOE's focal point for thermal battery R&D. Their activities include design/development,

production support, consulting, modeling, research/advanced development, NWC reconfiguration,

and dismantlement. Specific areas of study are listed below:

"I mpoved electrolytes
- Lower melting: longer life U
- Higher conducaivity: high current capability

"* New cathode materials

-Improved thermal stability
eeLower polarization3

"* Advanced insulation (Acrogel)
" Alternative heat sourcs U

- uO/AI
Secondary heating

"• Environmental, safety, and health issues.

Planned future thermal battery activities are to perform reconfiguration assignments, such 3
as limited manufacturing, procurement and surveillance testing; continue research/advanced
development; and continue DoD support in efforts such as the tri-services standoff attack missile

and the Navy sonobuoy.

8.2.6 Industry 3
Eagle Picher has just begun production on thermal batteries which have virtually unlinited

shelf lives and can run up to two hours. The initial application for this technology is sonobuoys,

but they are projected for use in More Electric Aircraft (MEA). Martin Marietta recently acquired

the former Department of Energy thermal battery manufacturing facility in Pinellas, Florida. The
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DOE is phasing out operation in Pinellas while funding Martin Mariet to start up a thermal battery
manufacturing plant Westinghouse Naval Systems Group is also looking into thermal battery
development. Tables 8-2 and 8-3 list North American and foreign players in the thermal battery
market.

Germany Diehl and Eagle Picher

Israel Israel Armament Development Israel Institute of Technology

Authority

Japan Matsushita Battery Industrial

__Company

Scotland MSA Ltd.
oweden Catella Generics

________ SAAB Muteny Aircra__ __ __
Switzerland LeClahe

Table 8-2. Foreign Thermal Chemistries R&D Players

Eagle Picher Army Research & !

EG&G Mound Applied Technologies MICOM

EIC Laboratories Naval Surface Warfare Center - White Oak

Martin Marietta Naval Surface Warfare Center - Crane

Sandia National Laboratories - Would like to
Whittaker Power Storage System target development within two years a thermal

battery which will run for four hours

Yardney Technical Products U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratory

Table 8-3. North American Thermal Chemistries R&D Players
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8.3 Lithium I
A large part of the military's battery budget is for lithium batteries. The major focus of

military research and development activities in lithium based batteries is toward improved safety
and performance of existing primary systems and development of secondary lithium systems. The 3
trend in the military services is to develop the next generation of lithium chemistry batteries and
phase out lithium sulfur dioxide system. Primary chemistries of particular interest include lithium

'manganese dioxide, lithium thionyl chloride, lithium sulfuryl chloride, and lithium carbon
monofluoride. Lithium manganese dioxide is the most widely produced and cost effective lithium

system available today for consumer applications. This chemistry will probably be used 3
extensively in Army applications, while the Navy will be the major user of the lithium thionyl
chloride chemistry. 3

The secondary systems being addressed include lithium ion and lithium polymer batteries.

Lithium ion systems are used in very few applications currently while lithium polymer systems are
still under development. Lithium ion batteries have over three times the energy content per weight
than nickel cadmium batteries, exhibit a very significant operating cost benefit over primary 3
batteries, are environmentally less reactive, and have no free lithium metal. All of these aspects
present reasons for a push towards maturation of this chemistry. SONY in Japan introduced this I
chemistry to the commercial market in 1991 for use in notebook computers, camcorders, and
cellular telephones. Development of lithium ion cells has become the main focus of Japanese

electronics manufacturers who are considered to be dominant in this technology.

Lithium polymer batteries could exceed the energy capacity of lithium ion batteries since 3
they do not need a carbon or graphite anode as a storage material for the lithium. Lithium would

constitute the entire anode. In order for this technology to become a reality, polymers would have i
to be found that are more conductive and do not degrade after approximately 150 cycles.

8.3.1 Army I

Currently, the Army is using second and third generation lithium sulfur dioxide chemistries 3
as their primary batteries. ARL's goals for primary batteries are to make them safe, cost effective,
high power/high energy, all temperature performance, environmentally friendly, and offering the

potential for dual uses. The Army's primary battery thrusts are:

* lithium/sulfur dioxide

lithium/thionyl chloride
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II •dioxide
cylindrical

3 -'pouch

lithium/sulfuryl chloride.

Lithium sulfur dioxide primary batteries are standard Army batteries. The Army is the main

customer for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. These batteries are a mature technology that isI regarded as safe, reliable, capable of achieving all temperature performance, and having a shelf life
of over ten years.I

The lithium manganese dioxide battery is regarded as the most probable candidate to replace£the lithium sulfur dioxide line. Lithium manganese dioxide (cylindrical) is commercially available,
has an energy density 50 percent higher than lithium sulfur dioxide, and has a discharge rate 50
percent higher than lithium sulfur dioxide. They are also much safer because they are not under

pressure and do not contain toxic electrolytes like lithium sulfur dioxide and lithium thionyl
chloride batteries. Some performance compared to a lithium sulfur dioxide battery is lost in the3lithium manganese dioxide battery, primarily in cold weather, but they are projected to offer twice
the life of the lithium sulfur dioxide batteries at less cost. Still at issue is the weight of the lithium3 manganese dioxide versus the lithium sulfur dioxide and some safety concerns Improvement also

is needed in its low tempeatur capabilities.

IThe lithium manganese dioxide (pouch) is believed to offer the ultimate in safety, the

highest dual use potential, and the lowest cost potential. However, it is in the early stages of3 development, and there are many unknowns such as hermeticity, shelf life, low temperature
perfomanc, thermal behavior, and stack pressmre/contacts. ARL currently is evaluating the state-3of-the-art foreign technology for lithium manganese dioxide cylindrical cells. Commercially-
available cells from Dowty and Hoppecke have been tested. These samples' room temperatureIperformance is similar to lithium sulfur dioxide, but their low temperature performance would need

to be improved.

3 Other chemistries attractive to the Army are lithium thionyl chloride and lithium sulfuyl
chloride. Lithium thionyl chloride chemistries are appealing because they offer high power, all

Stemperature performance, high rate pulse design, and instant start capability. Their application
currently is limited to laser devices and their shelf life is unknown. They are a candidate for the

soldier system. Presently CECOM uses lithium thionyl chloride batteries, obtained from SAFT

(but the cells are actually manufactured in France), in very limited applications. Lithium sulfuryl
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chloride is a maximum power/energy lithium system and is considered the most promising lithium I
system to meet soldier system requirements. Concerns with this particular chemistry include shelf
life (without refrigeration), low temperature performance, safety, and rate capability at all I

Table 8-4 below lists current ARL primary battery R&D projects.

U

SAFr instant start HRP Li/SOCCI2 I
Ballard lithium manganese dioxide cylindrical

PCI lithium manganese dioxide pouch cellI
Ultrlife lithinum manganese dioxide pouch cell

Table 8-4. Primary Lithium Battery R&D Projects UI
SAFTs lithium thionyl chloride prototypes are being developed for laser systems and laser

counter measure applications. This chemistry performs well in cold weather and offers a higher
energy density. Balhld Battery Systems Corporation's two year, $565,000 effort is to produce a
safe, cost effective primary lithium manganese dioxide battery for communications/electronics

equipment applications. The lithium manganese dioxide battery will have 30 percent more power I
than a lithium sulfur dioxide battery and could be used as its rlacement. PCI and Ultralife have
both been funded by the Army to make this soft sided pouch style lithium manganese dioxide

battery chemisty.

The Army is planning to transition to a lithium polymer (foil cell) primary battery by 1998.
The foil laminate packaging is appealing because it will reduce the cost and weight of lithium

primary batteries for military batteries. t involves placing the lith•um battery in a plasticized foil, a I
major departure from the standard metal casing. Barriers include degrading interfaces, high

power/low =mpemture performance, low energy cathodes, and high weight of inerts.

The Army has invested significantly in researching lightweight power sources for the future 3
soldier system, the 21st Century Land Warrior. ARL currently is examining sulfuryl chloride
batteries or some version of a pouch battery for the maximum energy density battery for this

system. They are examining a bac~ckU arrangement with a battery life of 6 to 24 hours.
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The Army will continue to use lithium battery chemistries for the Single Channel Ground
and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS) because they consider lithium to be the only available
battery technology that meets the SINCGARS mission requirements. These requirements include3 24-hour continuous operation, weight less than 20 pounds, the ability to handle both high and low
temperatures, and capability to transmit four watts of power at the antenna. Challenges in
advancing this technology include decreasing the weight (which currently accounts for about 12
percent of the manpack weight), being able to use low power components and low cost monitoring
devices, expanding the life of the rechargeable batteries, and lovering the cost. In recent
developments, the Army has been able to reduce the SINCGARS power consumption by 25
percent, which will help extend the battery life. The Army also has developed a standard family of3 non-rechargeable lithium batteries that ARL assigns to new equipment.

Regarding rechargeable batteries for C41 applications, the Army has placed emphasis on
using a battery that offers dual use, low cost, and early availability. The nickel metal hydride
battery is being implemented for near term use, improved lithium ion batteries for mid-term use,
and lithium polymer cells for far term use. Rechargeable alkaline zinc magnesium dioxide batteries
are a possibility for special applications. Active ARL rechargeable battery programs include:3 • EIC - rechargeable lithium battery with solid electrolyte

* Covalent - high rate, solid inorganic polymer electrolyte-based bipolar batteries
I • Rayovac - low cost rechargeable alkaline battery.

The lithium ion batteries projected for possible use by the Army will have the same
chemistries used in the commercial market, but the configuration and packaging will be unique
and, hence, the price will be higher than the consumer market. ARL is working with SAFT andSRayovac on developing a rechargeable lithium ion battery. Concerns with using this new
chemistry include safety issues regarding flammable electrolytes and cost effectiveness. The cost
effectiveness issue will address commercial demand. Improvements are being sought in energy
density and low temperature operation. Tadiran, an Israel-owned company, is developing a
lithium ion battery independently and will provide ARL with samples for testing.

EIC and Covalent have both received funding to conduct lithium polymer R&D. ARPASwill be sponsoring some lithium polymer work in the near future as well.

ARL also is studying rechargeable pulse power/high power batteries for electric guns and
elctromagnetic armor. Westinghouse and SAFT are involved in this effort.
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Another research program currently underway in the Army is development of a lithium

based liquid reserve battery that has a longer operating life. These reserve batteries are used I
primarily in munitions. In a reserve battery, the electrolyte is kept separate from the active material
and mixed together with the material when the item is put into use. These batteries are an 3
alternative to environmentally and economically endangered lead/fluoroboric acid systems. The

ultimate goal of this project is to use commercially available primary batteries instead of custom

liquid reserve batteries. An in-process evaluation of storage lifetimes of commercially available
button cells is underway.

8.3.2 Air Force I
Air Force plans include lithium rechargeable batteries (inorganic and polymer) for More

Electric Aircraft, life support/survival, special operation forces, aerospace medical devices, RVs,

and sensors and lithium primary inorganic batteries for special operational forces, fuses, and on-

board tactical weapons. Wright Laboratories' efforts include high voltage system Lhermal
chemistries, inorganic electrolytes for lithium rechargeable batteries, primary and secondary I
lithium-ion polymer batteries, and inorganic lithium primary batteries. I

Table 8-5 lists current programs underway that ae in conjunction with Wright Laboratory.

N
rechargeable lithium copper chloride I

battery with inorganic electrolyte for ICBM

Lithium Energy Associated emergencylsurvival power
low temperature, lightweight rechargeable

lithium battery for possible use in life

support devices, transmitters, beacons,

laptop computers and portable power tools 5
Table 8-5. Air Force Lithium R&D Projects (Wright Laboratory)
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rechargeable L.S02 battery for use in
Ballard Bamy Systems aviation, tactikal and straegic weapon

systems (this four-year, $3.5 million effort
Sis joindy funded by Industry Science and

Technology Canada.)

rechargeable lithium batteries for use in

Yardney Technical Products aviation, tactical, and strategic weapons
____________________________systems

University of Rome (Scrosai) chacization of the lithiun/polymer
elecuolyte interface3 Technical University of Warsaw low temperature polymer electrlytes that

ojanczyk) um chemically compatie wite5 lithium systems
non-aqueus electrolyte battery research
involving development of an ionically

Wright Laboratory in-house (Scanlon) conducing polymer electrolyte with good
lithium elecuvcteeL*rolyte interfacial

istbit
a rechargeable, high energy density, lithium3 SAFr America, Inc. ioniMo (LiCdCiNiO) bamy for military

and commercial consumption

I Table 8-$, Cont. Air Force Lithium R&D Projects (Wright Laboratory)
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~i

use Sol-gel techniques to grow cathode I

Sage Corporation materials, in powdered form, for use in

lithium rechargeable batteries for portable
power applications.

develop carbon (graphite) fiber anodes

capable of reversibly accepting lithium ions
without performance degradation during

Redox Batteries, Inc. cycling. Result will be a high energy 5
density, long life lithium ion battery with

improved performance and safety
chaateistics, made from environmentally

friendly materials. i
use lithium manganese oxides as cathode

materials in model rechargeable lithium ion

Covalent Associates batteries, resulting in a battery that offers a3
higher energy density, is more stable, and

is environmentally friendly. 3
explore polymer electrolyte with high ionic

conductivity, high transport number and

UDRI good electrode/electrolyte stability for use in
a high energy density rechargeable battery

for dual use capability.
investigate the failure mechanism of

polymer electrolytes as a function of time. n

Indian Institute of Science Final goal of the AF is to develop a
rechargeable lithium battery with dual use 3

capabilities.

Table 8-5, Cont. Air Force Lithium R&D Projects (Wright Laboratory) m
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I The Air Force also has embarked on a program to develop a transient, 3-D heat and mass
transfer mathematical model of a lithium/olymer electrolyte rechargeable battery. This model will3 be used to optimize battery designs for various applicatiors requirements. Scheduled completion

date for this model is May of 1995.

i In the future, Wright Laboratories will be exploring liquid and polymer electrolytes for use

in advanced aircraft batteries (bipolar); life support/survival, special operations, aerospace

Umedical, and RV batteries (monopolar and bipolar); and potential dual use applications (lithium

secondary and primary of varying electrolyte systems). Some potential commercial applications3 for these batteries are automotive traction, aircraft, medical (pacemakers), electronics, and

satellites.

£ Phillips Laboratory has several contractual development efforts in place involving solid

state batteries. These are listed in Table 8-6.

SAlliamt Tachsystens lithium ion cheminstr

Hwe Laboratories ithiun foil chemist
IEIC Laoatres lithium ion chemistres

Table 8-6. Air Force Lithium R&D Projects (Phillips Laboratory)

1 8.3.3 Navy

I Most of the batteries in use by the Navy today are active primary chemistries such as
lithium/sulfur dioxide, lithium thionyl chloride, lithium sulfuryl chloride, lithium manganese3 dioxide, and lithium carbon monofluoride. Reserve lithium chemistry systems are limited to

applications requiring extended shelf lives and immunity to environmental exposure such as

5 munitions.

Navy battery R&D focuses on lithium, with emphasis on rechargeable, high pulsed, and

thermal batteries. Lithium battery systems currently under study are:
" lithium sea water systems3 • lithium thermal batteries
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"• lithium and lithium-in/ metal oxide rechmrA~sabs

" lithium anode liquid electrolyte prim batteries

The Navy's goals for rechargeable batteries are for lithium cells to increase the energy 3
density by 100 percent and extend the cycle life by 100 percent, and for lithium ion chemistries to
maintain the energy density and extend the cycle life by 500 percent.

Special purpose reserve batteries are being developed to replace zinc/silver oxide primary
batteries. Reserv lithium oxybalide and lithium thermal batties ar considered good candidates 3
to retrofit older magnesium/silver chloride and zinc/silver oxide batteries in a variety of missile and
submersible applications and will become standard in new developments such as expendable, 1
submersible propulsion and missile guidance and control power supplies.

The Navy is striving to use commercially available lithium batteries in the following cell I
sizes: 9V, AA, and 2/3 A. These cells will use (CF)x, manganese dioxide, iron disulfide, and
thionyl chloride cathodes. The batteries will serve as replacements for other cells which are no 5
longer available or have poor performance. Benefits of switching to these batteries include
extended storage life and improved performance at moderately low temperature. Potential 3
applications for these batteries are underwater mines, countermeasures for underwater mines, and

diver support systms.3

Lithium secondary batteries are expected to replace rechargeable zinc/silver oxide batteries
used in submersible vehicles and exercise torpedoes. Specific chemistries under study are lithiated 5
vanadium and cobalt oxide in combination with a variety of electrolytes. By 1998, the Navy hopes

to have available 400 to 1,000 ampere hour cells. 5
The Navy is wodking on developing several battery chemistes that offer improved energy

density or power capability, or chemistries which combine both attributes. Increased energy
density is important for systems such as underwater mines, data acquisition equipment (sensors
and sensor relays), and person portable equipment used by special warfare units like the Navy 3
Seals. Chemistries with the potential of fulfilling this objective are lithium thionyl chloride, lithium

carbon monofluoride, and lithium manganese chloride, as well as a variety of special purpose sea 3
water systems.
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Increased power capability is important for advanced electrical/electronic weapons and
certain pulsed signaling systems such as sonar. Under study in this area are advanced electrolytic

capacitors and some molten salt systems. Energy and power densities are important for

underwater vehicles and missiles. Chemistries with the potential of fulfilling these objectives are

advanced thermal or molten salt batteries and lithium thionyl chloride batteries. They offer greater
energy and power per unit weight and volume, longer life (storage, deployment, and recharges),
and safety. These include lithium sea water batteries for high and low discharge rate applications
and various gas cathode configurations including lithium/air (ambient temperature) and
lithium/chlorine (molten salt electrolyte).

Several companies are involved in R&D efforts in this area. Eagle Picher has developed a
large 1,200 ampere hour lithium battery for a deep ocean transponder with an eight year mission
life. Electrochemical Corporation has a SBIR contract sponsored by the Navy to develop a high

energy long life rechargeable battery with energy densities superior to current lithium systems for
use in unmanned air vehicles. Wilson Greatbach Limited is involved in another Navy sponsored
SBIR program to develop high pressure tolerant lithium batteries with high energy densities

capable of operating at ocean depths of 20,000 feet. Two lithium chemistries being studied are

chlorinated sulfuryl chloride and carbon monofluoride.

Navy battery experts believe that the next generation of chemistries that the Navy will

incorporate into their weapon systems are rechargeables and lithium ion chemistries. For the

Navy, Alliant Techsystems is examining lithium rechargeable batteries, and Rayovac is

investigating lithium ion chemistries.

Navy 6.2 work includes:

* rechargeable lithium batteries for underwater vehicle propulsion,

- high-power lithium oxyhalide batteries for sonobuoys,

• high-power thermal batteries for sonobuoys,

* lithium-ion rechargeable batteries, and

- improved mine batteries.

Advanced development battery systems that the Navy is working on are:

- lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for sonobuoys, target vehicles, and expendable trainers

- lead fluoroboric acid batteries for projectile fuses
* sea water batteries for countermeasures, mine countermeasures (MCM), and UUV

propulsion
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"* thermal batteries for countermeasurs, MCM, sonobuoys, missiles, and unique I
expendables

"* lithium battry system design and safety

"* non-aqueous magnesium manganese dioxide as non-lithium cost/performance alternative

"* large, high-capacity, high energy density lithium thionyl chloride batteries for 3
underwater vehicles and missiles

"* advanced lithium thionyl chloride replacement for zinc meri oxide emergency beacon

"* large 6,000+ ampere hour (AH) nickel cadmium cells to replace lead wid batteries in

submarines.

Regarding Navy primary battery development, two electrochemistries under development

are lithium thionyl chloride and lithium thermals. These chemistries support new, low frequency, 3
active sonobuoys to respond to shallow water operations (in response to third world crises) and
quieter submarines. These low frequency sonobuoys require higher power. At present, no

commercial battery is available with power and energy densities sufficient to power these low

frequency sonobuoys. The Navy also is looking to replace some of its lithium sulfur dioxide

batteries with lithium thionyl chloride batteries for some applications such as mines.

Table 8-7 lists companies and their R&D initiatives in Navy primary battery development 3
I

SAFE Ameuica hig poer thermalbatreI
Yardney high power lithium thionyl chloride

sonobuoy battery

Table 8.7. Navy Primary Lithium Battery R&D Projects

U
Recent results show that SAFr has made significant progress towards higher voltage and

longer active life than present thermal battery technology. The Yardney project demonstrated the 3
lithium thionyl chloride technology, but is no longer being funded.

To stem the proliferation of battery chemistries and sizes in the mine and mine U
countermeasures community, the Navy developed a "family of standard cells" using the II/SOCI2

chemistry as a base. These four or five cells are based on commercial sizes that can be assembled
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to provide batteries for the next generation of mines as well as for the eventual retrofit of current
mine systems. They replace older chemistries such as cadmium or zinc mercuric oxide and
magnesium manganese dioxide. EIC Laboratory and ECO Corporation arm working together on a
project to develop a lithium thionyl chloride battery for mines.

The Navy is collaborating with the Army to develop a reserve lithium cobalt dioxide battery
for hand deployed wide area mines. They are developing procedures to synthesize a charged
cobalt oxide cathode and hope that this new chemistry will be safer and more reliable than the
existing thionyl chloride battery.

The Navy is also working on ARPA sponsored research dealing with flexible
manufacturing and rapid prototyping of solid polymer electrolyte, rechargeable ambient
temperatr batteries. This battery could have potential dual use applications, especially as an
alternative battery to cellular and laptop applications.

8.3.4 Department of Energy

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is studying lithium sulfur dioxide technology to
increase the reliability and active life by working with a commercial cell and improving the design.
These improvements include molybdenum terminal, TA23 glass, nickel grid in anode, stainless
steel case, and connector modifications for increased rigidity.

SNL also is active in R&D efforts in lithium thionyl chloride technology. Using cells
designed in-house, Sandia has fabricated prototypes and currently is transferring this technology to
industry, namely Honeywell, Eagle-Picher, and Wilson Greatbach.

Eveready and Oak Ridge National Laboratory are pursuing a method for packaging
rechargeable thin-film lithium batteries that are as small as shirt buttons and thinner than plastic
wrap. They also have a signed CRADA with the Office of Energy Research Technology Transfer
to develop a mitcrbattery that could be fabrcated directly onto a computer memory chip to preserve
information in the event of a power failure.

Power Conversion Inc. has a CRADA with DOE involving a nonrechargeable lithium
polymer battery.
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DOE believes that intermediate term/high performance battery chemistries projected to be U
ready for use in electric vehicles in the mid to late 1990's include lithium metal iron sulfide and
lithium metal iron disulfide. Battery chemistries that are potential candidates for the electric vehicle 3
in 10 to 15 years are lithium polymer and metal air. The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium has
funded a number of R&D lithium based projects as possible advanced battery alternatives for the 3
electric vehicle. These include:

"• W.R. Grace and Company - lithium polymer battery

"* Johnson Controls, Inc. - lithium polymer battery

"* Hydro Quebec - lithium polymer battery
"* SAFT America, Inc. - lithium metal disulfide battery 3
"• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory - lithium polymer battery research and high temperature

battery testing 3
"• Sandia National Laboratory - lithium polymer battery research and high temperature

battery testing
"• Argonne National Laboratory - lithium metal disulfide research and testing of high

ftmperawebatteries.

8.3.5 ARPA

The Technology Reinvestment Program's (TRP) battery work has been focused on lithium
battery technology. One TRP effort involves developing a rechargeable high energy density

lithium ion technology for military training missions. This technology will provide low life cycle I
cost, rechargeable batteries. Potential commercial uses include portable telephones and lap-top
computers. Participants in this initiative are SAFT America-Valdese, FMC Corporation, Motorola, I
Apple Computer, North Carolina A&T University, Western Piedmont College, Army Research
Laboratory, and the State of North Carolina. 3

A second funded TRP program is looking at rechargeable lithium solid polymer electrolyte

technology for use in training missions. Participants include Lockheed, Valence Technology, and
Delco Remy. Twenty prototype rechargeable lithium polymer batteries have been delivered to
ARPA to be used as replacements to primary lithium batteries currently in use in night vision 3
scopes for rifles. I

Both of these projects have commercial marketplace potential for applications such as

cellular telephones and laptop computers. The chemistries are the same although cell production is

different.
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Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. has received $3 million in TRP funding to develop, over

a period of 24 months, a solid polymer rechargeable lithium battery technology for use in

commercial and military applications ranging from satellites to manportable communications

equipment. This battery will use a solid polymer as an electrolyte and is projected to offer higher

voltages than silver zinc and nickel cadmium batteries, no potential for acid leaking, no gas build-

up during battery charging, higher recharging cycles, and longer cell life. The team includes

Valence Technology and General Motors Corporation.

A series of TRP rechargeable technology studies currently are under negotiation at this

time. ARPA also is funding research in lithium ion and lithium solid polymer chemistries. A

number of contracts currently are under negotiation in this area; three of which have already been

awarded:

"• Carnegie Mellon - researching new material deposition techniques for electrodes

"* Birl (part of Northwestern University) - Researching polymer synthesis and materials

processing for electrodes

"* University of Surrey (England) - Examining polymer electrolyte development.

Two SBIR contracts in place are with Research International and EIC to develop a "battery

on a chip". This entails manufacturing small integrated circuits and placing the battery in the

integrated circuit package. The principal short term military application is memory protection for

CMOS static random access memory in the event of primary power loss. Many critical or portable

data storage and miniaturized electronic devices will benefit from the availability of these thin film

batteries. Potential commercial applications of this technology are memory backup or secondary

power source for personal computers, portable communications, and portable data storage

systems. They also could prove useful in enhancing sensors for pollution monitoring and control

systems and medical devices such as implantable drug pumps and cardiac defibrillators.

Additionally, a University Research Initiative contract has been awarded with the University of

Minnesota to develop new components (electrodes/polymers) for rechargeable chemistries such as

lithium ion and lithium metal.

8.3.6 NASA

Among the advanced battery systems NASA has under development are lithium titanium

disulfide and lithium ion. The major thrust of NASA's current primary battery technology efforts
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is reducing the number of different cell chemistries now used by identifying and qualifying high m
performance NASA standard prmary cell& Johnson Space Center has led this work, including:

"* Development of inornal/external short circuit protection for lithium cells - JSC

contracted with Yardney Technical Products on this effort.

" Development of lithium D cells capable of meeting high rate requirements while being 3
tolerant of electrical and thermal abuse

"* Development of znc air batteries for shuttle orbiter applications. 3
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is working on developing and demonstrating

ambient temperature rechargeable lithium titanium disulfide cells capable of 1,000 cycles at 50 3
percent depth of discharge and five year storage. They also are studying ambient temperature

rechargeable lithium ion cells and ambient temperature rechargeable lithium polymeric electrolyte

cells to determine ways to improve the power density of the battery and extend the cycle life.

Alliant Techsystems is working in conjunction with JPL on a space flight qualification services

contract for a lithium thionyl chloride battery for the Titan IV. Martin Marietta is involved in U
lithium battery research for the Titan IV Launch Vehicle program as welL Yardney also is working

with JPL under a $500,000 SBIR contract to develop a bipolar rechargeable lithium ion battery for 3
auxiliary power tools on the space shuttle. This battery also has the potential for other aerospace

and commercial applications where high discharge, rate, small size, lightweight, high energy
density, and long cycle life ar critical design parameters.

In addition, Wilson Greatbach Limited has & SBIR contract with NASA to develop a low m
t impratreelectrolyte to improve the performance of the lithium silver vanadium oxide system

used in emergency locator transmitters and emergency position-indicating radio beacons. Other I
potential military and space applications of this technology are superconducting wire for the

fabrication of advanced high-field magnets and solenoids, electric motor windings,

superconducting rotors in electric power generators, transformers, induction energy storage

systems, and SQUIBS. m
8.3.7 Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)

EIC has an SBIR contract with BMDO to develop a super high energy density lithium

bromine trifluoride battery with the potential to double the highest presently available ene.g 5
densities. Electrochemica Corporation also has received SBIR funding from BMDO to develop a

high power density battery design for space prime power. Lithium Energy Associates has a

BMDO SBIR contract to evaluate high power lithium rechargeable batteries with inorganic
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I electrolytes for strategic defense applications. This project could have potential for the terrestrial
rail gun, laser, and similar weapon systems in addition to the space power applications. It could

also have potential commercial applications such as low earth orbit satellite power, cellular radios,

and implantable electromedical devices such as heart defibrillators. Wilson Greatbach Limited has3 SBIR funding to develop a super high energy density lithium bromine fluorate battery for potential

military space applications.

1 8.3.8 National Science Foundation (NSF)

The NSF has sponsored the Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation, working with Harvard

University, in developing a lithium battery propulsion system for the next generation of low-cost

unmanned aircraft for atmospheric science research. Another NSF sponsored SBIR effort funds

Covalent Associates to develop stable, non-complexing anions for rechargeable lithium batteries.

Improved electrolyte stability and conductivity is needed to facilitate the development of high

energy rechargeable lithium batteries.

8.3.9 Department of National Defence (DND), Canada

For high power and high density energy applications in a small size format, the only
current solution for communications equipment, chemical agent monitors, ELTs, and sonobuoys

are expensive primary lithium sulfur dioxide batteries that offer high energy densities, low

I performance, and good shelf life. At present, though, high operating costs limit wider
use of these batteries. R&D efforts are concentrated in resolving safety issues and reducing costs.3 This work is carried out at the Electrochemical Science and Technology Center (ESTCO),

University of Ottawa.

I DND also is studying lithium rechargeable systems, namely solid polymer battery

chemistries and lithium ionic battery chemistries, as replacements for the nickel cadmium batteries

they currently use. These batteries are needed to power their communications and portable
equipment. They offer energy densities higher than conventional rechargeable batteries, low self3 discharge, and low life cycle cost. DND battery experts have stated that although rechargeable

lithium batteries offer high energy densities, they have not yet matured sufficiently to be suitable

for commercial and military use. DND R&D efforts in this area are focused on improving low

temperature performance and improving energy density. Rechargeable lithium solid polymer

electrolyte batteries (SPEs) have been identified as a promising technology for CRISAT

applications. This new technology offers the potential of future low manufacturing costs. It is
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environmentally benign, avoids electrolyte leakage to damage electronic components, and can fit I
any casing shape. SPEs can be used as a rechargeable system for training or peace time exercises
or as a primary battery in an emergency or wartime situation. However, SPE conductivity is very

low at room temperature, precluding its use. DND is addressing the issue of increasing
conductivity at lower temperature through the use of plasticizers and the development of new 3
polymers. The lithium polymer work is being performed by Hydro-Quebec and the lithium ion
work by the National Research Council (NRC). 3

The NRCs Institute for Environmental Chemistry lithium ion battery research focuses on
development of rechargeable lithium ion cells. NRC is providing the scientific foundation while
Electrofuel Manufacturing is handling the materials and prototype manufacturing. NRC
researchers consider lithium ion batteries safer than metallic lithium batteries such as lithium sulfur 3
dioxide since they contain no metallic lithium.

Ballard, in conjunction with the CANMET/Energy, Mines and Resources Canada (EMRC), I
is developing a commercial transit bus powered by Ballard's Solid Polymer Fuel Cells. This
program was initiated to demonstrate the capability of the fuel cell by itself as the source of motive
power. The first phase involved a 32 foot bus; the second phase uses a full size (40-foot) bus.
This phase seeks improvements in vehicle range by applying better hydrogen storage technologies
and the use of more compact fuel cells and ancillaries.

Additionally, Ballard has a Defense Development Sharing Agreement on a four-year, $3.5 I
million effort sponsored by the U.S. Air Force and Industry Science and Technology Canada to

develop and demonstrate a rechargeable lithium sulfur dioxide battery.3

Ballard also worked with the Canadian Department of Defence to study the feasibility of 3
operating an Air Independent Power System (AIPS) solid polymer fuel cell power plant in a

submarine. 3
8.3.10 Commercial

8.3.10.1 MedicalR&D

The first commercially successful application of lithium batteries was for implantable i

biomedical uses. Pacemakers, defibrillators, neurostimulators, and drug delivery systems all use

lithium batteries. Lithium batteries were first proposed for use in cardiac pacemakers in 1971. The
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I second most widely used implantable electronic device today is the implantable defibrilIator which

uses lithium/silver vanadium oxide systems. Implantable neurostimulators are powered by small,

prismatic lithium thionyl chloride batteries.

Several new implantable biomedical devices are currently under development including the

left ventricular assist device. This device currently requires power supplied by an external battery

pack. Trials have been conducted using nickel cadmium batteries, but work on lithium secondary

batteries for such devices is in progress. Development is also underway on batteries for

implantable hearing assist devices, gait assist devices, mechanical limbs, and artificial eyes.

l Lithium batteries are expected to play a key role in these devices.

Hydro Quebec is in the process of developing a 14 inch "beer can" lithium polymer cell

(jelly roll configuration) that can be packaged to manufacture a two kilowatt hour battery. The goal
is a 1,000 cycle battery with long shelf life and a recharge time of six to eight hours. Phase II,

scheduled to begin in 1995, will entail production of a 40 kilowatt hour battery and pilot plan

production. Wheelchairs are the designated preliminary test application for this battery with the

hope of being able to compete with lead acid batteries in terms of cost/kilowatt hour on other major

applications such as electric vehicles.

8.3.10.2 Elecronic R&D

I Notebook computers represent a rapidly growing market for high energy density

rechargeable batteries. Almost all current portable computers use the nickel cadmium battery.

3 However, the need for higher energy density has encouraged R&D initiatives in alternate systems.

Immediate near term, next generation batteries for this application are the nickel metal hydride cell
and the lithium ion ceiL They offer a performance advantage over presently used nickel cadmium

cells and are more environmentally acceptable. Apple is using nickel metal hydride batteries in

their newest notebook computers.

Several companies are pursuing advances in lithium ion technology. Sony is the only

company selling lithium ion batteries for their camcorders and currently is studying rectangular

lithium ion rechargeable batteries for application in portable telephones, personal computers, and

5 liquid crystal videos. Matsushita and Sanyo have reported increases as high as 50 percent in

energy storage capacity for their lithium ion prototype over the Sony commercial product.

Matsushita has begun selling two types of cylindrical lithium ion cells and one rechargeable cell

and is expected to expand their production capabilities to produce one million cells per month by
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the end of 1994. A joint venture of Asahi and Toshiba is reported ready to begin production of I
hundreds of thousands of lithium ion cells per month. Duracenl, Eveready, and Rayovac and a

number of European battery manufacurers also have initiated lithium ion programs focusing on the

portable elecruics battery market. I
Regarding lithium manganese dioxide developments, Dowty Batteries has developed a

lithium manganese dioxide three volt battery for applications such as heating controllers, computer

memory protection, real time clocks, and data loggers. Maxell Corporation of America also is
developing a new lithium manganese dioxide secondary battery for use as a memory backup power

supply.

An alternative, longer term, candidate for high energy density portable power is the 3
rechargeable lithium polymer battery. However, there are safety concerns that need to be
addressed before it can be r nlmezvializd3

8.3.10.3 Electric Vehicle R&D

The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium (ABC) is studying lithium polymer and lithium

iron disulfide batteries for electric vehicles (EV). Argonne National Laboratory has developed a

lithium iron sulfide battery that can be recharged 1,000 times, giving it a 100,000 mile lifetime in
an electric vehicle before replacement. The battery can allow acceleration from zero to sixty miles

per hour in eight seconds and provides a 300 mile range. It weighs considerably less than other I
EV batteries currendy in use and is expected to be packaged in less than half the size of batteries

prviously used in electric vehicles. The battery also has potential application in airport vehicles,
lift trucks, hybrid vehicles, and as standby energy storage and backup power for computer systems
and telephone switching equipment. Argonne is working closely with SAFT America to

•mm iae the battery.

Hydro Quebec is developing secondary lithium polymer cells for a two kilowatt hour I
lithium polymer battery with the ultimate goal of developing a 40 kilowatt hour battery for electric

vehicles. In December 1993, Hydro Quebec, in conjunction with 3M Corporation, was awarded aI
$32 million contract from the U.S. ABC to develop and demonstrate a 127 watt hour/kilogram

lithium polymer battery.

Delco Remy, in conjunction with Valence Technology, Inc., is developing high-energy

lithium polymer batteries for electric vehicles.
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8.3.10.4 Utilities R&DI
Power Conversion Inc. is developing a long shelf life utility meter battery that is activated

for short, few second intervals every month to obtain a reading of the usage for that period. They

are exploring the possibility of attaching a lithium passive layer to the battery to achieve this.

U Tables 8-8 through 8-12 list North American and foreign players in the lithium R&D effor.

I
3Advanced Energy BIC Laboratories Panasonic

Technologies, Inc.

Advanced Technology and El oc m Corporation PolyPlus Battery Company

Research, Inc.

Alliant Techsystems Inc. Electrofiel Power Conversion Inc.

Applied Power International Energy Conversion Ray-O-Vac

ARCOMedical Eveready SAFT - America

Arthur D. Little, Inc. GE Neutron Devices Sony
ATT Bell Laboratories General Dynamics Space Sharp3 Systems

Aurora Flight Sciences General Motors SRI Intemnational

Ballard Gould Inc. Technochem

Battery Engineering Inc. BED Battery Corog0ro The Aerospace Capation

Bellcore HEDB Corporation Ultralife Technoloe

Bell Labs Hoppecke Battery Systems, U.S. Advanced Battery

Inc. Consortium

Catalyst Research Johnson Controls UCAR CaUn Company

Coastal Systems Station Lithium Energy Associates Valence Technology

Covalent Associates Martin Marietta Aerospace Westinghouse Electric

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ion

Table 8-8. North American Industry Lithium R&D Players

I
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Dowry Batteres Maxell Corporation of Wilson Greathah Limited

Delco Remy Med__onics Inc. W._R. Grace

Duracell Inc. Microchip Technology Inc. Yardney Technical Products

Eagle-Picher Industries Mine Safety Appliances

____________________company ____________

ECO Energ Conversion Moll Energy I

Table 8-8, Cont. North American Industry Lithium R&D Players

~I

I
I •r~o iTechnol~ogy

______________ Harvard University

Army Research Laboratories Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Argonne National Laboratories Polytechnic University

Bell Labs Texas A&M University

George C. Marshall Space University of Dayton Research

Flight Center Naval Surface Institute

Warfare Center

Hydro Quebec University of Kentucky

Jet Propulsion Laboratory University of Minnesota 3
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory University of Pennsylvania

Table 8-9. North American Laboratory and University Lithium R&D Players i

I
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II

National Research Council, University of Texas
* Canada

Naval Surfe Warfare Center University of Texas at Austin

Naval Surface Warfare Center University of Waterioo

- White Oak

Naval Weapons Support University of Ottawa
Center

I O Ridge National____ ___ ___

Sni National Laboratories

U.S. Air Force Space and
Missile Center

3 u.S. Arnn ETDL
Wright Laboratory

Wright Patterson Air Force
Base

Table 8-9, Cont. North American Laboratory and University Lithium R&D
I Players

I
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P AEAreharge~able lithium batteries
SAFT NIFE lithium ion secondary, lithiumi

thionyl chloride

Dowty Batteries lithium manganese dioxide

Dotutcy batteries

United Kingdom British ARE lithium iron sulfides

lithium aluminum iron sulfide
Oakdale Batteies secondary battery for

submarines 3
Vickers lithium iron sulfides

lithium aluminum iron sulfide
VSEL secondary battery for

VartaAGsubmarines
lithium polymer secondary,

Germany BAFF lithium thermal

Bayer Fulrik

Hoppecke Batterien lithium primary i
Siemens batteries

Tadhinn

Israel Israel Defense Forces Power lithium ion
Sources Division 3

Belgium SEDEMA echargeable lithium cells

Switzerland RENATA secondary lithium batteries 3
Table 8-10. Foreign Industry Lithium R&D Players

1
I
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I
I Central Glass Company Ltd. lithium ion s dary, litium

polymer, and lithium.
iSony iron sulfide

Toshiba Asahi Chemical Joint

Venture
IHitachi

Sanyo

Japan Toshiba

Asahi lithium ion cells
* Yuan

Matsushita3 Mitsubishi Petrochemical

Company

Sharp

Honda Research and lithium ion technology

___________________ Deelopment Corporation ___________

lithium ion secondary, lithium

SAFr polymer, lithium thionyl
France ,,. chloride, lithium thermal,

Alcatel lithium vanadium pentoxide
SINSA rechargeable lithium cells

Table 8-10, Cont. Foreign Industry Lithium R&D Players
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SBulgaria Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Beijing Institute of Spacecraft System

Engineering3
Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry

China Chinese Academy of Sciences

Tianjin Institute of Power Sources

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica

Tianjin University, Department of Applied

Chemistry

Czech Republic Wuhan Universit I
Denmark Technical University of Denmark

CNRS - FranceCzech Academy of Sciences I
France SORAPEC

Universite Bordeaux

Dresden University of Technology, Institute of
Physical Chemistry and Electrchemistry

Germany Ernst-Moritz-Amdt University of Greifswald

Fraunhofer-Institute for Chemical Technology

Merseburg University, Institute of
Macromolecular Chemistry

University of Munster

Greece Aristotelian Universi_
University of UlmI

Israel Bar-Ilan

Tel Aviv University

Italy Universita di Bologna

Table 8-11. Foreign Universities Lithium R&D Players 3
I
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lwate University

I Keio University

Kyoto University

I Japan Mie University Rikkyo University

NIT Interdisciplinary Research Laboratories

Shinshu University Tokyo Institute of

Technology

Yamaguchi University

I Netherlands Delft University of Technology

Central Laboratory of Batteries and Cells

I Technical University of Poznan, Institute of

Poland Chemistry and Applied Electrochemistry

3 University of Warsaw

Warsaw University of Technolog

3 A.N. Frumkin Institute of Electrchemistry of

the Russian Academy of Sciences

Fmruikin Institute of Electrochemistry

Russia Institute of Chemical Engineering

Institute of Transportation Engineering
Russian Academy of Sciences

Saratov State University
1 University of St. Andrews

Scotland National Institute of Chemistry

3 Slovenia National Central University

Taiwan Chung Shan Institute of Science and
___Technology

Table 8-11, Cont. Foreign Universities Lithium R&D Players
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Australia Australian Army Engineering DevelopmentI

EstablishmentI

Laboratoire d~onique et dElectrochimie du

France Solide, Institute National Polytechnique de

Grenoble

S Labaraoie de Chimie du Solide Mineral

Table 8-12. Foreign Laboratories Lithium R&D Players I

8.4 Mercury

This chemistry will disappear soon from the domestic marketplace. As legacy systems and I
old Navy mines are replaced, the mercury batteries that support these systems also will be

replaced. There is only one North American producer of mercury batteries, Alexander Batteries. I
Alexander Batteries is concerned about future defense procurements of mercury batteries and has

explored the possibility of becoming a government-owned, contractor-operated facility. The only

other mercury battery producer is located in Hong Kong.

8.4.1 Army I

The Army believes that mercury is no longer suitable for Army requirements. Mercury I
batteries are environmentally expensive, both in their manufacture and disposal, and have

performed poorly in terms of low temperature operation, shelf life, and weight. Among the

alternatives being considered to replace mercury batteries are alkaline and lithium manganese

dioxide chemistries. I

8.4.2 Navy

The Navy still installs mercury batteries in mines but is attempting to replace most mercury

batteries in its fleet with suitable substitutes due to environmental considerations and the dwindling

availability of this battery type in the marketplace.

I
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8.5 Sliver Systems

I Efforts are underway to improve the properties of secondary silver zinc batteries and allow

longer service life and higher energy density. The silver cadmium bauery is experiencing no

technological advancement The silver cadmium system, which is used primarily in satellites,

torpedoes, and portable power tools, will probably be phased out in most applications in the future

due to environmental considerations.

I 8.S.1 Navy

The Navy is studying ways to develop an improved rechageable silver zinc battery. TheI silver oxide/zinc battery is the Navy's power supply for several underwater vehicles including

Swimmer Delivery Vehicles, Deep Submergence Rescue Vehicles, deep sea vehicles, exploratory

vehicles, unmanned underwater vehicles, torpedoes, and torpedo targets. These batteries offer the

highest energy density of any commercially available, high power rechargeable battery. However,
mey have limited capacity, deteriorate after 3 to 18 months, and can only be recharged 40 times.

The Navy needs a battery that offers a higher energy density to power longer run times of future
vehicles. They are exploring ways to increase the energy density by 50 percent and extend cell life
by 50 percent. Yardney has been awarded approximately $500,000 from Naval Surface Warfare

Center - White Oak for a two year program to change the electrolyte and separator to improve the

properties of secondary silver zinc batteries. Improvements sought include cycle life, wet life, and

energy density. Also involved in contractual efforts in this area are BST, Eagle Picher, andI Whittaker Power Sources, though Whittaker's focus has been primarily on missile batteries.

8.5.2 NASA

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory is currently examining a 40 ampere hour silver zinc

secondary battery to power the Mars Pathfinder This battery will need to susta cri power and

operate for 30 days on the Martian surface. The Mars Pathfinder is scheduled for launch in 1996.

I 8.5.3 Commercial

8.5.3.1 Medical

Silver zinc batteries are being studied for their potential in such medical systems as
advanced CPR units. Commercial producers feel that the safety, reliability, and high power of the
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silver zinc batteries justify the cost premium in these specialized applications. Table 8-13 lists U
North American industry, laboratories, and universities involved in silver battery R&D efforts.

I
Picher Industries Inc. Brookhaven National Lab Hi

Electuchemica Charles Stark Draper Lab New Mexico State University

Energy Research Corporation George C. Marshall Space Pennsylvania State University

Flight Center

Hughes Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Rutgers

McDonnell Douglas Space NASA Goddard Space Flight University of Alabama

Systems Corporation Center _

SAFT-America NASA Jet Propulsion University of Houston

Laboratory

Westinghouse Electric Corp. NASA Johnson Space Center i

Whittaker Power Storage NASA Lewis Research Center

Systems _

Yardney Technical Products NASA Marshall Space Flight

Inc. Center

Naval Surface Warfare Center

(NSWC), Crane

NSWC, Silver Spring I
________________ Sandia National Laboratory ________

U.S. Army ETDL _

Wright Patterson Air Force

Base, Wright Laborat

Table 8-13. North American Silver Battery R&D Players I
8.6 Lead Acid

The development of sealed valve regulated lead acid (VRLA) batteries has been a decisive

improvement on this century old technology. Most lead acid battery applications today employ the
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I sealed version of this battery. In the 25 years since their introduction, VRLA batteries have

become either the only type or most dominant type of lead acid battery used in many applications.

These batteries, under normal conditions, operate throughout their lives without water addition.
The inherent design of VRLA batteries allows different orientations of the battery without fear of3 electrolyte spillage. For example, large industrial batteries can be installed on their sides utilizing
40% less floor space and volume.

I Areas of improvement are increasing VRLA batteries' energy density, recharge time, and
cycle life in advanced designs. R&D activities for military applications focus on the following3 areas: improved low temperature performance, especially recharge time; increased vibration
resistance; increased shelf life/storage capability; high temperature performance and charging

capability (up to 75 C); and reduced self discharge at temperatures up to 75" C. Strides in these
areas ane driven by the battery industry's goal to capitalize on two emerging markets: Electric3 Vehicles (EV's) and Utility Energy Storage Applications.

8.6.1 Air Force

The Air Force has contracted with Johnson Controls, Inc. to design, develop, and
demonstrate a bipolar lead acid battery system compatible with the 270V aircraft electrical system
requirements. This program is scheduled to be completed in September of 1995.

I 8.6.2 Navy

3 The Navy curently is examining lead acid batteries and lead fluoroboric acid batteries for
ways to extend useful life, decrease the level of maintenance, and allow greater standardization of

the batteries which the Navy uses. Major applications of the lead acid batteries are in submarines
and aircraft. Fluoroboric acid batteries are used primarily in projectile fuses.

1 8.6.3 Department of Energy (DOE)

5 The DOE considers the lead acid chemistry a likely battery for electric vehicles in the near
term and research is continuing to adapt these systems.

I
I
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8.6.4 Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) I

Johnson Controls Inc. has the largest lead acid research facility in the U.S. They have I
developed an advanced lead acid bipolar battery for BMDO that produces bursts of high power for

a few seconds and recharges up to 100 times. BMDO sponsored this research for advanced

railgun and laser applications. A new generation of their bipolar devices is expected in September

of 1994.

8.6.5 Industry

8.6.5.1 Electric Vehicles I

The Advanced Lead Acid Battery Consortium believes that lead acid batteries are the best 1
alternative for powering near team electric vehicles. Table 8-14 below lists lead acid batteries used

in electric vehicles R&D programs.

I
Fiat's Panda Elettra uses lead acid batteries which can be

replaced with nickel cadmium or sodium

'_sulfur bam packs
Fiat's Cinquecento Elettra uses lead acid batteries for a 70 km range

and nickel cadmium batteries for the 100
km range

Fiat's and Peugeot-Citroen's Ducato Elletra uses lead acid batteries

CAT's CleanAir LA 301 uses lead acid batteries 3
General Motors Impact uses lead acid batteries

Conceptor's G-Van uses lead acid batteries

Daihatsu's Hi-Jet uses lead acid batteries

SEER's Volta uses lead acid batteries

Ci o's Mini-el City uses lead acid batteries

Toyota Motor Company's Town Ace uses lead acid batteries

Mitsubishi's Libero uses lead acid or nickel cadmium batteries

Elcat"s Elcat uses lead acid batteries

Table 8-14. Lead Acid Batteries Used in Electric Vehicles I
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I Elecmic Power Technology Inc. has developed the technology to signifcantly shorten the

recharging time for lead-acid batteries used in an electric vehicle

8.6.5.2 Power Tools

Johnson Controls' new lead acid bipolar battery also could power spot welders, Bolder

Technologies Corporation is concentrting on a Thin Metal Film advanced lead acid rechargeable

battery for use in power tools, uninterruptible power systems, consumer electronics, and other

applications that require high power, fast recharge, stiff voltage, and exceptional high-rate

3 mcapacity. Portable Energy Products also has developed advanced rechargeable sealed lead acid

Thin Lne Energy celk

Tables 8-15, 8-16, 8-17, and 8-18 list North American and foreign players in lead acid

i-bater R&D effort

Argonne National Labratory AubrnUniversity

Idaho National Engineering Brigham Young University

Laborat___
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Daruwuth University

NASA

Naval Surface Warfare Center, University of Idaho
Crane

Sandia Nationa Laboratoy Northwestern University

Wright P Air Frce Rutgers University
Base Laborator

3 Belcore Communications University of Alabama
Research

5 I University of Michigan

__ I Stanford University

3 Texas A&M University

_University of Wisconsin

Table 8-15. North American Laboratory and University Lead Add R&D Players
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Arias Associates Delco Johnson Controls Inc.

Amerigon, Inc. Douglas Battery Norvik Technologies, Inc.j

__________________ Manufacmuring Company

Battelle East-Penn Manufacturing Portable Energy Products

____________________Company

Bolder Technologies Eagle Picher Industries Trojan Battery Company

Corporation ___

C&D Charter Power Electronic Power Tulip Corporation

Systems Technology Inc.3
CALSTART Electrosource Inc. Wirtz Manufacturing Co.

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___Inc.

Chloride Industrial Batteries Exide Corporation Yuasa Exide

Cominco Gates Energy Products ,_______________

Table 8-16. North American Industry Lead Acid R&D PlayersU

___________ ERA Technology

Europe Advanced Lead Acid

CompagnieI
France Europeenne

____________ D/Accurnulators

Germany VARTA Banerie AG

Table 8-17. Foreign Industry Lead Acid R&D Players3
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I ~Japan Storae Battery

Kashimma-KitaI Electric Power

Japan Mitsubishi

Perochemical
C~niPany

Yuasa Battery Co.

Ltd.

Korea Kyungwon Battery3_ Co. Ltd.

Turkey mci Aku

5 UK Hawker Energy

Products

3 Table 8-17, Cont. Foreign Industry Lead Acid R&D Players

I

I Australia CSROt CeS U iesty of South Wales

SEngland University of South

I Table 8-18. Foreign Laboratory and University Lead Acid R&D Players

I8.7 Nickel Systems

3 R&D efforts are ongoing to improve the properties and extend the life of nickel cadmium
batteries. The future trend is to transition from vented nickel cadmium aircraft batteries into sealed

3 nickel cadmium batteries.
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Nickel hydrogen batteries have become the battery of choice for applications such as I

commercial and defense-related satellites in geosynchronous and low earth orbits. The technology

also has become attractive recently for use in ground-based applications such as stand-alone 1
photovoltaic systems.

Many battery experts feel that, in the long term, the trend will be to move away from nickel

cadmium and nickel hydrogen cells for many applications and toward nickel metal hydride cells. A

market for this chemistry is evolving in the small portable electronics industry. However, these

batteries we not yet available except in small sizes at high cost.

8.7.1 Army

In the rechargeable area, the Army currently is using nickel cadmium bateries. The present

version weighs approximately seven pounds and does not supply power for the desired duration.

They are looking to adopt a commercially available advanced nickel cadmium or nickel metal

hydride battery as a replacement in the short term and move towards a lithium ion or polymer I
battery in the long term.

Other initiatives include phasing out nickel cadmium aircraft batteries and improving

discharge rate capabilities of the nickel metal hydride cells for the tank "silent watch" and

hybrid/electric Army vehicles. They are also considering nickel zinc chemistries as possible future 3
rechargeable batteries.

8.7.2 Air Force 3
The Air Force prefers nickel cadmium batteries to lead acid and is replacing lead acid

batteries in some aircraft with sealed nickel cadmium batteries. Eagle-Picher is working on

qualifying a sealed nickel cadmium battery for vented nickel cadmium retrofit on the B52 aircraft.

This action will generate a savings of approximately $3,000 per year per aircraft which is presently

spent on aircraft battery maintenance. Retrofitting with maintenance-free, sealed nickel cadmium

battery system in place of vented nickel cadmium systems is expected to begin by the end of 1994 I
in F- 16 fighters and in the E-8 advanced AWACS aircraft Sealed nickel cadmium batteries offer

advantages of reduced maintenance (and thus reduced operating cost) by eliminating the process of 3
adding electrolyte to the battery. The commercial aviation industry has employed sealed nickel

cadmium batteries, in small quantities, on the MD-80 and DC-9 aircraft. These same batteries are

expected to be used on the MD-90 and the Boeing 777 aircraft. Eagle-Picher Industries in
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I comjunction with ELDEC currently is pursuing research to develop a nickel cadmium battery that

will have ero maintenance and last 20 years. The scheduled completion date of this Air Force

3 contract is March of 1995.

I The Air Force and Navy jointly contracted with Battelle to develop a common 15 ampere

hour INS Battery specification utilizing High Reliability Maintenance Free Battery Technology.

Phase II of this effort involved designing and building common (Air Force and Navy) 15 ampere-

hour batteries for flight testing. Both sealed nickel cadmium batteries and lead acid batteries were

considered in the technology and comparison process. This initiative is helping the two services

3 reduce maintenance costs associated with these baties

3 The use of nickel cadmium batteries is likely to be affected greatly by the environmental

concerns of handling and disposal of heavy metals. The Air Force looks to nickel metal hydride

batteries as replacements for nickel cadmium batteries. Nickel metal hydride batteries offer a 50

percent increase in energy content per volume over nickel cadmium batteries, offer significant

operating cost benefits over primar batteries, utilize no toxic heavy metals, have a commercial

market, and are a relatively safe technology. They feel that this technology will emerge in five

years. Electro Energy, Inc. is working with Wright-Patterson to develop these nickel metal

hydride batteries for aircraft and ground power. The expected completion date for this project is

September of 1995.

i U.S. Air Force Phillips Laboratory is conducting R&D on the nickel metal hydride

chemistry. Programs include an LEO Life Test Program, an LEO pulse Tech Program, and a

Hydrogen Embrittlement Investigation Program.

I Wright Patterson has contracted with Energy Research Corpomrion to develop long cycle

life, insoluble zinc electrodes that will be utilized in zinc batteries. The anticipated benefits are long

life, high energy density nickel zinc batteries for commercial, military hybrid, and all-electric

vehicles, marine propulsion, and remote site power.

5 8.7.3 Navy

* The Navy currently is exploring ways to improve nickel cadmium systems including

improving the electrodes, prolonging useful life, and achieving higher energy densities. These

batteries are used in submarines and other vehicles. They also are investigating the potential of

nickel hydrogen and nickel metal hydride chemistries.
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The Navy SHARP program identified the problem of different batteries for Inertial

Navigation System on large cargo and special application aircraft. It was determined that the

battery used in the Navy LTN-72 and Air Force Delco Carousel 4 Inertial Navigation Systems

(INS) could be replaced with the same high reliability, maintenance free, battery technology.

These batteries currently are used in up to 3,500 INS aircraft, and the replacement battery will

require no scheduled maintenance services for the expected five year service life. 5
8.7.4 NASA

NASA's major emphasis is on secondary battery systems and verifying technologies for
flight applications. One initiative is to improve the performance, quality, safety, and reliability of 3
secondary battery systems. The focus at present is on nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen
systems which encompass most of NASA's present and planned secondary battery applications.

Nickel cadmium batteries currently provide the storage capability for the majority of NASA's
missions. Evaluation is underway of current technology nickel cadmium cells from a variety of

battery producers including Gates, Hughes, SAFT, Sanyo, Acme, and Eagle Picher. Nickel

hydrogen batteries being tested have been supplied by Hughes, Eagle Picher, Gates, and Yardney.
Stress testing of packs of cells representing the flight lots and mission simulation testing of cells 1
for the Mars Observer and Topex also are ongoing.

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) currently is developing nickel cadmium cell I
battery flight simulation and stress testing and, based upon these principles, a nickel cadmium

performanepeito model.I

Nickel hydrogen batteries are the primary rechargeable technology found in satellites and 3
are used in the majority of space applications including the Hubble Space Telescope and the Intelsat

8 communications satellite. Sandia Labs has sponsored R&D for developing a safe and practical

method of hydrogen retention for nickel hydrogen batteries and improving the active anode area.
These efforts will reduce by half the cost of nickel hydrogen batteries for terrestrial applications.

In response to more demanding space power needs, NASA would like a lightweight long

life battery for its high power spacecraft and currently is examining an improved nickel metal 3
hydride battery with improved specific energy. NASA Lewis' efforts are focused on developing
lightweight nickel hydrogen batteries and advanced hydrogen oxygen fuel cells. They developed

the nickel hydrogen battery cells powering the Hubble Space Telescope and currently support R&D
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i of battery cells for the Space Station Freedom Program. Johnson Controls, Inc. is developing full-

size, aerospace common pressure vessel nickel hydrogen prototypes for use on GEO and LEO3 applications. Hughes Aircraft Company is also investigating a nickel hydrogen battery for space

power.

IJPL currely is developing an electrochemical model of the nickel cadmium system that

involves physical, chemical, and electrochemical studies at the component and cell levels. This

'model will allow accelerated testing of cells to determine their quality and reliability without

extensive life testing and the ability to predict their performance from a set of spacecraft operating3 conditions. This effort is expected to be completed by the end of FY94 and has involved the

following phases:1 Phase I - Lookup table for predicting prformance/voltage and efficiency versus
tempmtume and state-of-charge

- Phase U - Development of one dimensional eectrochemical model to replace kup

tables (developed under a contract with Texas A&M)
* Phase m - Expansion to a two dimensional model, incorporating factors to predict3 performance degradation.

3 JPL is developing with the University of South Carolina a computer model for nickel
hydrogen batteries that will parallel the model they developed for the nickel cadmium system.

They also are assessing the status of nickel metal hydride technology for aerospace applications by

evaluating aerospace cells from different sources.

3 The Marshall Space Flight Center is developing a nickel hydrogen stress test similar to the

test currently used for nickel cadmium cells. Available life test data is being analyzed, stress3 parameters have been identified, and a matrix has been proposed. The Flight Center is also

addressing establishment of guidelines for NASA for the performance of destructive physical
analyses for nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen chemistries.

Among the advanced battery systems NASA has under development are nickel metal

hydride and sodium nickel chloride.

3 8.7.S Department of Energy (DOE)

In the near term, DOE believes battery chemistries likely to be used for electric vehicles
include nickel iron, nickel cadmium, and nickel zinc. Nickel metal hydride batteries are projected
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for intermediate term use (mid to late 1990's) in electric vehicles. The U.S. Advanced Battery I
Consortium (ABC) has awarded a number of contracts dealing with advanced battery systems for

the electaic vehicle. Nickel based programs include:

SOVOM BatWy Company - nickel metal hydride battery
• SAFF Amezica - nickel metal hydride bm y 3
* Idaho National Engineering Laboratory - testing of nickel metal hydride and high

tempezaar battery pack
* Argome National Laboratry - testing of nickel metal hydride and high temperatm

batteries.

The USABC is also examining nickel hydride batteries for electric vehicles. Argonne

National LAboratory is testing advanced nickel metal hydride and sodium beta high temperature for

USABC.

DOE conducted research on thcee propulsion systems. One system was a dual shaft e i I
propulsion system. This research was completed in 1989 and featured a nickel iron battery. A

sealed lead acid battery will be installed for fumter testing at a later date.

Table 8-19 lists electric vehicles that am cutrently using or prjected to use nickel cadmium 3
batteries. I

uses lead acid batteries which can be I
Fia's Panda Elemn replaced with nickel cadmium or sodium

Volkswagcn's Chico uses nickel cadmium batte'ies
Nissmn's prototp Fmr ectdc Vehicle uses nickel cadmium batteries

PSA's WEIT A uses nickel cadmium batteries

Table 8-19. Nickel Cadmium Batteries in Electric Vehicle R&D Programs I

I
I
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Nissan's Cedric/Gloria electric luxury uses nickel cadmium batteries

I ~sedan,,

The Tokyo Electric Power Company and uses nickel-cadmium batters

Mitsubishi Motors Electric Vehicles

Peugeot's 106E uses nickel cadmium batteries

Table 8-19, Cont. Nickel Cadmium Batteries in Electric Vehicle R&D Programs

3 8.7.6 Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)

EIC Laboratories has SBIR funding sponsored by the BMDO to develop a nickel
oxidedhydrogen multilayer bipolar battery for pulsed power. These batteries will be used to operate
directed energy weapons in space-based missile defense systems.

8.7.7 IndustryI
8.7.7.1 Aerospace

I ACME Advanced Battery Systems has developed new, sealed technology fiber nickel
cadmium batteries for aircraft. This technology is already in use on some of the McDonnell

Douglas MD-80 and DC-9 commercial transports, the F-16 fighters, and Apache helicopters and is
projected for use on the MD-90 and the Boeing 777 aircraft.I

Rockwell International is developing nickel cadmium space vehicle batteries in support of
I the Global Positioning System program. They are considering the nickel metal hydride battery for

aerospace applications as well.

i Eagle Picher presently provides 90 percent of the world's communications satellite nickel
hydrogen batteries. The company has developed a prototype of a small, low-cost nickel metal

I hydride battery in capacities of 20 amp-hours or less with a common pressure vessel design for
small satellites and commercial uses requiring low cost batteries. Eagle Picher also has introduced3 a commercial nickel hydrogen battery for uninterruptible power systems.
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8.7.7.2 Electric Vehicles I

Japan Storage Battery Company has developed a prototype gas recombina sealed nickel 3
cadmium battery with an improved negative electrode for possible use in electric vehicles. Eagle

Picher is currently working on nickel metal hydride batteries for electric vehicles and embedded, 3
maintenance-free telconmmuncations power systems.

8.7.7.3 Electronic Applications I

Apple Computer currently is investigating a nickel metal hydride battery with an AB5 3
hydrogen retaining alloy for its next notebook computer model. Duracell, in conjunction with

VARTA (Germany) and Toshiba (Japan), is developing nickel metal hydride rechargeable cells and 3
packs for, among other applications, portable products such as notebook computers, cellular

phones, camcorders, and personal digital assistants. 3
Tables 8-20 thru 8-23 list North American and foreign players in nickel chemistry R&D.

3
ACME Advanced Battery Systems EIC Laboratory

ArT Bell Labortory Geor C. Marshall Space Fliht Center

Battelle NASA-Goddard

Eagle-Picher Industries NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Energy Research Corporation NASA-Lewis

Eveready Battery Company Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak

Foster Miller IncoRpo 2e Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane

Hughes Aircraft Company Wright Pattersmon Air Force Base

Rockwel International U.S. Army Research Laboratory

Marathon Power Technologies

SAFr America, Inc. (Valdosta)
The Aerospace Corporation

Table 8-20. North American Nickel Cadmium R&D Players 5
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Cete

3 ~ ~~Johnson Controls, Inc. ____________ ___________

Lockheed Missiles and Space3 ~ ~~~Company____________ ________ ____

Table 8-21. North American Nickel Hydrogen R&D Players

IN

Duracell NASA Johnson Space Center Texas Research InstituteIEagle-Picher Industries NASA Lewis Research Center University of Alabma in

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___Huntsville

Electro-Energy, Inc. Wright Patterson Air Force

_____ ____ ____ ____Base3 ~ ~Eveready Battery Company _______ ___ _________

Lockheed Engineering and

Sciences Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Maxell Corporation of America ___________

Ovonic Battery CMpany __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rockwell International __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Aerospace Corporation ____________ ___________

I Table 8-22. North American Nickel Metal Hydride R&D Players
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Varta AG-

Germany BAFF'I

Bayer Fulrik

___Siemens

Japan Sanyo

Toshiba 3
_Yuasa Battery Company

Aeoptale3

France Alcate

SAFT

Table 8-23. Foreign Nickel Metal Hydride R&D Players I
8.8 Magnesium I

This chemistry is not undergoing any major technological changes. Military manufacturing

of this battery is primarily for the Navy CAPTOR mine. The production of this battery uses a very

antiquated low tech process and is labor intensive. This chemistry is very similar to the

commercial alkaline chemistry and most likely will be replaced in the future by longer lasting 3
primary systems.

8.8.1 Army I

The Army uses a commercially available version of this chemistry that is mass produced by I
Rayovac. The Army uses the battery in their manportable equipment for training exercises, but the

batteries have temperature range limitations. 3
Faced with budget cuts, the Army is interested in reducing battery training costs. They

contracted with Rayovac to develop prototype BA 4590 magnesium manganese dioxide batteries

incorporating barium chromates as possible replacements for the BA 5590 lithium battery. Overall,

the prototype did not perform well at extreme conditions. The battery dimensions were not stable, I
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I and the external temperatures exceeded 45 degrees Celsius at certain conditions. The lithium BA-

5590/U performance was far superior. SINCGARS simulation tests showed that only at elevated

temperatures are the magnesium BA-4590 batteries cost effective versus lithium BA 5590/U.
Rayovac will deliver the last prototypes to CECOM/ARL in December of 1994. CECOWARL will3 then test these for the next year or so, but the technology is not considered feasible. An additional

consideration for not using this battery chemistry is that the EPA has become concerned with the3 environmental impact of the chromates used in these cells.

8.8.2 Navy

The Navy is interested in prototype and advanced development of its magnesium sea water5 systems, particularly with respect to the magnesium silver chloride chemistry. These systems are

used for sonobuoys, beacons, countermeasures, and some weapons. Most sea water batteries

have good dry storage life but relatively short wet lives due to corromon. Chemtech Systems, Inc.

has Navy sponsored SBIR funding to develop a magnesium dioxide non-aqueous battery for
mines. At this time the technology has been demonstrated and appears feasible, but no significant

3 funding is being inserted into the program.

Tables 8-24 and 8-25 list North American and foreign players in magnesium chemistry

R&D.I

Battery Technologies, Inc. Electronics and Power

Sonw~frcs at

Chemtech Systems, Inc. Naval Weapons Support3 _Center

Magnavox ____________3 Rayovac
Spartan

3 Table 8-24. North American Magnesium R&D Players
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India Central Electrochemical

Research Institute

Japan Matsushita Electric

_ Industries Company i

Table 8-25. Foreign Magnesium R&D Players !

8.9 Zinc systems i

Zinc battery systems do not satisfy a large number of applications; rather they have existed 3
as a lower cost alternative battery with acceptable performance. Some chemical configurations are
being phased out while other configurations are being considered for future applications. I

8.9.1 Army

The Army is phasing out their carbon zinc batteries. Problems associated with carbon zinc
batteries are poor shelf life, low capacity, and poor low temperature performance. Some carbon 3
zinc cells are no longer produced. The Army is examining the potential for replacing these batteries
with alkaline batteries. These replacements would have not only improved capacity but also the

same envelope and connector requirements.

8.9.2 Navy 3
The Navy currently is studying off-the-shelf, commercially available zinc alkaline 3

manganese dioxide batteries as potential batteries for future use in applications where availability
and cost are important and "reasonable" performance is needed. The cell would be a commercially

available product; however, it would be packaged uniquely for the Navy's requirements. The
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane and White Oak Divisions, are conducting product
evaluations of cells of this chemistry. 3

I
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U 8.9.3 DOE

I The DOE considers zinc bromine and nickel zinc chemistries as near term contenders for

electric vehicle batteries. Significant advances in Zn/NiOOH cell technology have been made, and3 scale-up/technology transfer is underway. Westinghouse Electric Corporation is supporting DOE

in advancing zinc air technology by developing a prototype design of an electric vehicle battery and

3 fabricating battery modules for proof-of-concept evaluations.

8.10 Aluminum-Air

The aluminum air chemistry currently has few military applications. It is used primarily to

i power propulsion of unmanned, underwater vehicles. The Canadian military is the only military
buyer of these batteries. Commercial applications for non-rechargeable aluminum air batteries are

3 telecommunications, standby, and emergncy power.

8.10.1 Industry

Alupower, a Canadian firm that concentrates on aluminum air batteries, is developing an

3 aluminum-based battery for unmanned, underwater vehicles. The battery wid be used to power

propulsion and navigation. Customers include Canadian DND, ISTC, and MNR; the Ontario

iMinistry of Environment and Energy; ARPA; and commercial customers such as Ontario Hydro,

Bell Canada, AT&T, British and French Telecom, Renault, and Nissan.

1 8.11 Sodium/Sulfur Batteries

3 Both NASA and the Air Force are looking to transition to the sodium sulfur chemistry as

their next generation battery for space and satellite applications. Industry curently is considering

its potential for electric vehicles and stationary energy storage at electric utilities. This chemistry is

now in the test and evaluation stage of development. Commercial production is projected for theI late 1990s.

8.11.1 Air Force

Wright Patterson Air Force Aeronautical Laboratory is researching the sodium sulfur

chemistry as a possible satellite battery. Thermacore, Inc. has an Air Force sponsored, SBIRSfunded research contract to determine interchangeable variable conductance heat pipes for sodium
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sulfur batteries. s batteries we being assessed as candidates for energy storage in satellites. I
Eagle Picher also is under contract to design, develop, fabricate, and test sodium sulfur cells for

LEO applicaos.

8.11.2 DOE

DOE considers sodium sulfur and sodium metal chloride chemistries as potential

intermediate (mid to late 1990s) batteries for the electric vehicle. DOE is conducting research on

three propulsion systems. One of these systems, demnstrated in 1990, is an advanced single
shaft AC system and featured a sodium sulfur battery. The USABC has provided Silent Power 3
with $12.1 million in funding to develop further a sodium sulfur battery for the electric vehicle.

Table 8-26 lists sodium sulfur battries currently used or projected for use in electric vehicle R&DF iM
programs.

I

M E NM usses led aacid batteries thmat ccan be replacedU
Fiat's Panda Elettra with nickel cadmium or sodium sulfur

battery pacs3

BMW's El uses sodium-sulfur batteries

Ford Minvan uses sodium sulfur batteries

Ford's EcoStar uses sodium sulfur batteries

U.S. DOE FIX-U1 uses sodium sulfur batteries3

Table 8-26. Sodium Sulfur Batteries in Eletric VehIcle R&D Programs

I

Phillips Laboratory has sodium sulfur programs for the GEO Battery Flight Test Program

and a Hot Launch Evaluation program.

Tables 8-27 and 8-28 list North American and forig players in the sodium sulfur batteres3
R&D efforL

I
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I
ABB Advanced Battery Argonne National Illinois Institute of

iSystems - Canada Laboratory Technology

Beta Power Inc. Idaho National Engineering Stanford University

Laboratory

Ce.ramtec Lawrence Berkeley University of Tennessee

Laboraory-

5 Electtek Concepts Inc. National Renewable Energy University of Utah

Laboratory
Hughes Aircraft Phillips Laboratory University of Wisconsin

Powerplex Technologies Sandia National Laboratory Virginia Polytechnic

SAIC Wright Patterson Air Force
Aeronautical ILa_

SRI InternationalI Silent Power

Thermacore Inc.

U.S. Advanced Battery

Consortium

3 Table 8-27. North American Sodium Sulfur R&D Players

I
SEngland- Chloride Silent Power LimitedI Germany ASEA Brown Bover_ AG

Hitachi

Japan Yuasa

Nastech

i Table 8-28. Foreign Industry Sodium Sulfur R&D Players
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8. 12 Technology Trends Summary

Figure 8-1 illustrates a summ~ary of technology trends for bmttery chemismries.
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I In the next generation of radios, the Army would like electronics that can determine the

charge left in the radio, thereby alleviating the need to remove the battery and check the charge with3 a tester. Two possibilities have been identified for a state-of-charge technology internal to the
battery: a fuel gauge system (similar to the external meter TS-4403A) and a go/no go light system.3 Both require additional circuitry in the battery, need to be compatible with state-of-charge
technology internal to the end item, and would need to be proven cost effective compared to3 external meter usage.

Another alternative the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is considering a state-of-charge3 technology internal to the end item. ARL would like to see this technology implemented by the

year 2000+ and feel this design will prove most cost effective and require zero effort from the user.3 Two systems are being examined: a fuel gauge and a clock. An internal meter may require

additional circuitry in the battery. The SINCGARS system has the only fielded internal technology
to date. It uses a clock to roughly measure battery use. PCI has a CRADA with ARL to develop a

Universal Battery Monitor.

S8.13.2 Air Force

SThere is a major emphasis within the Air Force to standardize the batteries they use.

8.13.3 Navy

The Naval Surface Warfare Center - Crane is developing a database of battery information

I to help system designers find information on appropriate batteries that will fulfill their

requirements. This will help to evolve standard families of battery cells and to stem the3 proliferation of system unique batteries. They currently arr leveloping some battery military

standards through the Aviation Battery Group. The Navy also is sponsoring publication of
i primary and reserve battery handbooks and helping to instruct users on battery selection and

sizing.

3 The Office of Naval Research (ONR) Electrochemical Sciences Program has a number of

ongoing 6.1 basic research programs. One program is studying the dynamics and3 structure/4roperty relationships of electron and atom transfer at submicron spatial and subsecond
time resolution. The emphasis of this initiative is on ultramicroelectrode, ultramicroelectrode array,

i and proximal probe techniques to investigate electrochemical processes in small dimensions.
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ONR also has a biocorrion program to understand the composition, structure, chemical, I
and biochemical interactions at int,.q-ses that are subject to microbial induced corrosion. A key

thrust of this program is development o4 techniques and probes to investigate complex biochemical I
interphases in conjunction with matrials and biological sciences efforts.

The University of Minnesota has an ARPA-Sponsored University Research Initiative with

ONR to study bicantinuous emulsions for electrode structur development.

8.13.4 NASA

R&D initiatives include exploring the use of impedance spectroscopy as a tool for
predicting cell performance, life, and quality. NASA Lewis Research Center has undertaken this 3
effort and evaluated nickel cadmium, nickel hydrogen, and lithium sulfur dioxide cells. The
researchers have found that cells of the same chemistry exhibit characteristic impedance spectra that I
relate the mana .

The Lewis Research Center has undertaken the definition of improved tests that will more m
closely evaluate separator characteristi as related to the actual cell envin =Lefl. This publication
is scheduled for completion by the end of FY94. 3

8.13.S ARPA 3
Another TRP is developing a high energy density capacitor for, among other applications,

power supplies. Teaming on this effort are Power One Corporation, Polystore, Lawrence I
Livermone National Labonaties, Aerojet Corporation, and Rockwell. ARPA also has contracted
with Photovoltaics regarding research on solar charging batteries. 3

8.13.6 DOE 3
DOE is conducting research on three propulsion systems for the electric vehicle. One of

these systems is a modular electric vehicle propulsion system. This program was initiated to I
develop modular components with common designs that would be adaptable to a wide range of
electric vehicles. Components include a battery and a battery controller. 3

I
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l DOE developed advanced models of lithim son cells and provided a basis for scale-up and
the design of themal management systems. This data and nmthodology were then turned over to

3 USABC contactom s

1 In the Advanced Battery Technology Research and Development area of the Chemical
Sciences Program of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES), work is centered on new battery
components, concepts, and systems and characterization methodologies. The DOE is conducting

'fundamental studies of electrodes, composite electrode structures, electrolytes, and interfaces
including overcharge-overdischarge problems, power capability, and system cyclability.
Characterization methodologies the BES is studying are problems of electrode morphology,
corrosion, separator electrolyte stability, and stable microelectrodes. Other initiatives include3 computational chemistry, modeling and simulation, property predictions, phenomenological
studies of reactions and interactions at critical interfaces, film formation, phase change effects on

I electrodes, and I-a tion of crystalline and amorphous materials.

Much of the fundamental battery research the DOE BES has done is ex-situ due to the
complicated nature of battery systems and their associated materials. Several new techniques are
emerging that permit study under in-situ conditions. Future DOE work in this area will probably3 entail exploring novel battery separators and the transport properties of electrode and electrolyte
materials and surface films and researching charging circuits associated with advanced battery

3 systems.

8.14 ManTeeb Initiatives

This section describes ManTech programs that the military services have sponsored.

8.14.1 Army

I The Army is developing a family of more reliable, low-cost, pellet-type thermal batteries
capable of withstanding the high spin forces associated with artillery shells. Another Army
ManTech program dealt with improved lead dioxide electroplating technology to improve battery
lifetimes by correcting problems with the anodization of nickel prior to lead dioxide plating.

I
I
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8.14.2 Air Force I

The Air Force initiated a ManTech effort to develop a reliable, low-cost manufacturing 3
technology for space-quality 50 ampere hour nickel metal hydride batteries for use in LEO
satellites. Previous designs for GEO applications were not suitable for LEO-type satellites. The 3
program resulted in a production cost reduction of 70 percent at very low production rates.
Another Air Force ManTech effort focused on establishing reliable, low-cost manufacturing

methods including quality assurance/quality control methods for thermal batteries Eight areas of
battery construction were identified where potential benefits could be derived from advanced
manufacturing methods. The program resulted in a 20 percent cost reduction of thermal batteries. 3
A second phase of the program developed improved processes to address each of the areas
identified. 3

The Air Force has an ongoing ManTech project with LDEC and Eagle Picher Inc. (EPI) in

Colorado Springs to control the variability of plates in cells, to determine critical processes, and to
optimize production of sealed nickel cadmium batteries. The project, a two-year effort, began in
September of 1993 with $1.7 million in funding. Eagle Picher also is presently qualifying a sealed 3
nickel cadmium battery that may last 20 years for the B52 aircraft. If this battery proves
sucoessfil, it will likely repace many sealed lead acid battery systems. 3

In another two year program, EPI is examining ways to improve EPrs manufacturing

techniques and reduce and control variability in the manufacturing process.

8.14.3 Navy 3
The U.S. Navy has completed a ManTech program to improving the producibility of 3

thermal batteries used in air strike weaponry. A critical requirement for fast reset times exceeded
the design parameters of existing batteries. 3

I
I
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1 9.0 BATTERY MARKETPLACE ANALYSIS

This section analyzes the battery marketplace by chemistry considering the military and
commercial demand of each chemistry and the impact of this demand on the future supply of5 military batteries. It also assesses the health of each company within the battery chemistry nmarts
by the following factors: the military and commercial demands for a specific chemistry from each
supplier, the company's manufacturing capabilities and posture, the commercial market, and the

production trends. It identifies requirements to establish a healthy industrial base for each
chemistry. Finally, it discusses the projected business climate for commercial and military battery3 chemistries in the next five to ten years. This discussion addresses convertibility between the
commercia and military industrial bases and highlights battery chemistries required by the military

3 that do not and may never have a viable commercial base.

9.1 Thermal Battery Marketplace Analysis

The following analysis examines the military thermal battery marketplace; the commercial
market for thermal batteries is practically non-existent.

3 9.1.1 Military/Commercial Demand

The demand for thermal batteries exists solely in the military sector. Work has been done

without success to investigate and identify commerci/Iustrial applications. Military applications
are limited as well. With the downsizing of weapon systems such as missiles, torpedoes,3 sonobuoys, and the long shelf life of thermal batteries, demand for these batteries has dramatically
decreased. A recent military R&D development is attempting to implement thermal battery systems3 within a new line of sonobuoys. These products have used lithium sulfur dioxide batteries in the
past; to date, only prototype systems have been demonstrated with the thermal battery system.
This new application, however will, require only about 100,000 sonobuoys over a three year

period. Another new military application that will slightly increase demand for thermal batteries is
the BAT smart missile. However, this system will require less than 1,000 battery systems per3 month. Potential emergency power applications for commercial systems such as the More Electric
Aircraft (e.g. - where electric actuators replace hydraulic landing gear systems) may initiate theI commercial demand for thermal batteries. Present thermal battery demand is adequately met by the
one supplier.

1
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9.1.2 Health of Thermal Battery Suppliers I

North America has only one producer of thermal batteries, Eagle-Picher Industries (EP) in I
Joplin, Missouri. EPI is a large, multi-faceted company that does not rely heavily on military sales

in its battery divisions; however, the Joplin facility is the only North American thermal battery
manufacturing facility and is completely dependent on military customers. Even after a disastrous
fire in 1991 which almost completely destroyed their thermal battery manufacturing facility and

large fines for asbestos infractions, the company showed a profit in 1993. Figure 9-1 summarizes

the general health of the entire company and its future expectations.

Eagle-Picher (Joplin) YES I

Figure 9-1. Health of Thermal J•4tery Manufacturers I
New players are attempting to increase their presence in the thermal battery market. Martin

Marietta is leasing a Department of Energy facility in Pinellas, Florida to its mansg
capability within their R&D efforts, and Westinghouse Naval Systems Group has demonstrated

limited prototype thermal battery manufacturing capability at their facility in Cleveland, Ohio. 3
Recently, SAFT in Cockeysville, Maryland also has expressed interest in reentering the thermal

battery marketplace in limited fashion if demand required additional suppliers. 3
9.1.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

Potential commercial applications in the More Electric Aircraft could begin the

establishment of a commercial market for thermal batteries. If applications are identified, existing 3
or prospective thermal battery producers will meet the demand easily.

1
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U 9.1.4 Projected Business Climate for Thermal Battery Industry

5 Without commercial demand or increased military applications, the marketplace likely can
support only one producer. The thermal market is stable presently and postured to remain stable3 and flat in the near future. There is a potential for thermal batteries to be used as backup power for
the More Electric Aircraft and possibly automobiles. As aircraft move away from hydraulic
systems and into electric actuators, the need for emergency power increases dramatically. The long

'shelf life, high power, and short life span of thermal batteries are a perfect fit for these
applications. When and if this commercial application matures it will greatly add demand to the

3 thermal market.

3 9.1.5 Convertibility of Industrial Base

With no present commercial demand for thermal batteries, the military demand defines the

production base. If commercial applications arise for thermal batteries, the batteries probably will
begin production within a military manufacturing facility.U
9.2 Lithium Battery Marketplace Analysis

U The following analysis considers the military lithium battery marketplace and the
commercial lithium marketplace as it affects the military marketplace.

9.2.1 Military/Commercial DemandU
Lithium batteries are used primarily in military applications with some spin-off into3 commercial applications. The military's need for high power and environmentally extreme

operation has been met by lithium batteries, mainly lithium sulfur dioxide. Lithium sulfur dioxide
batteries, though not as safe as household alkalines, are a reliable power source. The high cost of

lithium sulfur dioxide batteries and surplus inventory from the Gulf War have prompted the
military, mainly CECOM, to complete existing contracts for these batteries. Existing contracts and
high inventory levels should satisfy lithium battery needs through 1998. At that time, when
additional procurements of batteries are neede/ "ECOM hopes that a more cost effective lithium

I based system will be available. This battery s,- - will continue to be the lithium sulfur dioxide
battery if its lifecycle costs are reduced, or it will be a replacement chemistry such as lithium
manganese dioxide if its performance can be improved and lifecycle cost can be kept low. The
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Navy also uses lithium sulfur dioxide batteries and is looking to lithium thionyl chloride as a I
possible replacement in the near future.

The present market for lithium batteries is 3nly a fraction of the total portable battery
market. Most of the battery demand for consumer portable electronics is filled today by nickel I
cadmium batteries and probably soon by nickel metal hydride. Advances in electronics and
increases in portable electronic devices will create a demand by consumers for batteries that provide
longer service life. This demand presents an opportunity for rechargeable lithium systems. These
rechargeable systems, lithium ion and lithium polymer, will not be introduced until the life cycle,
discharge rate, reliability, safety, and competitive cost have been demonstrated. The lithium ion I
system is more likely to achieve these goals than the lithium polymer system. The lithium ion
battery already has reached the commercial market via Sony in support of Sony camcorders.

Commercial demand for lithium batteries will grow steadily through the year 2000. This
growth will continue as secondary lithium batteries, such as lithium ion, proliferate the market.
Existing applications for photographic equipment and memory backup constitute most of the
commercial market. Small, niche applications such as mine lighting and medical equipment add to D

commercial demand.

9.2.2 Health of Lithium Battery Suppliers

The following analysis assesses the health of the military lithium battery suppliers in North
America. Health is assessed by considering military and commercial sales, existing contracts,
present depth in commercial market, business split between military and commercial markets, and
variety of products. Yardney Technical Products is not presently a military supplier of lithium
batteries, but the general company health is described because of the other related products and
battery chemistries that it manufactures. Figure 9-2 summarizes the general health of each
company's present situation and its future expectations.
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i Present Future

.. ... .... . . . . . . ..x : .-

. . ... .. . .. I. . .:::..:

Ballard Battery Sytems 100 NO NO DIV 0 0

3 Battery Engineering Inc. 20 YES NO DIV 0

Power Conversion Inc. 70 SMALL NO DIV 0

SAFT America 64 SMALL NO DIV 0

3 Yardney Technical Products 0 SMALL NO OWN 6 0

Figure 9-2. Health of Lithium Battery ManufacturersI
3 9.2.2.1 Ballard Battery Systems Corporation

Ballard manufactures lithium sulfur dioxide batteries for the U.S. and Canadian military.

During the Gulf War they accelerated production and met increased demand as required. They

presently have a contract with CECOM to supply lithium sulfur dioxide batteries through 1994.3 When this contract ends, Ballard will have no demand for its product. Ballard is working on
development of lithium manganese dioxide batteries, which it (and CECOM) hopes will be a costI effective replacement for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. Ballard also is working with the U.S.

Air Force on development of a rechargeable lithium sulfur dioxide battery for use as emergency
backup power in missile silos. Ballard is working on lithium ion rechargeable technology, but

both lithium manganese dioxide and lithium ion batteries have yet to reach any level of regular

production.I
Ballard's present situation is unhealthy. They are in a niche market with limited product

I diversity. Their posture is to remain a small niche manufacturer and supplier of limited battery
types. Their forecast is that the lithium manganese dioxide battery will create a $25 to $30 million

a year business and they plan to enter this market. If Ballard does not succeed in entering this

market, the future of the company will be in jeopardy.
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9.2.2.2 Battery Engineering Inc.

Battery Engineering Inc. (BEI) manufactures primary lithium thionyl chloride batteries
mostly for the oil drilling industry. BEI's military sales are confined to OEMs and some sales to
GSA. BEI has no direct sales to the DoD or DND. They have a well established
commercial/industrial market satisfying a niche requirmet in the oil drilling industry and other
niche markets such as batteries for animal tracking devices. Their lack of knowledge concerning
entrance into governmeii ad their Japanese ownership have led BEI to believe that they
are not considered a viable supple for the DoD. 3

With a recently expanded facility, an established niche market, and very little dependence
on DoD/DND customers, BEI feels they are strong and have steady to growing business for the
next five years. The only catastrophe to BEI would be a sudden discovery of huge oil assets. As
oil becomes a dwindling resource, increased drilling and exploration to find additional oil deposits I
will continue, as will the demand for BE's batteries. BEI is in good to excellent health.

9.2.2.3 Power Conversion Inc. I
Power Conversion Inc. (PCI) manufactures primary lithium sulfur dioxide, lithium

manganese dioxide, and lithium thionyl chloride batteries with 70% of their sales to the military,
mostly lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. PCrs present contract with CECOM will end late in 1996, I
PCI does not foresee any continued production of lithium sulfur dioxide batteries at that time.

PCI's lithium thionyl chloride battery sales are mainly in the commercial arena for such things asI
aftermarket sales for portable computers and clocks. Presently they are pursuing the use of lithium
thionyl chloride batteries in electronic residential gas, water, and electric utility meters. The 3
advantage of these meters is that the meter attendant can drive by the residence and read the utility
meter electronically without stopping the vehicle. PCI also is working on development of a lithium

manganese dioxide "pouch" battery that could serve as the replacement for the military's lithium
sulfur dioxide battery. Motorola also is very interested in this battery for portable radios and
pocket pagers. 3M has expressed interest in the pouch battery to power medical electronics wornn
on the human body. I

PCI foresees a $40 million per year market in foreign countries for lithium manganese
dioxide batteries in support of U.S. supplied PRC radios. PCI feels they will run out of military

business before they can reach full scale production of these systems. Their new posture is to
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I move into markets where the government is not the driver or main customer, they feel they need a

legitimate commercial presence to remain successful, but this will take time. Due to decreased3 military demand PCI has already downsized once by closing their Puerto Rico manufacturing

facility in January of 1993. PCMs health is uncertain.

9.2.2.4 SAFT America (Valdese, NC)

I $APs main product in lithium battery technology is lithium sulfur dioxide batteries with

90% of sales for domestic or foreign military applications. In 1993 SAFT lost an $80 million

3 contract with the Army due to diminished requirements and Gulf War surplus of lithium sulfur

dioxide batteries. At that time SAFF felt they would not survive into 1994, but they have since3 received a contract from CECOM to supply lithium sulfur dioxide batteries through the end of

1996. During the Gulf War, SAFT invested $3 million of their own money to ramp up production

for the contract with the Army and presently has a large excess capacity.

SAFTFs excess capacity, reliance on a sole source supplier of their battery separator3 component, and decreased military demand have placed SAFT in a perilous situation. Presently,

with $18.6 million in total TRP funds through CECOKM SAFT is pursuing lithium ion technology.3 Unless they can develop new customers and/or new product supplies, SAFT-Valdese may become

an unhealthy company.

I 9.2.2.5 Yardney Technical Products

3 A major interest in Yardney was owned by Whittaker Corporation until 1990 when

Yardney separated from Whittaker through a management buyouL Yardney manufactures primary

I and secondary silver zinc batteries and secondary silver cadmium batteries for the military and

commercial market. Yardney also manufactures lithium thionyl chloride batteries for the

commercial market. In 1993 Yardney's military battery sales accounted for 75% of their total

sales. Of that 75%, silver zinc batteries comprised 90%, which were mostly secondary silver zinc

systems. Commercial sales of silver zinc batteries accounted for 5% of Yardney's 1993 sales, and
the remaining 20% of 1993 sales were lithium thionyl chloride batteries. Presently Yardney is

operating at 50% capacity in their production facilities.

Yardney's main business is in silver zinc and silver cadmium batteries. Yardney has the

I capability to manufacture nickel hydrogen cells for space applications, but declining demand has

prompted Yardney to cease production of this product. They built additional lithium sulfur dioxide
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battery production capability to support the Gulf War requirements but the line was never used for I
military production. When the war started, other manufacturers received production orders, but
Yardney was not qualified for production and thus never began production of military lithium
sulfur dioxide batteries. Approximately 20% of their present business is for commercial lithium
thionyl chloride batteries for oil drilling electronics and memory backup applications. The other
80% of their business is in the silver battery arena. Yardney feels their lithium business is stable
but not growing, the demand should be steady as long as the portable electronics market remains

active or until there are significant advances into new battery chemistries.

Yardney's lithium business is stable, but their silver battery business is on the decline, due 3
mostly to decreased military sales. The company is hoping that in the 1996-1997 time frame their
lithium ion battery development has matured enough to enter that new market 3

9.2.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

Health of the lithium battery marketplace depends on commercial/industrial sales of
rechargeable and primary batteries for products such as consumer portable electronics. The
military demand in support of present and future systems will be limited. Manufacturers are
attempting to diversify their product base and place greater emphasis on the commercial market.
Many manufacturers today do not have separate production lines for military and commercial
batteries and those that do will likely convert military battery lines to support dual production.

Although present commercial demand for lithium batteries is far less than military demand,
this situation will change in the next few years as the military completes existing contracts for 3
lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. The maturation of new lithium primary and rechargeable batteries
will increase commercial applications and demand.

The future of the lithium based companies is to transition into the commercial marketplace

yet continue to support the needs of the military. Manufacturers cannot afford to dedicate part of
their facility solely to production of military batteries. For this to succeed the military cannot
continue to use specialty batteries produced in small batch sizes. Some companies already have 3
begun diversification into the commercial market, but other companies' existence is based on sales
only to the military. The steady growth of the portable consumer electronics market and the
demand for higher power, longer lasting (primary and secondary) batteries will provide the military
with similar batteries from the commercial base. The aftermarket sector for replacement lithium

batteries likely will be dominated by the large volume manufacturers such as Duracell, Eveready,
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I and Rayovac. The companies that supply the military with lithium batteries do not have the capital
or desire to become a volume manufacturer lik these commercial companies, but they do desire a

strong commercial presence that will suppm their needs.

9.2.4 Projected Business Climate for Lithium Battery Industry

Product diversification based on increased commercial demand is paramount for a healthy

•lithium battery industry. The product diversification will take the suppliers away from military

mainstay lithium sulfur dioxide batteries and into other, more commercially desirable lithium
Ichemisties such as primary lithium manganese dioxide and secondary lithium ion. The survival of

the lithium battery industry may occur through commercial sales of primary and newly developed
secondary lithium batteries in support of portable consumer electronics. The military may lose

some lithium suppliers in the near term, but not enough to eliminate competition; decreasing

dollars and demand dictate the need for fewer suppliers. Some manufacturers believe that the

military will continue to buy lithium sulfur dioxide batteries after expiration of existing contrcts.
No other lithium system offers the favorable properties of power, service life, and shelf storage life

Slike lithium sulfur dioxide. Replacement electrochemical systems are available, or will be in the

near future, to satisfy reduced requirements of the lithium sulfur dioxide system, but the question

i is what perfonmance trade-offs are acceptable in conjunction with battery cost

The lithium domestic market is projected to increase for both primary and secondary

batteries through 2000. This growth will come from the commercial market with increased
demand and sales of portable electronic device& Military demand may no longer dictate the climate

I of the lithium marketplace.

9.2.5 Convertibility of Industrial Base

Most lithium battery manufacturers do not have dedicated lines to produce military

batteries, and some even manufacture their commercial batteries in accordance with mil-specs.
Some companies have excess production capacity due to increases during the Gulf War, but hope

that conmmcial demand will compensate for the decrease in military demand. In certain instances

the transition from primary to secondary lithium battery manufacturing (e.g. - lithium sulfur3 dioxide to lithium ion) will constitute large capital investments for new equipment. Most

companies are postured in peacetime to treat their commercial and military customers equally. The

i companies will add additional shifts to meet extra military demand but will not make capital
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investments to support military production alone. In a crisis situation, however, they will be well I
positioned to use their full capacity to support military production.

There are some TRPs assisting military based lithium battery producers to make the
transition to commercial products. T'his will provide financial stability and at the same time will
miin military batery prodwtion a"abilities.

9.3 Mercury Battery Marketplace Analysis i

The following analysis considers the military mercury battery marketplace and the 3
c ommrial mercury marketplace as it affects the military marketplace.

9.3.1 Military/Cominercial Demand ' I

Thie demand for mercury batteries is small in both the military and commercial marketplace.I
Military mercury batteries are used to support legacy systems that date from the 19•'s and early
1970's. Commecial mcury batteries are used for ndical monitoring equipment. State laws and
environmental concerns over mercury have severely affected sales and have encouraged a switch
from mercury to other chemistries. CECOM, the major buyer of mercury batteries for the military,
purchased very few in 1993, but mecuury battery sales to all four Services of the U.S. military and
to foreign governments in the first quarter of 1994 alone almost equaled all 1993 sales. The

military uses many of these batteries in thei legacy Magnavox radios, but CECOM is working to
phase out these mercury batteries. Thirteen states already have banned the sale of commercial
mercury batteries. Minnesota and New Jersey have offered exemptions for medical equipment i
batteries, but the trend is eventually to ban mercury batteries throughout the U.S.

9.3.2 Health of Mercury Battery Suppliers U
Alexander Batteries is the only North American supplier of mercury batteries; the only I

other supplier is Gold Peak in Hong Kong. Figure 9-3 summarizes the general health of
Alexander Batteries' present situation and its future expectations. I

I
I
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S......Present Future

Alexander Batteries 4YES YES I OWN
II

Figure 9-3. Health of Mercury Battery Manufacturers

I
In 1993 Alexander had only $423,000 in mercury sales to the military, a decrease of3 approximately $800,000 from the previous year. This continues a significant downward trend

from $3.7 million in 1990 military sales. Alexander has considered leaving the mercury battery

* business and offered to sell its mercury capability to Gold Peak, but at the same time, Gold Peak

offered to sell its capability to Alexander. Alexander has asked the government to help them

remain viable to support legacy systems. One avenue that Alexander could follow is to become a

government owned and contractor operated (GOCO) facility; no decisions have been made yet.

9.3.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

3 The commercial base for mercury batteries consists of one manufacturer with declining

commercial business. In years past military demand has also been declining. The first quarter

mercury demand for 1994 has been uncharacteristically high. After inventories are replenished and

legacy systems disappear demand will undoubtedly decrease rapidly. With environmental

concerns and more benign chemistries as an alternative to mercury batteries, this market will

E disappear soon.

I 9.3.4 Projected Business Climate for Mercury Battery Industry

The next five to ten years probably will see the demise of the domestic mercury battery

industry. As legacy military systems are replaced and other battery chemistries make their way into

the commercial market, the demand for mercury batteries will be almost nonexistent.

I
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9.3.$ Convertibility of Industrial Base I

Since mercury batteries will be used in increasingly fewer military applications and will I
eventually phase out, the adaptation of these batteries between the commercial and military markets
is not necessary. Current demand for these batteries is clearly defined, and the customers will

replace the mercury chemistry with new chemistries as they emerge.

9.4 Silver Battery Marketplace Analysis I

The following analysis considers the military silver cadmium and silver zinc battery

marketplace and the commercial silver cadmium and silver zinc marketplace as it affects the military

marketplace.

9.4.1 Military/Commercial Demand 3
The commercial marketplace uses silver zinc batteries for niche applications. Small primary

cells are used to power hearing aids and wristwatches; secondary batteries are used to power I
portable electronics, television news cameras, and video recorders. The military uses silver zinc

batteries for torpedoes, unmanned undersea vehicles, swimmer delivery vehicle propulsion, and 3
missile telemetry, control, and rocket stage separation. Silver cadmium batteries are used
commercialy in limited numbers for power tools and by the military for torpedoes. Both of these
chemistries (except for the small hearing aid, wristwatch applications) have found more use in the
military than the commercial sector. The high cost of these batteries is a limiting factor to increase
the commercial market. Secondary silver zinc and silver cadmium batteries offer high energy and I
power density and excellent voltage regulation and charge retention but offer decreased service life

compared to a nickel cadmium battery. 3
The military probably will use silver zinc batteries in missiles and torpedoes for some time,

but declining defense dollars and decreased global threat will reduce quantities. Commercially, the

electronic news gathering business will remain at least stable or grow. The same holds for the

small cell commercial market. Silver cadmium batteries do not have a large military or commercial I
market. Other batteries from research and development should replace these silver chemistry

systems in the future; the lithium family of batteries could likely replace some of the silver 3
systems.

I
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19.4.2 Health of Silver Battery Suppliers

Commercial primary silver zinc cells used for hearing aids and wristwatches are

manufact•red by Duracell, Eveready, and Rayovac. For military applications, the U.S. has four

identified manufacturers of silver zinc batteries: BST Systems Inc., Eagle-Picher Industries Inc.
(Joplin, Missouri facility), Whittaker Power Storage Systems, and Yardney Technical Products.

Yardney and BST also manufacture silver cadmium batteries. Figure 9-4 summarizes the general
'health of each company's present situation and its future expectations.

I
I

0BSTSystems SMALL NO OWN S

Eagle-Picher (Joplin) YES

Whittaker Power Systems 100 NO NO DIV 0

Yardney Technical Products 75 SMALL NO OWN 0

SFigure 9-4. Health of Silver Battery Manufacturers

9.4.2.1 BST Systems

BST currently has a healthy military customer base and small, niche commercial customer
base. They are positioned well to meet increased production requirements as evidenced during the
Gulf War when the company added manufacturing personnel to meet the higher demand;

normally, the facility operates under maximum capacity. BST is aware that the silver battery

demand from military customers is decreasing due to defense cutbacks, but they intend to adapt to

whatever production requirements arise in the future. In addition, BST continually attempts to
update battery performance and capability in their private R&D programs, and they hope these3 programs will allow them to maintain a powerful battery line for both military and commercial
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customers. Presently, the company's production operations are stable, but their future depends on
military demands and iproved technology.

9.4.2.2 Eagle-Picher Industries (EPI), Joplin, Missouri

EPI's primary reserve silver zinc batteries are used in many missile systems, and they will

likely become the sole source supplier of these batteries in the fuuroe due to defense cutbacks and

•downscaling. They are the primary supplier of these batteries. EPI's other battery production,
including other silver chemistries, thermal, and nickel cadmium, has placed them in a healthy

prothdction simion for both present and future demand.

9.4.2.3 Whittaker Power Storage Systems

Whittaker's customer base is exclusively military and government program& This premets
unstable conditions for Whittaker's future business since military scale down reduces demand for

their batteries. Whittaker plans to maintain sales as high as possible and rely on R&D efforts to

dictate future courses of action. Currently Whittaker has no plans to change the production
capacity of their Denver, Colorado facility but does expect capacity utilization to drop as customer
demand drops. Whittaker's busimess will decrease and stabilize at lower production levels. 3

9.4.2.4 Yardney Technical Products Inc. 3
See first paragraph section 9.2.2.5 for additional information.

Yardney at present is stable and pursuing improved silver zinc battery chreist for the

Navy, researching lithium ion batteries for NASA, and maintaining their commercial lithium 3
busness Yardney hopes to transition additional parts of their business into the commercial sector

but is mainly a military battery supplier. Yardney expects military sales to decrease in the next year 3
or two and cannot be sure of future production requirements from military customers. A large
downturn in military business could severely hurt Yardney, and they are experiencing cutbacks in

their silver battery demands. Yardney's situation today is best described as stable, and they will
remain stable as long as they maintain their present customer base.
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I 9.4.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

For silver zinc batteries the commercial base is distinct from the military, due mainly to the

battery type used in each market. High volume manufacturing of small cells for hearing aids and
wristwatches does not compare with small runs of torpedo propulsion batteries. Silver batteries

cannot be manufactured on the same line for both commercial and military applications as is the3 case with some of the lithium, lead acid, or nickel cadmium batteries.

For silver cadmium batteries the commercial base and demand are small. Environmental

concerns over cadmium and near term potential replacement chemistries probably will cause the

demise of the silver cadmium elctrochemical system

9.4.4 Projected Business Climate for Silver Battery Industry

I The future of the silver battery industry will be dictated primarily by military and aerospace
applications. Silver zinc primary battery annual sales in the U.S. are expected to grow from $15
million in 1992 to approximately $18 to $20 million in 2000. Secondary silver zinc battery annual
sales in the U.S. are expected to grow from $32 million in 1992 to approximately $60 to $803 million in 2000. Silver zinc battery usage within the military will grow in the near future with
improved silver zinc batteries. Research is ongoing to improve the properties and life cycle of
silver zinc batteries. NASA should continue to use many silver zinc batteries. Eagle-Picher claims

that every manned space flight from Mercury through Gemini, Apollo, and now the Space Shuttle
have used their silver zinc batteries. Cost is the primary drawback for increased silver zinc battery3 demand, but this cost is compensated by its performance and reliability characteristics.

3 9.4.S Convertibility of Industrial Base

1The commercial base (small primary cells for small applications) is very different from the

military base. Some overlap exists for certain applications like electronic news gathering
equipment, but for the most part the military will never package a silver zinc battery using multiple1 button cells. Thus little potential for convertibility between commercial and industrial production

exists.

I
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9.5 Lead Acid Battery Marketplace Analysis U
The following analysis considers the military lead acid battery marketplace and the

r cial lead acid marketplace as it affec the military marketplace.

9.5.1 Military/Commercial Demand I

The lead acid market is dominated by conmecial demand. The only military application of U
lead acid batteries that has no commercial counterpart is submarine propulsion, due primarily to the
large size of the battery system. The largest commercial demand for lead acid batteries is in the I
automotive afute t and for standby and motive power applications. Past, present, and future
conmmecial demand has created a very stable and growing marketplace. Lead acid companies that 3
supply the military have strong commercial markets, and the loss of military sales will not damage
the maikt presenee of these companies.

Commecial demand for lead acid batteries remains strong because the battery is relatively
inexpensive, very safe and reliable, and although heavy due to the lead content, utilized in 3
applications where weight is not a paramount issue. The development of valve regulated lead acid
(VRLA) batteries between 1975 and 1980 has virtually eliminated the loss of water on charge and 3
created a much safer battery. The electrolyte is completely immobilized, nearly eliminating the
possibility of spilling or spraying if the battery is damaged. An extensive environental program
exists for the recycling of lead acid batteries; apprximately 95% of all lead acid batteries produced
in the U.S. are recycled. This recycling includes not only the lead but also the plastic container and

battery acid.

9.5.2 Health of Lead Add Battery Suppliers 3
Most lead acid battery manufacurers have a strong commercial/ndustrial market for their

products. Most manufacturers have defined a section of the lead acid market that they supply and

have chosen to stay in that are. For example, Concorde manufactures lead acid batteries primarily
for aviation, while C&D Charter produces lead acid batteries primarily for standby power and 3
automotive applications. Figure 9-5 summarizes the general health of each company's present

situation and its future expectations.
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-...... Present Future

C & D Charter 1.3 YES YES DIV S S

Concorde Battery 20 YES NO OWN S S

GNB Battery Technologies 1.25 YES YES DIV 0 0

Johnson Controls 0 YES YES DIV 0 "

Figure 9-5. Health of Lead Acid Battery Manufacturers

19.5.2.1 C&D Charter Power Systems

3 C&D's government business accounted for 1.3% of their total 1993 sales. C&D

manufactures lead acid batteries for the military in support of the Trident submarine and the

Minuteman missile silo standby/backup power. C&D is the sole supplier of these Minuteman silo

batteries. The company is not looking to expand its government sales, although the demand for

Minuteman lead acid batteries recently has increased twelve fold and C&D will continue to satisfy

this demand (originally the contract was supposed to end in June 1994).

If C&D lost their military business it would have little to no effect on the company. The

company is healthy due to its strong commercial market and almost insignificant government sales.

9.5.2.2 Concorde Battery Corporation

I Concorde has an established commercial base, supplying 40% of all commercial general

aviation aircraft batteries in the U.S. They also produce older model lead acid batteries for the

automotive aftermarket. Approximately 20% of Concorde's 1993 total sales were to the

government, of which 75% were sealed lead acid battery sales. Concorde is a small company and

is attempting to gain a foothold in the military aircraft battery narket. Concorde's lead acid
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batteries have been used on U.S. military cargo aircraft and on some of Canada's F18 fighter

aircraft as a retrofit from nickel cadmium batteries. The military batteries that Concorde produces

are manufacured on the same line as the commercial batteries.

Concorde's business is steady and stable and they hope to see more of their batteries used
on military aircraft With an established commercial market and military market and the potential

for military sales growth, Concorde's situation is healthy.

9.5.2.3 GNB Battery Technologies

GNB has 20 manufacturing facilities in North America and claims to be the largest battery

manufacturer in North America. GNB has a well established commercial business with

approximately 1.25% of their total 1993 sales to the U.S. government. These lead acid batteries

were used primarily on submarines, Navy ships, and in missile silos. GNB expects the military
market to decrease in the next five years and is concentrating efforts on other battery technologies

for commercialization.

GNB is a very healthy company which supplies the U.S. military with niche batteries.
GNB claims that submarine batteries are not difficult to manufacture, just larger than most other

batteries. The company relies very little on military sales.

9.5.2.4 Johnson Controls Battery Group

The Johnson Controls Battery Group (JC-BG) produces one out of every three automotive

batteries sold in the U.S. under various brand names. This automotive aftenmarket accounted for

85% of JC-BG's battery sales in 1993, up 4.5% from the previous year. The JC-BG has no

identified sales to the U.S. government but has had sales to the Canadian Defense Department for

backup power systems.

The JC-BG's well established commercial base and non-mliance on military sales indicated

they are very healthy.

9.5.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

The commercial base for lead acid batteries is well established and growing. The

applications for standby and motive power coupled with the automotive applications will keep this
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I base strong and healthy. The electric vehicle may serve as another avenue of growth for the lead

acid battery indusuy, but research programs will determine success in this market.I
9.5.4 Projected Business Climate for Lead Acid Battery Industry

I With an established commercial market, the lead acid battery industry is expected to

continue strong growth into the year 2000. U.S. sales of lead acid motive power batteries are

expected to increase from $310 million in 1992 to $400 million in 2000; standby power batteries
from $280 million in 1992 to $415 million in 200, consumer lead acid batteries fim $160 million
in 1992 to $300 million in 200M, and automotive lead acid battery sales from $2350 million in 1992

to $3000 million in 2000.

I 9.5.5 Convertibility of Industrial Base

The commercial base is much larger than the military base and the products are basically the
same. Except for configuration differences, military and commercial lead acid batteries are
Smanufactured on the same production lines.

9.6 Nickel Battery Marketplace Analysis

The following analysis considers the military nickel battery marketplace and the commercial
nickel marketplace as it affects the military marketplace.

9.6.1 Military/Commercial Demand

The military's largest use of nickel cadmium batteries is aviation. These batteries supply
backup power and starting power to fighter and transport aircraft as well as helicopters. These

same batteries are used commercially for general aviation and commercial aircraft (e.g. - Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas). Most of the aviation nickel cadmium battery producers have a larger
commercial than military market. The portable consumer electronics batteries on the shelves of

stores are not used in military applications.

As defense dollars and programs decrease and the life of nickel cadmium batteries improve,
there will be decreased demand for these batteries. The sealed nickel cadmium batteries are stored

easily (in a discharged state), have a long shelf life, and a long service life. The Air Force is
working to retrofit vented nickel cadmium batteries with sealed and ultra-low maintenance vented
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nickel cadmium batteries in the F16 and E8 AWACS aircraft. The future demand for nickel

cadmium batteries could be jeopardized by growing concerns over the toxic cadmium used in the

batteries. This concern is part of the Air Force's rationale for switching to sealed nickel cadmium

batteries. The Air Force will use fewer sealed nickel cadmium batteries, and, therefore, fewer

batteries will need disposal. The military demand for these batteries will decrease as these retrofits

occur, but commercial demand will remain stable.

Nickel metal hydride batteries are receiving a lot of attention as a potential replacement for

nickel cadmium batteries. Nickel metal hydride batteries have not yet reached maturity but claim to

offer increased performance and decreased manufacturing cost compared to nickel cadmium

batteries. The absence of cadmium also is a significant environmental advantage.

9.6.2 Health of Nickel Battery Suppliers

The following company analysis assesses the health of the military nickel battery suppliers

in North America. Health is assessed by considering military and commercial sales, existing

contracts, present depth in commercial market, business split between military and commercial

markets, and variety of products. Figure 9-6 summarizes the general health of each company's

present situation and its future expectations.

Marafthn Power Technologies 17 YES NO OWN

Figure 9-6. Health of Nickel Battery Manufacturers
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I 9.6.2.1 Eagle-Picher Industries Inc. (EPI (Colorado Springs, CO)

EPI is a very large and diverse company that has weathered a fire at one facility and
asbestos claims against the company. The company showed profits in 1992 for the first time in
many years. The EPI Colorado Springs facility manufactures nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen
batteries for aviation and aerospace. The nickel hydrogen batteries are actually part battery and part
fuel cell and are used for aerospace applications such as satellites. Approximately 5% of EPI's

nickel cadmium sales are to the military in support of military aircraft. EPI presently is working

with the U.S. Air Force to retrofit their sealed nickel cadmium batteries on B52 aircraft to replace
either SAFT or Marathon vented nickel cadmium batteries. Commercial and military nickel
cadmium batteries are manufactured on the same production lines.

EPI believes the aircraft industry is not healthy, and they are concerned about military
aviation cutbacks. They have been working with the Air Force to develop a 20 year nickel

cadmium battery. EPI is hoping that the Air Force will continue with plans to retrofit aircraft with
sealed nickel cadmium batteries. Presently EPI's operations in Colorado Springs are stable and
healthy.

9.6.2.2 Mathon Power Technologies

Marathon manufcures nickel cadmium batteries primarily for aviation. Approximately

17% of Marathon's sales are to the U.S. government (military, Immigration and Customs, and the
Treasury Department). Marathon claims they supply 90% of Canada's aviation batteries and that3 Marathon nickel cadmium batteries have been on F16 aircraft from the beginning of that program.
Although government sales have dropped off in recent years, total demand is still stable. Marathon
manufactures government and commercial baumtcs on the same production lines.

Marathon believes they could survive without the government business and that the nickel
cadmium battery industry is strong. They believe customers will choose higher power nickel
cadmium batteries over lead acid batteries for certain applications. Marathon's established

commercial market, non-reliance on government business, and their impending sale indicate a

stable and healthy company.

I
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9.6.2.3 SAFT America (Valdosta, GA) I

SAFT is part of a large, worldwide French-owned company. The Valdosta facility I
manufactures nickel cadmium bateries for aviation and industrial applications. SAFM's sales to the
military account for 32% of their total sales but account for 50% of their total production volume.
SAFT is working with the Army and Air Force to encourage use of SAFIs ultra low maintenance
nickel cadmium batteries for aviation. I

ItSAFr expect the commercial and military nickel cadmium markets to converge but noted

they would not return if they ever left the military business. SAFT claims they make little profit on
military sales, but they fill the factory with work and help cover overhead costs. In 1993 SAFT
realized a decrease in OEM and aftermarket (replacement) battery sales and an increase in military
sales. SAFT production facilities are presently running at 50% of capacity and therefore could
handle increased customer orders. SAFT is hoping that their new ultra low maintenance nickel

cadmium batteries find a market niche as a replacement for conventional vented nickel cadmium I
batteries. If SAFT lost their military business it is not likely that they would close their doors.

Presently SAFEs situation is healthy.

9.6.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

The commercial base for aviation nickel cadmium batteries is well established. Most
manufacturers have a larger commercial than military aviation battery demand, although I
commercial demand is decreasing. Military nickel cadmium aviation batteries, for the most part,

use the same production lines as commercial aircraft batteries.I

9.6.4 Projected Business Climate for Nickel Battery Industry

McDonnell Douglas is already using sealed nickel cadmium batteries on its MD-80 and DC-

9 commercial aircraft; the military is using them on a few F- 16 fighters and Apache helicapters and I
Boeing is expected to use them on the 777 aircraft. Most other commercial and general aviation
aircraft use vented nickel cadmium batteries. The advantages of using sealed nickel cadmium I
batteries include lower maintenance costs, longer life, and easier logistics. Nickel cadmium

batteries require less service, making them easier to deploy worldwide in support of military

aircraft. The sealed nickel cadmium battery is more consistent with the goal of having the battery
serviced in conjunction with the service of the aircraft. The Air Force is expected to begin
retrofitting aircraft with sealed and ultra-low maintenance vented nickel cadmium batteries during
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1 1994. Commercial demand for sealed nickel cadmium batteries is projected to increase from $440
million in 1992 to $520 million by the year 2000.

Nickel metal hydride batteries are just entering the commercial market. Primary use of
these batteries has been in support of personal notebook computers. Nickel metal hydride batteries
are projected to reach a $100 million market by the year 2000.

I 9.6.5 Convertibility of Industrial Base

3 For aviation nickel cadmium battery suppliers, the commercial industrial base and military
industrial base are basically the same. Most manufacturers produce military and commercial
batteries on the same production lines, and for a sudden increase in military demand, additional
shifts could be implemented to meet all production requrments.

S9.7 Magnesium Battery Marketplace Analysis

The following analysis considers the military magnesium battery marketplace and the
commercial magnesium marketplace as it affects the military marketplace.

9.7.1 Military/Commercial Demand

I The use of magnesium batteries by the military is limited to a few applications. The Navy
uses them for mines, and the Army uses them as a lower cost alternative to lithium batteries during
training exercises for portable electronics equipment

3 9.7.2 Health of Magnesium Battery Suppliers

There are two domestic suppliers of magnesium batteries to the military. ACR Electronics
manufactures magnesium batteries in support of the Navy's Captor mines and Rayovac sells
batteries to CECOM that the Army uses in portable electronics during training exercises. Figure 9-

7 summarizes the general health of each company's present situation and its future expectations.
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Present Future
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ACR Electronics 20 YES YES Drv - 0 - I
Rayovac YES YES OWN ,

Figure 9-7: Health of Magnesium Battery Manufacturers I

9.7.2.1 ACRElectronics !

ACR's sales of magnesium batteries to the military account for 20% of their total sales. I
ACR is the single source supplier of the Navy Captor (MK 125, 126, 127) batteries and has sold
550,000 of these to the Navy over the last ten years. ACR's commercial magnesium market is
small, mostly in support of the emergency locator electronics that they manufacture. They do not
see much growth in this market and would discontinue this capability altogether if they were to
cease manufacturing magnesium batteries for the military. ACR's present and future situation is
stable and healthy. m

9.7.2.2 Rayovac I
Rayovac makes batteries primarily for the consumer and industrial electronics markets.

The magnesium batteries are sold to the military off the commercial line and are used to support j
equipment during training exercises. Rayovac historically has had a number of firsts in the battery
industry and is the 326th largest privately owned company in the U.S. Its main competition is

Eveready and Duracell. Rayovac is the third largest battery manufacturer in the U.S.

Rayovac's large commercial base along with their standing as a consumer battery market
supplier indicates a healthy company. Rayovac's military sales are negligible compared to their
commercial sales; a loss of military contracts would have little or no effect on the company.
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1 9.7.3 Establishment of Healthy Commercial Base

I Presently the commercial market for the magnesium batteries is stable, and except for a few
dual-use batteries used by both coamercial and military customers, the markets are distnct. The

Scommercial market dominates the demand for magnesium batteries.

9.7.4 Projected Business Climate for Magnesium Battery Industry

The commercial demand will continue to dominate. Military applications are few and not

expected to grow significantly. The manufacturers of magnesium batteries will remain focused on
their commercial customers unless a new battery is developed through research and development3 programs. Most new products, both military and commercial, probably will use other battery
chemistries.

1 9.7.S Convertibility of Industrial Base

3 There is no further need to adapt commercial magnesium batteries for military needs. The
batteries which the military uses are commonly used in the commercial market already and few3 additional demands on battery specifications are expected in the future.

3 9.8 Summary

"Dual use" will not exist in the near future in the sense that the military will be able to
power equipment with batteries they could buy off the shelf of a retail store. Dual use will exist in
the sense that the battery manufactrs will have established commercial production lines/facilities
that will support production of batteries that are sold to both commercial and military customers.
This concept of dual use in production terms will be the measure of whether a chemistry will
continue to be manufactured into the 21st century. Production lines will manufacture the same

cells and configurerepackage the cells in accordance with the specific battery system requirements.

3 Figure 9-8 summarizes the status of the North American military battery industry by
chemistry. Figures 9-9 and 9-10 identify potential battery replacements for particular primary and
secondary battery chemistries. Replacement of one chemistry with another depends on application
and mission requirements. For example, lithium sulfur dioxide batteries can be replaced with
magnesium manganese dioxide batteries but at a reduced performance level in certain

environments. For primary systems, lithium manganese dioxide, magnesium manganese dioxide,
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and lithium sulfur dioxide batteries have several possible replacement systems. For seodr I
bateysystems, nickel cadmium, seodr silver zinc, and silver cadmium are common today but

probaby will be replaced by one of severaloptions.I

I
I

I I
Il ,
I
U
I
I
I
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Figure 9-9: Potential Primary Battery Replacement Systems
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Figure 9-10: Potential Secondary Battery Replacement Systems
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1 10.0 CONCLUSY NS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3 The following section presents conclusions and recommendations of this battery industrial
base study. The first section discusses conclusions and recommendations by chemistry, and the3 second section discusses conclusions and recommendations to improve management of the battery
marketplace.

1 10.1 Conclusions and Recommendations by Chemistry

3 In general, manpower and monetary cutbacks have forced the military to do more with less.
The battlefield of tomorrow will be controlled by electronics; from small manportable devices to

I large weapon systems, all will be mobile and require some form of electrical power to operate.
Doing more with less necessitates the use of a flexible base rather than an independent, specialized
base to satisfy particular needs. Drawing from a commercial and industrial base can satisfy this
"more with less" requirement. Competition in a growing marketplace keeps prices low and
availability high. This creates inherent stability. For certain sections of the battery marketplace,

Ssuch as lead acid and nickel cadmium batteries, stability is present because of the largely
established commercial and industrial markets. For chemistries such as lithium sulfur dioxide,
silver zinc, or silver cadmium, the market has been centered in the past (and somewhat in the

present) around the military. For these systems reliance on the military as the main customer hasE been a cause of instability.

The North American military battery industrial base can be described in three groups. The3 first group comprises military unique batteries that have no commercial counterpart customer or
application. These military unique batteries and configurations, namely thermal systems and3 primary reserve silver zinc, are at risk since military defense cutbacks are placing suppliers in
unhealthy production situations. Suppliers are unlikely to dedicate portions of their facilities to

i unique batteries that do not require high or consistent production rates.

The second group comprises batteries that have commercial counterparts or significant
I military demand that is not affected by defense cutbacks. Availability of these batteries is not in

jeopardy. The battery chemistries and configurations in this group are lithium, primary and
I secondary silver zinc (not primary reserve), lead acid , and nickel cadmium.

The final group comprises batteries that currently have both military and commercial
demand but whose military demand likely will phase out during the next decade. Although the
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manufacture of these batteries for military applications will decrease it is likely that many systems I
that use these batteries will still have them in service for a period of time after the military

terminates its procurement of the batteries. These batteries are used in older technologies, have

environmentally unfriendly components, or are expensive. Battery chemistries in this group

include magnesium, mercury, and silver cadmium. Military customers are positioning their

applications to implement other battery chemistries r configuraons.

The following sections present the conclusions based on the status of the chemistries I
discussed throughout this report and recommendations that the U.S. and Canadian governments

should consider for each chemistry. 3
10.1.1 Thermal Batteries I

10.1.1.1 Conclusions 3
Eagle-Picher in Joplin, Missouri is the only North American producer of thermal batteries.

The only current customer market for thermal batteries is the military. The industrial base decline

to a single producer was due primarily to reduced demand. The one supplier is stable; there is a

potential that others, Martin Marietta and Westinghouse, may enter the market for future military U
and commecial applications.

10.1.1.2 Reccxmendations i

The U.S. and Canadian governments do not need to perform any action in this family of

batteries. The current applications and the anticipated additional military and commercial

applications ar expected to maintain a stable market and dictate the total number of thermal battery 3
suppliers. However, the U.S. and Canadian governments must be cognizant of the impact that

further demand decreases could have on the supplier base.

10.1.2 Lithium Batteries I
10.1.2.1 Conclusions

The lithium marketplace traditionally has been maintained by one customer - the military via

sales of mostly prmary lithium sulfur dioxide batteries. Although the military uses other lithium

batteries such as lithium thionyl chloride and lithium manganese dioxide, the lithium sulfur dioxide
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I electrochemical system has been the most popular because of its high energy and long service and

shelf life. The Gulf War, combined with existing contracts, eliminated the need for additional,5 large procurements of lithium batteries until the 1997 or 1998 time frame. CECOM, the largest

customer for lithium sulfur dioxide batteries, believes there will be a more cost effective chemistry3 available when their battery demands rise, either lithium sulfur dioxide systems with reduced
lifecycle costs or an improved, inexpensive replacement system such as the lithium manganese

3 dioxide pouch cell.

Of the four major military lithium battery manufacturers, Ballard, Battery Engineering Inc.

(BEI), Power Conversion Inc., and SAFT, only BEI relies more on its commercial demand than
its government demand. The other three rely heavily on government customers. A fifth company,3 Yardney Technical Products, which manufactures silver based batteries for the military,

manufactures lithium batteries for the commercial market. They also have the capability to

manufacture military lithium sulfur dioxide batteries and are a potential military lithium battery

supplier, but today, this manufacturing line sits idle.

3 The lack of commercial demand and heavy reliance on the military as a customer creates

uncertainty for the companies' (or divisions') future. Efforts are ongoing at SAFT, PCI, and
I Ballard to transition into the commercial market. The impediment is that they first need a

commercial battery, commercial demand for that battery, aid the capability to mass produce that

product. All three of the companies are optimistic about achieving this goal eventually, but the

interim transition is a concern. Optimally, as military sales decline, commercial sales will increase
to maintain a satisfactory level of sales.I

The planned retreat from what was previously the military's (and the manufacturers')

I mainstay chemistry, lithium sulfur dioxide, has left the lithium military industrial base floundering

on how to survive through the next five to ten years. They plan to fulfill the remaining contracts to

the military and simultaneously work toward diversifying their product and customer base.

10.1.2.2 Recommendations

During the next few years, the military should focus their efforts on decreasing lithium3 sulfur dioxide lifecycle costs and improving lithium manganese dioxide and lithium thionyl

chloride performance and safety. Also, the military should be aware of the supplier diversification

I that will be dictated by current and anticipated militzry and commercial demands. The anticipated

demands will have a direct effect on the suppliers' diversification efforts.
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3

R&D efforts on lithium ion and lithium polymer secondary battery systenr s should continue
in order to improve performance and maintain low lifecycle costs. These two battery systems are j
important to the lithium family since they may replace the current lithium systems if their
performance specifications are satisfactory and their lifecycle costs remain low. 3

10.1.3 Mercury Batteries

10.1.3.1 Conclusions

The mercury electrochemical system at one time was a mainstay product for the military in
communications equipment, but new, improved chemistries and increased knowledge and I
awareness of mercury's toxicity have made it an undesirable chemistry. The military still utilizes
mercury batteries in legacy comnhaunications systems, naval mines, and surveillance systems. The
medical field also uses commercial mercury batteries. The environmental concerns regarding
meury have prompted 13 states to ban the sale of mercry batteries; others will likely follow.

Worldwide only two mercury battery manufacturers exist: Alexander in the U.S. and Gold
Peak in China. Alexander Batteries relies heavily on the U.S. military for sales of its mercury 3
batteries. In previous years Alexander's mercury operation has lost money, but during the first
quarter of 1994, the mercury business outperformed the total 1993 sales. This is an aberration; as

the military replaces legacy systems with new systems that use lithium based batteries, the demand
for mercury batteries will decrease dramatically. These diminished demands coupled with

environmental concerns will most likely lead to the demise of the mercuy electrochemical system.

10.1.3.2 Recommendations 3
The transition from mercury batteries should continue. The military and government

agencies are aware of this and need only to ensure current systems using mercury batteries

continue to transition to other chemistries and/or replace legacy systems with other systems that use

other chemistries.

1I
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1 10.1.4 Silver Batteries

1 10.1.4.1 Conclusions

3 Silver zinc batteries satisfy niche applications in the military and commercial markets. They

are used commercially in electronic news gathering equipment and specialized medical equipment.
Silver zinc batteries' main military applications are guidance and telemetry for missiles and

propulsion of underwater systems.

3 Silver cadmium batteries satisfy an even smaller market than silver zinc. They are used in

missiles, torpedoes, limited aerospace applications, and portable power tools. The silver cadmium3 battery may, at some time, be replaced with a less expensive, more environmentally friendly

battery chemistry. Advanced silver zinc and nickel metal hydride batteries are likely candidates.

3 The silver battery markitplace is driven by the military with four identified suppliers - BST
Systems, Eagle-Picher Industries, Whittaker Power Storage Systems, and Yardney Technical

I Products. The marketplace is healthy with a projected stable business climate. Sufficient military
demand exists to sustain at least three manufacture in the future.

£ 10.1.4.2 Recommendations

I Although the military silver battery demand has been decreasing, the production base is

stable enough to warrant little action. However, the military should remain cognizant of the3 suppliers' status since some specific silver configurations are in higher demand than others. For
example, the primary reserve silver zinc production will likely decrease to a single supplier due to

I decreased demand for this specific configuration. This, in affect, becomes similar to the thermal

battery scenario, a sole supplier for limited demand with production potential at other supplier
I facilities.

10.1.5 Lead Acid Batteries

10.1.5.1 Conclusions

Lead acid batteries are the most widely used rechargeable battery system in the world, and

I the manufacturing process and the battery product are proven, economical, and reliable. Lead acid
batteries have a solid position in the commercial marketplace for applications running the gamut
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from aviation to automobiles to portable electronics. Inexpensive materials and almost complete U
recycling of used batries have made lead acid batteries affordable and very available. Military use

of lead acid batteries is varied. Submarine propulsion, vehicular starting, lighting, and ignition,

aviation, and standby power are the main military applications, but military purchases of lead acid

batteries we small in comparison to sales in the comnwcialmdustrial market. The lead acid battery

industry, especially for aviation, automotive, and standby power applications, is strong and

growing steadily. 3
10.1.5.2 Recommendations I

Since the lead acid battery marketplace is very strong and healthy, no actions are required.

10.1.6 Nickel Cadmium Batteries

10.1.6.1 Conclusions U
Nickel cadmium batteries are also a mature technology and show no signs of decline. The I

nickel cadmium marketplace is supported heavily by commercial aviation and industrial/commercial

sales. All the identified military nickel cadmium battery suppliers have a strong established 3
commercial and military market. Military and commercial batteries are manufactured on the same

production lines. 3
10.1.6.2 Recommendations

As with the lead acid family, since the nickel cadmium battery marketplace is stable and

healthy, no actions are required. However, the military should continue its R&D efforts I
concerning the nickel metal hydride battery since it has demonstrated potential to replace several

existing battery chemistries in the future. 5
10.1.7 Magnesium Batteries U
10.1.7.1 Conclusions I
The military use of magnesium batteries is limited to mines and communications

equipment. The battery system is an old chemistry that will likely be phased out over the next few

decades.
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There is only a single North American manufacturer for the Navy mine batteries - ACR

5 Electronics. Their manufacturing process is antiquated and labor intensive, but ACR has no plans

to update their manu ing equipment, processes or operations. ACR has a well established

I commercial market ,on-battery products and although they would miss revenues from
magnesium military batteries, if demand became low enough to make the economics unfavorable,

ACR contends they would cease production. The Navy has not expressed a great deal of concern

about this; other battery chemistries are potential replacements.

3' CECOM procures commercial, off the shelf batteries from Rayovac for its communications

equipment as a low cost alternative to lithium sulfur dioxide batteries during training exercises.

Rayovac is a well established battery compary with a large ccmmercial base; the military's

purchases produce little income compared to th' - commercial market base.

IMilitary and commercial demand in ti, nagnesium battery market is small. The two

identified suppliers are healthy with a stable busi,,ss climate. Both suppliers are adequately

3 diversified via other products so that the loss of military magnesium battery buisiness would have

no catastrophic effects on their companies.

1 10.1.7.2 Recommendations

I Since the magnesium battery manufacturers are stable, no actions are requireL. The current

applications for the battery should remain supported. If the military demand decreases or is3 terminated, the suppliers will not experience any significant problems.

3 10.2 Short Term Management Issues' Conclusions and Recommendations

This section presents conclusions and recommendations associated with management

concerns raised by the battery industrial sector. Many of these concerns have been identified

previously in section 7.1.

1
I
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10.2.1 Joint U.SJCanadian Battery Buys and Joint Buys Between Services I

10.2.1.1 Conclusions I

Batteries are pervasive throughout the military. The Services use large quantities of 3
bateries to maintain supplies and conduct training exercises. Canada procures a smaller portion of
batteries than the U.S., and most Canadian military equipment comes from U.S. suppliers.

Therefore, the Canadian DND uses many of the same batteries at :he U.S., but currently there are

no joint efforts in battery purchasing. There are very few Canadian battery suppliers; when

Canada buys batteries from U.S. manufacturers, they often obtain them through a Canadian

distributor at a premium. Joint purchasing programs directly from the manufacturer will help both

the U.S. and Canadian governments as well as the battery manufacturer. The benefits for the two

governments include decreased unit costs due to larger quantities and elimination of distributor

pm|

10.2.1.2Reomedfoi

The U.S. Services and Canadian DND should explore the possibility of joint procurements

among the Services and the DND.

10.2.2 Plan for Low Rate Production

10.2.2.1 Conclusions I

In preserving a production base capability, both the production lines and the skill level of

the people involved in the process need to be maintained. Extending production deliveries by 3
planning for a low rate of production would achieve this goal. This helps not only to preserve a
particular capability and chemistry, but also to ease the transition from one battery chemistry, e.g.,

lithium sulfur dioxide, to the next generation chemistry. This also enables the producer to make
more informed business and investment decisions.

10.2.2.2 Recommendations I
Though low rates of production increase costs they should be used where there is concern

about maintaining a needed production capability that is in danger of disappearing. The lithium
sulfur dioxide chemistry is a prime example; the Army is looking to transition to a more cost
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efficient battery but needs to ensure that lithium sulfur dioxide chemistry production is available

until the new chemistry is developed.

10.2.3 Improved Planning and Communication

10.2.3.1 Conclusions

Improved planning and communication of battery requirements with manufacturers would
permit more efficient workloading and production scheduling. This would not only increase
manuf stability and improve delivery schedules, unit costs, and quality, but also would
serve to foster a better, more cooperative working relationship with battery producers.

10.2.3.2 Recommendations

The U.S. Services and Canadian DND should work toward improving the planning
involved regarding battery supply requirements and relaying this information to manufacturers.

SCommunication may be enhanced through the implementation of an electronic bulletin board
informing manufacturers of future battery procurement requirements.

1 10.2.4 Battery Maintenance

5 10.2.4.1 Conclusions

Cetai secondary batteries, such as nickel cadmium and lead acid used mainly for military
aviation applications, have their service lives shortened by improper maintenamce procedures. The3 lack of proper maintenance is a cause of significant annual cost in battery replacement

10.2.4.2 Recommendatios

The services should implement improved personnel training and update battery maintenance
Sprocedures. A thorough understanding of what maintenance is required and when it is required is

imperative to preserve battery service life. This information should be obtained, when available,
from the battery manufacturer and updated or incorporated into military battery maintenance

procedures.

I1
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10.3 Long Term Management Issues' Conclusions and Recommendations I

The following conclusions and recommendations suggest long term ways to eliminate and 3
reduce other areas of concern.

10.3.1 Standardize Battery NSNs (NATO/National Stock Numbers)

10.3.1.1 Conclusions m

The U.S. Services and Canadian DND need a better understanding of what batteries they 3
have in use and where different organizations are procuring the same batteries from the same

manufacturer but using different NSNs. I

10.3.1.2 R ndations

A thorough parsing of the battery NSNs of the U.S. and Canadian military services is

required. The two countries should institute a process to coordinate and catalog new NSNs. A 3
joint battery NSN database with explicit information about each item could facilitate this process.

Currently, NSN lists exist that provide specific NSNs or categories of NSNs corresponding to a

particular battery, but this information is often limited or inaccurate.

10.3.2 Make Better Use of a Battery Designers Associate (tool) I

10.3.2.1 Conclusions I

Though system designers attemrpt to identify and utilize existing batteries, they are

frequently unsuccessful because they are unaware of existing batteries that could satisfy the needs

of a particular system. A database that documents and tracks batteries could have a significant

impact on reducing the proliferation of new batteries within the military. There are several existing

databases that document and track either batteries or components of military systems, including

batteries, which offer potential as such a system. 3
10.3.2.2 Recommendations 3
The U.S. Services and Canada should address whether one of the current datbasbts could

serve as a battery designers associate. The basis for this determination should be identifying what I
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I-information would need to be included or added to the selected database and what procedures
would need to be developed to make it effective.

10.3.3 Create Families of Batteries

10.3.3.1 Conclusions

I One way to help stem the proliferation of batteries is to ensure that battery requirements are
considered in the early planning stages of a weapon system. If families of batteries were createdj for different defense systems, the designer could choose standard batteries from the family
appropriate to his system and operational requirements. This standardization would help limit the1 number of configurations/chemistries used with specific systems. These families could highlight
specific areas such as ordnance systems, communications systems, manportable devices, or
aviation systems. The Navy has successfully accomplished this in designing sonobuoys. Duracell

has standardized their commercial lithium camera battery configurations from which camera
designers must choose a specific battery. A tri-Service Aviation Battery group is in place that
could address this issue for aincraft batteries.

I 10.3.3.2 -ec-mmendtos

The U.S. and Canadian governments should jointly create families of batteries that contain

sub-fimilies for specific chemistries and configmations. These families should be organized by
specific functional areas. These families will serve to standardize and control the proliferation of

I configurationchemistries used with particular systems and will allow new batteries in the families
to be designed with the same or similar parametr s and speccatios.

10.3.4 Evaluation of Supporting MI-Specs

10.3.4.1 Conclusions

Some supporting military specifications that affect batteries are outdated and in need of
revision. Packaging and shipping of batteries are a prime example. One battery producer indicated3 a requirement to ship their batteries in wooden crates. This was an expensive undertaking that
added to the overall battery cost and did not allow the producer to take advantage of more cost

i effective materials.
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10.3.4.2 Rec-mendations I

Evaluation of supporting military specifications should be addressed jointly between the £
services and Canadian DND working in conjunction with battery manufacturers to determine which

specifications are outdated, unnecessary, and/or too costly or stringent. 5
10.3.5 Make Better Use of Multiple- (or Multi.) Year Contracting

10.3.5.1 Conclusions

Additional multiple-year contracting would enable both the governmeunt and industry to plan

their business strategies better. These contracts, which could be awarded for longer periods than I
in the pasi, (e.g. five to seven years), could be based on the past performance of the company.

This would help establish a more cooperative, working relationship with companies. 1
10.3.5.2 Recommendations

Where possible, the U.S. Services and Canadian DND should support and utilize multiple-

year contracting. 5
10.3.6 Oversight Function for the U.S. Services/DoD/Canadian DND

10.3.6.1 Conclusion, I

The U.S. Services aMd Canadian DND could be more effective in sharing battery

information and working together to overcome common problems. Though small ad hoc groups I
exist to study specific battery issues dealing with particular areas, these efforts could be combined

into a major battery oversight function between the U.S. Services, DoD, and Canadian DND. I

10.3.6.2 Recommendations

A joint function between the U.S. and Canadian Services should be established to
oversee management issues concerning batteries and the dissemination of information concerning 3
battery research, buys, company status, and the status of the implementation of the above

recommendations. Also, since the above recommendations cover a variety of issues and a variety
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of areas, this joint function should oversee the planning, implementation, and progress of the
effots made to impmve the baney industrial base.
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U Appendix C - Battery Sector Study Sites Contacted

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TI bx)INTZZ SC ZClTEYSZr

3company 1 Lab CRY Staft Point of ConAct

1ACR Electronics lnc. Ft. Lauderdale F L Paul Frank12 Alexander Mfg. Co. Mason City I A Tony Andolino

3 Alupower Canada Umited Kingston C*JT Dr. John Stannard34 1Armyi Resarch Labs 0 Ft. Monmouth Ft. Monmouth NJ Dr. Bob Hanilan

5 Ballard Power & Research Inc. Vancouver 13C Dr. Allien Harkness36 Battery Engineering Inc. Hyde Park M A Boab Fay

7 BST Systems, Inc. PCiil CT Joseph F. Houlilhan

a* C & D Charter Power Systems Inc. Plymouth Meeting PA Leo Dehllnger

9 Concorde Battery Corp. West Covina C A Skip Kos
10 Delco/Remy - Div. of GM kiduianpolis; I N Karen Colins

IIEagle Picher Colorado Springs CO0 Ralan Farmer

12 Egle-k~w opli M 0 Information obtained from MICOM's3 2Ege-iirIo~nM theral battery study

131 Electrofuel Mfg. Co. Ltd. Toronto GOfT Dr. Sankar Das Gupta

14 GNB Battery Loft~ard I L George Hunt

15 Hydro-ausbec: Montreal C Dr. Guy Belanger
16 Johnson Controls Milwaukee W I Jim Winnistorfer

11 Marathon Manufacturing Co. Waco TX Pate Spink

18 Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane I N Jim Gucinskl319 Naval Surface Warfare Center White Oak M D Jim Barnes

20 Power Conversion Inc. Sadilebrook N J Dr. Jim Sullivan3211 Saft America Inc. Cockeysvlfle M D Guy Chagnon

22 Saft America In. Vakleee N C Fic Raldnes323 Saft America Inc. Valdosta G A Del Nary

24 Whittaker Power Storage Systems Denver CO0 Vein Bijork3251 Wright Labs @ WPAFB Dayton O 0H Dick Marsh

261 Yardney I Pawcatuck C T Peter Karplnski
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U Appemdi D- -0aung Site Visit Quuesuomnafte

Sltatterv ~~Sector Study Manufacturers Oetonr

S~GENERAL N1ERMATION

Name of Company:

I Address:

Telephone and Fax numbers:

POC:

SCOMPANYNORMAION

Company size:

3 Are you a subsidiary of another company, privately or publicly held:

Sales Volume in dollars and quantity to military and commercial (by battery type):

3 Percentage of overall sales (dollars) to military and commercial (by battery type):

3 BATTERY TYPE(S)ERODUCED

Battery Type(s) Produced (battery chemistry):

I Are any of the battery types you produce used by the military as well as commercial
customers:

For each battery type how long have you been manufacturing it:

What systems (if known) are the batteries used in:

3 For each battery type, name competing vendor(s):

Has your company developed any new battery type technology:

MANUFACTURING

3 What is your production capacity: By shift / by day / by battery type (cells):

What raw materials/components do you use?

Where do you obtain your raw materials (company, country):

Do you have the capability to produce custom battery type configurations:

I In what format are instructions/specifications for manufacture received from the
government (TDPs, Mil-Specs):

D
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Appendix D - Manufacturing Site Visit Questionnaire

Have you made any capital investments (of your own) to support military battery I
production:

If so how much: When: What for: I
Does your company possess any unique manufacturing capabilities:

If so what kind: Acquired or developed in house: Developed by whom: I
Has your company developed any new technologies related to battery manufacturing:

Briefly, what is your maximum capacity:

What will it take to get to maximum capacity:

What impediments will you encounter in doing such a capacity surge:

How much time would you need to get to maximum capacity:

Main customer(s): I
Battery types each individual customer buys: 3
If your marketplace extends beyond domestic borders what markets do you advertise
and/or sell in:

If so what battery type(s): U
TESTING & EVALUATIO

Do you have any test/evaluate capabilities in house:

What tests are performed outside your facility:

GOVRN NT , FUNDING

Are you involved in any type of DoD/DND funding and/or programs (R&D, ManTech,
Title I, Technology Transfer, Advanced Research Projects Agency Technology
Reinvestment Program, Defense Development Sharing Arrangement, etc.):

Are you aware that such programs exist: I
RSARC- ndDEVELOEMNT II

Do you have any type of R&D at your facility:

Are you involved in any R&D with academia or another company: 3
If so where, with whom, what type of technology (battery):

D-2 U
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Appomix D - Mmufaceturing Site Visit Questonnaire

I What are the shortfalls/weaknesses in selling to/dealing with the US/Canadian
government:

Are there any policy/regulatory issues, environmental regulations, or stateAocal/federal
laws which affect your business:

Have you ever geared up production to support a military emergency: If so when:

JOINT EffORT
Are you involved in any joint/collaborative efforts with another company, US

government, Canadian Government:

3 Do you have any licensing agreements with other companies:

Would you be interested in such endeavors:

IF-
What demand do you foresee (military/commercial) for the battery types you produce:

I What is the impact of significant reduction in military demand to your company:

How are changes in battery technology affecting your company:

Give a general assessment of your company's future ability to assist the military in
meeting its future battery requirements (relevant to your company's products) through the
1990's and into the 21st century:

What do you forecast as the changes in your production capacity over the next three to
five years?

I
I
I
I
I
I
* D-3
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Appendix E - R&D / Laboratory Facility Questionnaire

I ~Batterv Sector Study R&D / Laboratory Facility Questionnaire

I GENERAL NEORMATION

Name of Company:

Adds-
3 Telephone and Fax numbers:

POC:

* EACILIEY INORMATN

Facility size:

3 Are you an independent test/evaluation facility or are you affiliated with another
company or a government agency, are you privately or publicly held:

How many scientists, technicians etc. do you employ:

Percentage of overall testing done for military / commercial (by battery type):

3How long have you been in operation:

How do you obtain work to test - Do you have long standing contracts with any3 companies, do you advertise - if so where:

BATTERY TYPE(S) TSE

Battery Type(s) Tested:

Are any of the battery types you test/evaluate sold in military and commercial markets:

U For each battery type how long have you been testing/evaluating it:

What systems (if known) are the batteries used in:

Are you in competition with other test/evaluate facilities: If so whom:

I -
Where do you obtain your criteria to tesevaluate against:

What types of testing/evaluating do you do:
"* Qualification * Production
"* Conformance to spec • Safety
• Environmental • Disposal

Do you possess any specialized equipment and/or capabilities:

I
* E-1
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I
Appmdix E - R&D / Laboratory Facility Questonnaire

Are you certified to grant accreditations according to regulations/policies (government, iacceped stndards)

Has your company developed any new testing/evaluating technology: I

Main customner(s): CUTMR

If your marketplace extends beyond domestic borders what markets do you advertise
and/or sell in:

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
If you are not affiliated with a government agency are you involved in any type of I
government funding and/or programs (ManTech, Title HI, Technology Transfer, etc.):

Are you aware that such programs exist: I
RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT

Do you have any type of R&D at your facility: i
Are you involved in any R&D with academia or another company: 3
If so where, with whom,:

What are the shortfalIs/weaknesses in dealing with the US government:

Are there any policy/regulatory issues, environmental regulations, or state/local/federal 3
laws which affect your business:

JOINT EFFORTS

Are you involved in any joint/collaborative efforts with another company, US
government, Canadian Government:

Would you be interested in such endeavors:

What is the impact of significant reduction in military demand to your company:

How are changes in battery technology affecting your company: 3
Give a general assessment of your company's future ability to assist the military in
meeting its future battery requirements (relevant to your company's products) through the
199(Ys and into the 21st century:

E-2I
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